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Rooms for Bos Renters.
Hours: 9 to 4-

Inspection Invited.
Call to-day.

Set. 9 to i.

Exec

notice—Mary D Lowell.

—Eet of Elizabeth T Sylvester.
Admr notice—Est of Sarah A Cook.
—Est of Lawrence E Sinclair.
J W Remlck—Cottage to let.
H B Phillips—Horses for sale.
Mrs L S Webber—Wagon for sale.
Commissioners' notice.
J A Haynes—Delicacies.
Harry C Austin A Co—Refrigerators.
Probate notice—Tra of Clifford Brigham.
George 0 Kali—Comedy-drama.
In bankruptcy—Jesse E Woodworth.
**
—Norris I Higgins.
For sale—Hunting cabin launch.
R M Campbell—Freedom notice.
Stoninqtok:
*
Fred I Lamson—Bankrupt’s petition.
Blirhill;
**
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Whitcomb Cousins—Foreclosure notice.
Trrnton:
Mt Desert Bridge Corporation—Notice.
Suery:
Daniel McKay—Foreclosure notice.
SCHEDULE OF MAILS
In

MAILS RECEIVED.

From Wrst— 7.18 a m; 4.28 and 6.36 p ru.
From East— 11.06,11.46 a m; 6.58 and 10.52 p

behind YOUR deposit, if you arc a patron of this
bank. Note the significantly big figures:

Capital,

465,000
175,000

*

Total,
|815,000
over ft,000,000 show what

Total deposits
our
thousands of patrons tbink of thiB institution as
good bank to do business with. YOUR account is solicited.
of

Going West—10.30. 11.15 r m; 5.50 End 9 pm.
Going East—6.45 a m; 4 and 6 pm.

s

Registered mail should be at postoffice half
hour before mail closes.
Sunday mail arrives from the west at 7.20
m: closes for the west at 5.30 p m.
Postoffice open on Sunday from 9 to 10 a m.
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EASTERN TRUST & BANKING CO.

A. K. Russell is visiting in Warren.
Mrs. Eugene Hale is home for the sumMrs.

Bangor. Maim*.
Branches at Old Town and Machlas.

mer.

in

Milo Austin is visiting his
Van Buren.

son

re-

Charles Brewster and wife, Miss Annie
Ryan and Archie Moore, of Dexter, have
been guests of John P. Eldridge and wife
a few days.
They came from Dexter in an
automobile returning to-day.
Miss Lucy M. Smith and Prank Tredic,
both of Ellsworth, were married by Rev.
>
R. B. Mathews at the Congregational parl
sonage last Thursday evening. They have

! (the b*nkI

the congratulations of their many friends.
The regular meeting of the Ellsworth
merchants’ association will be held at the
board of trade room in Hancock ball next
Monday evening. Important reports will
be made, and a full attendance of members is desired.

on'the road.
m.

MAIL CLOSES AT POSTOPPICK.

|176,000

....

Surplus and Profits (earned)
Stockholders’ Liability,

effect April 10, 1911.

Edward

airs, coipitts, oi Mew Brunswick, is the
guest of her sod, H. A. Colpttts.
A few friends gave Mansel B. Young
and wife a surprise Monday evening.

Tickets for the graduation exercises of
the Ellsworth high school next Wednesday afternoon at Hancock hall will be
given out at the office of the superintendent of schools next Saturday afternoon,
beginning at 2 o’clock. The tickets, not
more than two to each
applicant, will be
given out until all seats have been disof.
posed

Many Ellsworth people plan

to attend

the annual reunion of the Eastern Maine
Veteran association at Jacksonville campground next Wednesday, June 21. While
no official announcement of railroad arrangements has yet been made, it is probable the excursion rate of fl will be allowed, with a special train returning
early in the evening.

UNION trust company

OF ELLSWORTH

for the

PEOPLE

J

THIS IS A GOOD BANK TO DO BUSINESS WITH

We have all the facilities

banking institution, and,

I

ij | UNION TRUST COMPANY OF ELLSWORTH. |
'

t
FOURTH OF JULY.

COMING EVENTS.

Committee Announces Full Program
for Celebration.
The Fourth of July celebration committee of the Merchants’ association, at a
meeting Monday evening, gave its final approval of the program for the day, which
is as follows:

_

J

are the two makes
The features of
sgei is.

1 lu

of cars for which we are the selling
these cars are such that no intending
i. baser
should fail to become familiar with them. We are
prepared to show every detail.
sc

expected
The through New York

pastor

COVPLVTE LINE OF- LIGHT DELIVERY TRUCKS

15 Models—$550 to $1850.

Ellsworth Foundry & Machine Works,
Water Street, Ellsworth, Maine.

GARAGE

—

and every tool needed to do repairing with all speed.

Popular

“Beechnut” Delicacies

You know the

and extra

superior quality

Note the slender

prices:

The

J. A, HAYNES,

in town of Mrs.

E. Gray.
The annual meeting of the Congregational church was held Friday evening.
Supper was served at 6.30 o’clock. The
meeting was called to order by the pastor,
Rev. R. B. ftathews. After a short praise

service, reports of the clerk and treasurer,
John H. Brimmer, and the superintendent
of the Sunday school, L. H. Cushman,
were heard.
Mr. Mathews spoke on the
condition of church and Sunday school.

big crowd of Red Men
The Bar Harbor band
has been engaged for the day, and will be
here on the first morning train.
There is every indication of a big crowd
The Red
in Ellsworth for the Fourth.
Men are coming in force for a big fire
of Militown, and

Kail

at

presents

a

grange

59 cents.

Wednesday, June 21, at Hancock hall—
Graduation exercises of Ellsworth high
school in afternoon 2.30. Class play and
ball in evening. Tickets for the evening,
25 and 35
cents; on sale at Moore’s
drug store beginning Thursday, June 15,
at 9 a. m. Tickets for afternoon to be distributed at office of superintendent of
schools beginning at 2. p. m. Saturday
June 17.
Tuesday, July 4—Celebration at Ellsworth.
Aug 6-12— Old Home week celebration at
Ellsworth.
Friday, July 14, at Ellsworth—Annual
reunion of 6th Maine Veteran association.
STATE.

June 21
Reunion
Wednesday,
Eastern Maine Veteran association
Jacksonville camp-ground.
FAMILY

in tbe parade, is on exhibition
F. Robinson’s window.

ance

SbbrrtiKmnttfc,

WHEN IN DOUBT BUY AT
AUSTIN’S

E.

NORTH ELLSWORTH.
Mrs. Lizzie Naaon is visiting in Bangor.
Miss Addie Richardson is at Ellsworth
caring for Mrs. John F. Whitcomb.
Mrs. Hannah Maddocks will leave this
week to visit her daughter, Mrs. Rose
Cousins, of Kennebunk.
Mrs. Rose Morton, who has been visit-

REUNIONS.

Saturday, June 17 —Smith family at
Smith, Franklin.

home of Eben

dance. A handsome cup, which will be
given to the tribe making the best appearin

of
at

—

and excursionists.

S£erDown

)3fe*a£Si

BBLIADLB

Heating, Furnace
Work and Jobbing.

HONEST WORK; HONEST PRICES.

Hancock Co. Savings

Twenty Years' Experience.
Personal attention to all details.
ephone

mail orders
attended to.

or

promptly

Grant

banking rooms:

Ellsworth, Me.

body
any pert
irritate. Bender this it bee a rather
ureeahte odor and not objectionable in any
way to eitber tboae who uao it^ot thoaa

it

oo

even

aaottnd them,

but^^“~''

Mosquito*, Gulb BladA
Flies and Punkie*

Tel-

F. BRADY,
==Bank—= EDWARD
St., Ellsworth, Me.
In business 37 1-2
years and lias paid
7J regular
semi-annual dividends.

SKEETER SKOOiy
be peculiar Pr'P«“t^Tnd»
and it doean t
of the

Price reduced from May
i untii further notice to
6 cents Per Quart.

SI
|
Urn
Ik ■
Iwl 11 If

will remain where there iiemr •
•
trace of it in the air.l^^»“i
Ure tome Retail Skeeter Skoot on root
of
cloth
Saturate a piece
not fishing trip.
with Skeeter Skoot and leave it about your
,l~.pr>g apartments in the camp or on the
piaxza ot lawn and you will be positively
toe of those troublesome pests. Good to
ntL on horses, dogs end pets too. Put uptn
bottles convenient to carry anywhere. 25c.

Not

one

My customers are satisfied customers because
all from graded
of the quality of the inilk
stock, mostly Jersey. Ask for cream ; 1 may be

E. 0. MOORE,

S. 8. ESTEY,

Druggist,

able to supply it.

MOHBiaoa Fakm.
P. O. addrei?,

Bay.idb

EUawoiiti, B. F. t>. 1.

Cor. opp. P. O.

Ellsworth

Sullivan Tuesday, on their way to Mrs.
Rand’s home at Winter Harbor.

Mrs. Frank M. Moore went to Orono
Monday to attend commencement at the
University of Maine. Her son, Charles
Rea, is a member of the graduating class.

Have you

that

bought

Refrigerator
About

yet?

time,

isn’t it?

We Have All Sizes

cently.

FALLS.

W. B. Cram and wife, of Bangor,
here over Sunday with relatives.

was a

lawn

party at the home ol

Luckings Saturday evening. The
was prettily decorated with Japanese

laitferns.

Ice-cream and cake

were

Dogs
seems

after

another commodity which
increase in value a good deal
automobile runs over them.
are

to

an

B. Betts and wife have gone to Boston, where Mr. Betts has employment.
Harry Gerry, wife and child arrived
home Tuesday evening from Pasco, Wash.,
for a visit with relatives.

I have leased the Gould building at West end
of bridge, aud am prepared to do

Fred E. Grace and wife returned to the

PAINTING, PAPER-HANGING, CAL3OMININ0

Leo

hatchery Monday after spending Sunday at their home here.
Through an oversight mention was not

Green Lake

Paris Green,
Blue Vitriol,

Hellebore,
Prepared Lime,
Bisulphide Carbon,
Moth Balls,
Bug Death
Sheep Dipping Powder,
Lambert’s Death to Lice,
FOB SALE AT

Parcher’s

Drug Store

served.

were

Edward Kincaid has moved his family
into the Haslam house on Mill street.

Lead,
Pyrox Copperas,

Arsenate

John P. Hoyt, of the Bangor seminary,
hold services here the next four
months. He is stopping at the home ol
Frank R. McQown and wife.

lawn

ELLSWORTH

Bordeaux Mixture,
Lime and Sulphur,

will

There

Undertaking.

Furniture.

White

was

Della

CO.,

ELLSWORTH, ME.

MCOLIN.

At his

perintendent of Sunday school; Rev. R. B.
Mathews, assistant superintendent; Miss
Agnes Lord, secretary of Sunday school.

C. AUSTIN &

HARRY

_

Eddie Maddocks is very low.
Mrs. Francis McQown and daughter
Helen visited relatives at Lamoine re-

suggestion the board of deacons
increased to four, L. H. Cushman being added to the board. Officers were reelected as follows. John
H. Brimmer,
clerk and treasurer; L. H. Cushman, su-

Hot Water
WITH THI

C. E. Alexander and

Miss Annie

deposit your money PLUMBING,

Street,

remain

Edward W. Austin, an Ellsworth boy,
York, is home. She was a former employee in The American
Charlotte
Miss
Hopkins,
accompanied by
office, has entered into partnership with
of Bangor, who spent the winter in Boston.
George 8. Mac Laughlan, under the firm
The rural play,
Willowdale,” will be name of Austin & MacLaughlan, in the
presented by members of Nicolin grange newspaper and printing business at Van
at the grange hall, North Ellsworth, next Ruren. The initial number of their paper,
Monday evening. Dance aud supper will the Van Buren News, was issued last
follow.
week, copies being received by Ellsworth
Mansel B. Young and Mrs. Florence A. friends of Mr. Austin. All his homeBlaisdell, both ol Ellsworth, were married friends wish him success in his enterprise.
State President Mrs. Mae Cash, of PortSaturday evening at Lamoine, by Rev. W.
H. Rice. Ellsworth friends extend con- land, and Grand Warden Mrs. Annie M.

See our window display of these fresh
“Beechnut” goods; and you will want
them all the more!

*6 State

and will

winter in New

..'50 Dried Beef, in glass,
.30
Bacon, In glass.
Beanut Butter, in glass, .14 Catsup, iu bottles,
.23
Olive Oil, In bottles,
.30 Orange Marmalade, bitter .15
*
Beach Jam, in glass,
sweet .15
.10
“
»
.10 Grape Jelly,
.10
Grape
Bed Raspberry Jam, In glass, .10

OLD

Tuesday evening,

until to-morrow. Mr. Joy’s friends,
only regret on seeing him back to Ellsworth is the ridiculously short time he remains here. While here he is the guest of
his aunt, Mrs. Calvin P. Joy. Mr. and Mrs.
Joy are East to attend the wedding next
week of U. 8. Senator Johnson’s daughter.
The senator and Mr. Joy married sisters.

Young, of Calais, paid an official visit of ! ing her sister, Mrs. Lucy Maddocks, left
in Friendship for the
The rehearsal of the Ellsworth festival inspection to Nokomis Kebekah lodge last Friday for her home
chorus, appointed lor to-morrow evening, evening. The call was for a district con- summer.
vention, but the unfavorable weather preMiss Etta Piper, who has spent the past
vented members from other lodges in the two months with her sister, Mrs. Arthur
366nrtisnnmta.
from
district
attending. About 100 mem- Nason, returned to her home in Eastbrook
bers of Nokomis lodge were present. SupSaturday.
was
served
at 6.30, followed by degree
per
Mrs. May Rand, accompanied by her
work. The visiting officers were guests
sister, Mrs. Lucy Maddocks, went to East
while

toothsomeness of “Beechnut” specialties
in glass; here is our list of the finest in

|

The S. L. C. will be entertained by Mrs.
C. i. Davis Thursday evening. There will
be a program of tlag-day exercises. The
decorations will be of flowers and flags.
Mrs. A. P. Wiswell, who has spent the

here
over

Hancock hall-Qeo.
“Shine On, Harvest
Moon,” a comedy-drama. Tickets on sale
at Moore’s drag-store; 25c, 35c, 60c.
C.

gratulations.

Just Received—“Just Fine.”

this line.

to Bar Harbor
train will go on the route next week. The
full summer train schedule will go iDto
effect a week later.

ELLSWORTH.

Monday, June 19,

Monday evening, June 19, at Nicolin
hall, North Ellsworth—“Willowdale.” by grange members, followed by
Sunrise—Ringing of bells; salute.
dance and supper. Admission, 25 cents;
8- 9—Band concert postoffice square.
9— Arrival of Washington County special, dance tickets, 35 cents; supper tickets,

C. R. Cirone, who a few years ago conducted a restaurant on Franklin street,
with band, Red Men, etc.
will soon return to Ellsworth from Pitts- 9- 10— Parade of horribles, Main and Water
A short but pronounced earthquake
streets.
field, where he has been located since
shock was felt in Ellsworth this morning
10- 11—Minor sports, all down town.
leaving here. He has rented the upper
at 5.30 o’clock.
10.80— Greased pole, postoffice
part of the building at Hancock and Main 11- 11.20— Fat men's race, Watersquare.
street.
The common schools of the city close
streets, and also the upper part of the ll.20-ll.40—Coin scramble, near Hancock hall.
this week for the summer vacation. The building adjoining on Main
Itreet, which 11.40-12-Pie contest.
high school will close next week.
is connected with the corner building, 12- Dinner to Red Men and K. P. at Odd Fellows’ hall.
Mrs. Charles E. McCarthy, of Boston, and will open a restaurant and hotel.
1- 1.30—Band concerts, Hancock hall and postwith her little daughter, is visiting her paDuring the absence of Col. C. C. Burrill
office
square.
rents, Richard Bawkea and wife.
and wife last Friday, a thief entered their
1.80- 2—Greased pig contest. Main street.
Ellsworth high and Cherryfleld academy house on High street, and got away with 2- 8—Grand
prize parade, mounted guard, esteams played ball at Wyman park Satur- nearly |200 worth of jewelry. The police
cort, Red Men, U R K of P, fire departare
visitors
17-12.
for
the
H.
who
winning.
Score,
looking
George
day,
ment, horribles, floats, automobiles, etc.
Patterson,
Prof. George Porter Paine, wife and lit- had been employed about the place for 3- 4—Hand-tub contest.
4- 5—Girls’ basket ball game, west side of
tle son arrived this morning from Min- some weeks, and whose disappearance was
bridge, Bar Harbor vs Ellsworth.
coincident with that of the jewelry.
neapolis, to remain here during the sum- Patterson does
Union river rapids.
not bear an enviable repu- 5- 5.15— Log race,
mer.
5.16-5.30—Canoe race. Union river.
tation, having served time before for 7- 8-Band concerts.
! Rev. C. J. Brown, of Bangor, occupied
larceny.
8— Fourth of July ball.
the pulpit at the Methodist church last
Willis A. Joy, of Grand Forks, North
The Washington County special, due at"
Sunday morning and evening. The new
Dakota, a former Ellsworth boy, arrived 9 o’clock will bring the Maccabee band,
next week.
is
Mrs. Clifford G. Royal is in Augusta visson, Hoyt B. Austin and wife.

required by an up-to-date

in addition, we place at the
disposal of our customers the benefit of the collective
character, ability and experience of a most efficient
staff of officers and employees.
If you are in need of an investment, or desire the
benefit of our banking opportunities, in any way,
call us up, write us, come in and see us, or we will
send our representative to see you and get in touch
with you.

iting her

I Buick and Cadillac
l~

24

SbbfTtiMmnits.
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The comedy-drama, “Shine On, Harvest
Moon,” is to be presented next Mondsy
evening at Hancock hall by George C.
Kali. This play is most highly spoken of
by the press, being a dramatization of
Lawrence Russell's novel, and the company giving it is said to be one of the best

AT ILLS WORTH POSTO PRICK.

Plenty of Cash Backing

will not be held, owing to inability to
cure the hall. There will be no more
hearsals until fall.

No.

,*?.”**(

)

IF YOU DRINK
Drink nT. KEBO SPRINO

WATER

from pure spring
water and bottled at the

Spring.

NEW PAINT SHOP

and FURNITURE PAINTING.

A. W. NYE,
Ellsworth,.Maine

BEVERAGES.

Made

sttrbcrtigni.nttf.

They

Hake You Well and
You Well

Keep

FOU SALE IX ELLSWORTH AT

LUCHINl’S.

made last week of the survival of another

late Eben M. Stover—Mrs.

daughter
Uarrington,

of

The other children

are

of the

John

Virginia City,

Nev.

Mrs. Elias B. Arm-

strong and Charles.
Teachers can cultivate
can’t create them.

brains;

they

POP F3 V

SEEDS

It Is not too late to plant poppy seeds If there
Is some spot about your grounds which you
would like to beauti'y at small expense. You
can get seeds of choice varieties at the

ELLSWORTH QREENHOUSE.
Telephone 43.

Royal Exchange

Assurance

Co.,

OF LONDON.
ESTABLISHED

H.

E. HOLflES,

1720.

Agent.

EDITED BT

If Motto:

Topic.—Groce for common duties —Eph.
hr. 28. 26; V. 1. 2. Edited by Rev Sherman
H. Doyle. D. D
Christianity emphasizes the Importance of the performance of what we
may call the common duties of Ufe.
The great doctrines are set forth, and
tl connection with them the dally duties that devolve upon man, both In his
relation to God and to his fellow man.
In no other writings In the New Testament are these feats more abundantly
shown than In those of the Apostle
Paul. Paul ever emphasized the doctrine* of his religion, and yet no one
more frequently or more forcibly applied these same doctrines to the practical duties of life. In his ministry he
dealt with those who had been raised
In Ignorance and In darkness and
whose lives had long been associated
with lndlvldnal and social vices, and
he not only faithfully performed his
dnty in setting forth “the truth as It
Is In Jesus.” but he was also faithful
In exhorting his converts "to put off
the old man. which is corrupt according to the deceitful lusts,” and “to put
on the new man, which after God Is
created In righteousness and holiness."
The common duties of life are not
to be Ignored. As Christians we are
not only to believe, but also to do. Our
faith must be proved by our works, for
"faith without works Is dead." Nor Is
tfuuuj$j□

luai

»e

suuuiu

niniiiK

ut?

great sacrifices In the name of
onr religion and to faithfully perform
the duties of worship that devolve
upon us, but we must also practice the
Christian virtues and shun the vices
that so naturally cling to us even after
we have been regenerated by the spirit
of God.
Pure and undeflled religion
does not end with the visiting of the
fatherless and widows In their affliction, but it includes the keeping of ourselves unspotted from the world. The
former may be the easier, but the latter U not to be Ignored for that reason.
It may be easier and more natural
to lie and to deceive than to “put
away lying and to speak every man
truth with his neighbor” or to be angry and sin than to “be angry and atn
not,” and yet the virtues of truth and
peace are not to be despised for that
reason and the vices of falsehood and
alnful wrath exalted. If of those who
Had been raised in heathen lands God
demanded vlrtne rather than vice,
much more does Be expect ns to practice Christian virtues and to eschew
all that la evil. We are also to “walk
in love," to let onr ordinary, everyday
be spent in an atmosphere c* love,
to make

rerchangeof Ideas. In this capacity It solicits
communications, and its success depends largely
on the support given it In this respect. Communications must be signed, but the name of
writer will not bo printed except by permission
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications

as onr

saint that lost him

night of

been

memories

am so

ham'a Vegetable Compound.

personal letter from which I will take
tracta here and there.

ex-

sug-

awak-

varioua

of ths hints and helps, the opinions And in one dollar’s worth of seeds and I've sat out
experiences we have been gathering up in one peck of bulbs and a bushel of dahlia roots.
the years we have
lived together as I had five bushels whtn I put them In the
mutual helpers. E’s letter and contribu- cellar, but the toft rot took nearly all. I’ve
more bulbs to put in, but I'm going to wait
tion caused me to think of this.
1 had a most enjoyable call from X. V awhile to have some late blooms. I haven’t
any new kinds of flowers. My yard is so
Z. a few days ago.
My only regret con- snail and I can't give
up the old favorites.
nected with it is that it was so brief. We
This year I’ve two beds of asters. One of
found so many things in common w hich them is mixed
seeds, the other, two white
interested us that the time was. all toe ends with lavender middle. If they do well
short, but we are hoping to meet again won’t they be fine?
and that she and the friend with her and
Guess we can t have th« rntnidSi in June.
You’ll have to plan the timV-*-we'll all agree
her family may be at the next reunion.
to that I
guess—only don’t put it into bad
Our dumb animals are not always going time, and don't I hope we’ll have
loU and lota theie. We surely deserve a
treated with the consideration and kindvery
happy day, for we are all hard workers.
ness w hich are their due. and when one
Her parting wish you will all appreciate:
like Uncle Dudley pays a tribute to their
worth, it should have a place here, for 44May your house clean itself.**
Aunt Madge.
“Teddy K.” had been adopted in the M. B.
family and we are sorry for his master that
he has lost him.
BROOKSVILLE.
Dear Aunt Madge and Mutuale:
L. O. Fowler is employed in Bluehili at
With sadness I tell you that I have lost the
White Granite Co.
Teddy R, which passed sway after a few weeks
Clarence Douglass, a former resident of
of sickness. He was of the shepherd breed,
and weighed nearly one hundred pounds. this place, is calling on old friends.
His rich, melodious bark would remind one
of church bells ringing on some
Sunday
morning. I miss him very much.
I sometimes imagine that he speaks to me
through spirit waves, telling me how happy
he is in that life beyond. There be found
Ned to whom he used to be pleased to
carry
pails of potatoes at the stable for him to eat,
and used to walk around in the pastures with
him.
In that state where they now live there inothing to mar their happiness, everything is
so different from what it la here. If
they see
a lovely landscape and desire to be
there, if it
ia ten, fifteen or ny number of miles
away,
their desires wi
at once be gratified, and
when they desire to return the same
agency
brings them back.
No harness-galls, throbbing shoulders or
aching muscles to endure. When they desire
water, standing where silvery streams are

Wonderful, wonderful place over there;
cannot picture a world so fair.

moved into the
Friend house for the summer.
Mrs. Vi. T. Morris, of New York, is visiting her brother, Stillman Kencdi.
Mrs. Frye, of New York, who spent last
summer
at Fair view cottage, is at the
Oakland house.

Hazel

Gray,

of

Greenville,

is

CENTER.
Mrs. Hannah Harper la visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Osmond Emery, at Marlboro.

Christian

Science Mamma
He must
has the
colic. Christian
Science Papa
X wish he’d imagine I’m
walking the door with him.
Mistress
Now, mind, if this occurs
again I shall have to get another servant.
Mary Ann—I wish yon would, ma’am—
there is quite enough work here for two of
na!

imagine

water,a little milk added (two or three tablespoons perhaps), one egg net beaten stirred
into the batter. Add about one-baif
cup of
raisins, a little citron cut in small pieces and
the meats of five or six walnuts cut fine, or a
tablespoonful or two of cocoauut. This will
make eighteen cakes baked in raufliu tins.
One could vary the fruit and nuts to suit the

“For near and far.
Touch safe the warrior’s dower
Of courage and empower
For each succeeding hour
Of holy war
—D. P la Ohio Endeavorer.

I must give you a
thoughts expressed
...-

E’S.

“It cured

me,”

or

few of
to

me

—

Aunt Maria’s

recently

in

---

a

Can't look well, eat well or feel well with
impure blood feeding your body. Keep the
blood pure with Burdock Blood Bitters. Kat
eioiplv, take exercise, keep clean and yon will
have long life.—Advl.

T"

“it saved the life of

child,” are the expressions you hear
every day about Chamberlain’s Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhcea Kemedy. This is
my

Christian Endeavor began as a
faithful Experiment in the life of
a
devoted pastor among his
It has continued
young people.
as an epoch making and trans-

4

forming Experience.
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true the world

—

he
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taste.
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where this

valuable
if you are not aatisded after
using acremedy lias been introduced. No other cording to directions
two-thirds of a botmedicine in use for diarrhoea or bowel tle of
Chamberlain’s Stomach and Liver
complaints has received such general ap- j Tablets, you can have
your money back.
provat. The secret of the success of ! The tablets cleanse
and invigorati
the
Chamberlain’s Colic, Cholera and Diarstomach, improve the digestion, regulate
rhcea Kemedy is that it cures. Sold
by ail the bowels. Give them a trial and get
dealers.
I well. Sold by all dealers.
over

structive, giving many useful ideas and
belpful hints for making our regular
meetings of more real good to all.

by Deputy Foss, George Davis,

J. W. Jordan and others followed. A recess was then called.
After a social hour,
refreshments were served.
MOUNTAIN VIEW, 484, WENT EDEN.
Mountain Vicar grange held its regular

meeting Friday, June 9, with twenty-one
present. The final degrees were conferred
on two sisters.
During recess home-made
candy was served. During the lecturer s
hour there were readings, recitations and
stories. The regular meetings during the
summer will be held once a month.
bEER ISLE, 296.

I>eer Isle grange held its regular meeting May 29, with a good attendance. One
application [was accepted. A short program was presented. The grange decided
to bold two regular meetings a month instead of one, as last year, through June,
July and August, the second and last
Monday evenings in each month being
chosen. Plans are being made to have especially good programs through the summer, and refreshments will be served at
each meeting. Next meeting wiU be held
June 12.
_

j

resolution.
In tSt evening the regular meeting

of

■m.
Freak laM. per
Poultry.

MASSAPAqUA, 477, SOUTH BLUEHILL.
grange, at its

regular

meet-

ing June 8, instructed one candidate in
third and fourth degrees, sfter which a
harvest feast was served. One application
was received.
At tbe anniversary session
June 22, all visitors will be made welcome
at the evening meeting.

of Sedgwick
absence
overseer called
Past Master Kollo Cloeson to the chair.
Twenty-eight members were prescat. The
lecturer presented a short program ol
readings aad conundrums.

Owing
worthy

to tbe

personator. The grange will tarnish icecream aad cake.
KAXIAVILUE. HI.

Mariavills grange met Saturday evening, with a good attendance. There waa
not monk work, so the grange closed in
form and a norm was declared. All the
parents wen invited in to hear the fins
program given by the children, as follows:
Welcome, Marion Hoyt; salutatory,
Ella Duaham; “An Awful Little OirL,”
Persia Salisbury: “The Day is
Done,”
Merle Frost; motes, Carlton Salisbury;
“Fizxums,” Mildred Frost; “Vacation,”
Avery Carr; “Rainfall Follows the Plow,”
Kalph Duaham; “Why Teachw Knows,”
Freddie Salisbury; -“Our Motto,” Wyman
Frost; “Slothing to Wear,” Verna Carr;
“I Won’t Tell All 1 Know," Ralph
Frost;
“A Stray 8 an beam,” Iva Frost; “A
Rainy
Day,” Rtweell Frost; “Keep Pegging
Away,” Olive Rankin; “The Ride ol Jennie McNeil,” Effle Carter;
“Undaunted,”

Irving Salisbury; “My Motto,” Msrion
Hoyt; recitations, Bernice Watts, Carroll
Salisbury, Marion Edgecomb.
It was voted to postpone the regular
A

CAI.IFOKXIa DBl'Oni*T
Pasadena, Cal., March », Hit.
Foley and Co., Gentlemen:—We have aold
and recommended Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound tor years. Me believe it to be one
LtAUl.NU

the most efficient expectorauta on the market.
Containing no opiates or narcotics, it
be given freely to childrenEnough of
the remedy can be taken to relieve a cold, as
it has no nauseating results and does not interfere with digestion. Yours very truly, c.
H. M’ard Drug Co C. L. Parsons, Sec'y. and
Treas.” Get the original Foley's Honey and
T-r Compound in the yellow package, hold
by all druggists.
of

can
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Knuds;

Dear Sir
It baa been several years since I
took the Keeley Care and will say tbsi during
all tbit liars I have never bad the least desire
lor nay kind of stimulants.
I wish I tsd
taken the Care 10 years before I did
sineerely yon re. Joe. McMilun, Annspolit
Royal. Nova Beotia.
—

NORTH OKULND.
Hasel Whits
ton

came

home

1

from Edding-

I

Sunday.

Mr*. Letter Tilton, of Vineyard Haven,
Mat*., >4 visiting her sister, Mr*. Laura
Marnier.

aWi*rt«fmm.

^Ocorpe

You Ought
To Know
that impure Wood with Its

Capt. Robert Heath, of 43 Co., let art.,
Ft. Terry, N. Y., with wife and little ton
visited friends here last week.
June I.
B.
Mrs. Ulda Clair It with
Weat.

home
a

*JJ

£*£

Irving

Saturday.

BEECHAMS
PILLS
j

I
Will Billings has been
dangerously II !
the past week ot inflammation of the bow- 1
els, with symptoms ot peritonitis. He ii 1 !
more comfortable now.
June 12._jj_

Times.

A common mistake
of local advertiser,
is to estimate the value
of advertising
spaee of one newspaper by the amount
ashed by tease other publication.
H is •
mistake of judgment for a business mas
to estimate the value of spaee in a
repuUM* oewspaperwith a
goad circulation
by that of some other publication which
will accept businees at
any price and b»
pleased to get it.—Leavenworth (Kansas
Times.

Hlvaa.eeacma.

itch or salt shsum seta
yog
erasy. Cun'l bear she touch ot your
clothiae
Doao'i Ointment caret the
most

^Jdst

I

WhX

obstlaats

A11

dm*«,**»

sell

It-

u

eninjj results, unpleasant hr' h,
headaches, unrestful nights, .-•■r
ap[>etite, sallow skin, piuiph- ml
n
depression,conics from coustip

!
Mrs.

Mrs. Henrietta Billings
la
visiting
WILL, 376,~AMHEK8T.
triends in Burry.
Will grange held its regular meetMrs. Laura Mumler went to
ing June 10. There was a fair attendance.
Bangor SatTwo candidates were .instructed in the urday tor a visit.
first and second degrees. It was voted to
Coleman Gray was taken suddenly ill
hold s special meeting Wednesday even- Sunday, but soon rallied.
ing to give one member the first degree.
Mrs. Alita Tilton, of Massachusetts, wh(
Green Mountain Pomona will meet with has been
with her sister, Mrs. Chariei
this grange Saturday.
Mnmler, the past two weeks, returnee
June 9
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grange was held.
of the master, the
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Good

SEDGWICK, 244.
regular session

dot.

Cklckeae.
Fowl.
■ay
Beet looee, per ton.

'.V.V.V.'.’.'.'V.'.V.'.'.V.'.'.

A large crowd gathered at the Carter
achoolhouse Sunday to listen to the memorial sermon by Kev. Milton Beckwith, of
Ellsworth.
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Dairy.
OboaariarlM.

Baled.

Secretary McKfen to meet
June 30 and Confer degrees.

us

°*

'"*»
400, RAW ORLARD.
Straw.
Alamooaoolc grange met with a good at10
Baled V V.V.'.'.’.V.V
tendance Saturday. There were six visitors.
The third and fourth degrees wen
conferred on one candidate. Supp-r waa
iTomatoee.*
It
served.
£
7 Spinach, pk
Cucnmbere, each
!i
beena.
It
String
qt
Rudlakea. bunch £
BABCOCK POMOKA, 13.
bunch
B
Aaparagua.
Hbabarb. k
£
M New Squub
Arbutus grange. Surry, entertained the Curate, bunch
t
2
^
*
«
k
a*
Pomona Friday, June 9, in its new home, Street potatoee.
trill,
of which it hge every reason to be proud.
Oranges, don
»«50 Umona, dot
■»,_
After the regular business waa over, Applea. pk
Mg*0 8trawbarilta.br 1322
there was a solo by Sitter Lena Sperry, afUremn.a,
ter which came the address of welcome by CoS*e-per »
Rice, per »
I Rio.
1>«« Vinegar, gal
3*2
Otis Uerter.
Bro. Norris L. Heath re- ; Mocha.
8ft Cracked Wheat
*5
Jara.
aft OUawal.
sponded in his usual pleasing manner.
_Buckwheat, vpk,
2J
The report of granges showed that the Tea-perkJapan,
asgftft Ombam,
V *
Oolong.
«§«•» Rye meal,
usual amount of interest is being taken in
(Iran meal, t,
Sugar-peek*£"*
the work of the order, and that all an
Granulated, 0S>««M Oil-per galM
Yallow, C
LIn area
thriving.
Powdered.
aaglO
Ktroeete.
The topic: “Resolved that the prohibi- ! Molaaiee—per gnl—
3'*
40
Ha.ana,
tory .'aw is preferable to any law regulatPorto Rico,
65
ing the sale ot intoxicating liquors," waa
MMUMod Provisions.
assigned to Bro. Frank Jettison. As Bro. Serf, b:
Pork. »:
Jellison now resides in the state ot Washfltenk.
1*331
Chop,
»§«»
Rom»«.
Hum, per & «
ington, be kindly wrote an interesting
W glM
H boulder.
Corned.
* u,‘‘u
letter expressing his views upon the sub- 1 Tongue,
ITglft
Bacon.
»2IJ
f “
Ye.it
Sait.
interThis
letter
was
made
doubly
ject.
»
Steak.
Laid.
*'*
has
Boaeta.
lftglft
esting by the fact that Mr. Jellisen
had opportunity to obaerva the workings Unb:
15 #25
Umb,
05
of the liquor traffic in Washington, which
Tongue*, rich
frMk P1*h.
is entirely different from the Mlite of
06 Ovster*. qt
Maine. After careful study and. observa- Cod.
a,
06 Clem*. «t
Haddock.
tion, he is convinced that we should re- Hftlibot.
11 g» Shad, each
s*«2
b
25
Lobster*,
tain the twenty-sixth auMAidmrnt to our |
Floor, Ornln *nd Peed.
State constitution.
bbl—
Out*, ba
Further remarks along this line were Flour—per
5 30*6 50 Mhorte—beg 1 u
M
1 80
Mix feed, beg v 1 M
made by Brothers Sibley, Herrick, Bur- ! Corn. 10Wt bug
1 m Middllngt.bg : fituj «
1 Corn meet.beg
rill, Hale and arose. AH were in favor ol Crocked corn,
1m
absolute prohibition, with honest, tearless
officials to enforce the law.
LAW IHAUUI WBIUMTU AND norm.
The grange appropriated a sum ol
A buahel of Liverpool eel I >b>U weights
pounds uod b buebel of Tark't Island salt
money for the field day expense*. Tbs shell weigh 71 pounds
The standard weight of u buebel o! potatoes
field meeting will be held at Bluehill
Is good order usd at lor shipping, n gg
mineral spring on Monday, Aug. 14.
pounds of upples H pounds.
After a fine dinner had been enjoyed, tbs
The standard weight ol u bushel ol brio In
good order usd St lor shipping. U to poundsgrange again resumed work. A paper, of wbsut. bests ruts-begs
turnips su<t pess
“The value of an attractive home In form- « pounds, of corn. M pounds. of onions, a
of carrots English turnips, rye and
ing character in the young," was opened
dtnu meal, eo pounds, of pursnlps. sS pounds;
by Laura Treworgy. Several members of hurley aad baokwbaas dl pounds; ol otu,
B pounds or svaa measure as by agreement.
the
There
was
a
spoke upon
subject.
reading by Sister Treworgy; song, Lena
A Cared Has
Sperry; recitation, Mattie Urlndle; reciAnnapolis. X. 8.. Jan. n. mi.
tation, Sister Page, and quotations by the
Manager of Maine Feeler, Portland Me.:
member*.

White and Edward Huggard, of
Brewer, returned home Saturday, after a
successful fishing trip here.

with

Creamery per I.

ALAMOOeOOE.

Arbutus grange was beld. and tbe lecturer
presented a fine program. Several applications were received, and it was vot»d to
invite State

**

#""r» ^MW.

■■MW

AH, RORTH BROOKSVTLLB.
Rainbow grange met June 8 with thirty
members snd visitors present. A committee on resolution* wee appointed by the
master—Annie Qrtndle, Vinton Orey and
A program of aonga.
Pbebe Dorgmin.
readings and questions from the box mads

her

wedding anniversary.
George Freeman met with a serious
accident Saturday while at work building
a weir at Folly
island. By some misNarcissus con tributes the
following understanding, the hammer of the
pile
recipe of her
driver waa dropped at the wrong time,
Originals—Two cups flour, one heaping
teaspoon baking powder (or one teaspoon crushing Mr. Freeman’s hand so that the
cream tartar and one-half teaspoon
soda), one little linger had to be amputated.
and one-fourth cups sugar, two
Uaspoons
June 5.
cocoa, one
each of cinnamon and
teaspoon
one-half
allspice,
teaspoon cloves. 8ift all
together, add two tablespoons molasses, onethird cup of butter filled up with boiling

This. then, our faith and prayer—
That we Thy passion share

478, BUBWORTH.
The regular meeting of Bayside grange
was held Wednesday evening,
May 31,
with sixty-one patrons present. Including
State Lecturer McKean and Deputy A. L
Foes, of Hancock.
After the opening exercises the State
lectured was Introduced. His talk along
lines of what the grange is or should be
doing was not only interesting bnt inBAYBIDB,

Harkrts.

The quoftatioaa Mow glen tb.
ratall prim la KUawwth:

■AIKBOW,

Jfany advertisers forget that advertising spars in a newspaper is valued ac
vacation here with her
spending
cording to the circulation of that paper
NEW CENTUKY, 356, DEDHAM.
father, L. F. Gray.
in a Journal trifhou
New Century grange had a good pro- Advertising space
A daughter was born to Elmer Tainter
circulation is dear at any price the
pub
gram at its meeting June 10. Lacy Cowand wife, of Brooklin, June 2. Mrs.
•Usher may demand.
Without circulatioi
ing gave a reading; Enoch McGinnis, there can be no
Tainter is boarding at Alvin Grindle’s.
and wxthou
results,
music; Gladys Eldridge and Clifford Bar- results the
June 5.
monev which the adeertisei
A.
rill, solos. June 27 an entertainment will invests is tost
-Leavenworth (Kansas
be given by Miss Tivian Laughton, imMiss

Yours with much respect.
Uncle Dudley.

Praises and loud acclaim
To Thy all conquering nameAn earth encircling flame.
Saviour and King.

DATS.

Remarks

kluwokth

lo* members to attend Pomona grange at
Amherst.
After the program tapper woe served.
The evening was greatly enjoyed.

tbJ meeting very pleasant.

Saturday, June 17— Meeting of Green
Mountain Pomona grange with Good Will
grange, Amherst.

.Bentley G. Grindle has

A. P.

Albion Farrell and wi/e entertained
friends Saturday evening, their fourteenth

any exertion to obtain it.

Dreams

|

signed, but names will not be printed except by permission of the writer. All communications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without
good reason.
be

ARBUTUS, 460, SURRT.
This house-cleaning is a miracle! Yes, *tis
Hancock Pomona grange met with Ara wonder—that there's alive woman left to tell
butus grange June 9, with a large attenthe tale. We folfeet wisdom and prudence,
dance. The visitors were cordially welwreck our patience and bodies to clean, and
comed by W. M. Otis H. Carter, N. L.
think it must all be done in a few weeks,
when it takes only nine days to dirty it all up Heath, of West Fenobecot, responding.
After business and the report of granges,
again. No! I’m not done!
We've potatoes and peas up, yea, and grain the topic: “Reeolved, that the prohibi(written May 26). I’m notone of the waiting tory law is preferable to any law regulatkind; no. I want early stuff just as soon as ing the sale of intoxicating liquor*,'' was
anyone gets it, and sometimes we come in opened by a paper written by Frank T.
way ahead and I like that flue.
Jeliison, of Scotia, Wash., > member of
But my flower garden will not be very early,
Arbutus grange, and its first master. Refor the dry weather didn't germinate my
marks were nude by Bros. E. W. Burrill,
seeds. They are opt up yet and we have had
I put L. H. Sibley and others commending the
a small shower and quite a rainy night.

allusions and recollections that from week to week are introduced into the column! A chain
of
thought holds os together. We are reminded more fre^pently than w$ realise,

out

Pre-eminence in all
We give. O God. to Thee!
To Thee we bring

achievements hold
C. H. Hubbell, D. D.

slave.

Oo forth like him; like him return again
To bless the land whereon In bitter pain
Ye toiled at first.
And heal with freedom what your slavery
cursed.
Bxstbb E.
have

1 inminuj

can make a little more protit.
Women who are passing through this
critical period or who are suffering
from any of those distressing ills peculiar to their sex should not lose sight
of the fact that for thirty years I.vdia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound,
which is made from roots and herbs,
has been the standard remedy for female ills. In almost every community
you will find women who have been
restored to health by Lydia E. Pink-

Arise and flee; shake off the vile restraint
Of ages; bat, like Ballymena’s saint.
The oppressor spare.
Heap only on his he^d the coals of prayer.

How many thoughts
how many

*UU

druggist

dark, sad millions, patiently and dumb
Waiting for God, your hour at last has come.

gested and
ened by the

about It

I

1

This is the age of substitution, and
who want a cure should insist
upon I.ydi» E. llnkham's Vegetable
Compound just as this woman did, and
j not
accept soraethingelse on which the

O

And freedom's song
Breaks the long silence of your
wrong.

>

women

flowing through sparkling diamonds and
jewels, their desires are at once satisfied with-

For Christ and for the church
In this her silver year
Ohio’s cry.
Thy holy will be done
TUI the wide world la won.
Thy Anal kingdom come.
Father most high.

(THREE

as a

I

I know of so manv cases where wohave been cured by I-ydia E. I*itikham's Vegetable Compound that I can
say to every suffering woman if that
medicine does not help her, there is
nothing that will.”—Mrs. Jaxetzki,
29ti3 Arch St., Chicago, 111.

So went he forth; but in God's time he came
To light on Uillines hills a holy flame;
And dying, gave
a

\

This column la devoted to the Orange, especially to the granges of Huaecck county.
The oolnmn is open to nil grangers for the
discussion of topics of gnneral Interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short end concise. All communications most

men

him/'

The land

/ I I
n

got it, and I
glad I did, for it has cured me.

j He cast the symbols of his shame away,
And passing where the sleeping Milcho lay,
Though back and limb
Smarted with wrong, he prayed, “God pardon

To Thee we sing.
An anthem glad we raise
Of love and toy and praise
For life and countless days
Of victory.

present
forth.—Rev.

W'T'

He rose a man, who laid him down a slave.
Shook from his locks the ashes of the grave,
And outward trod
Into the glorious liberty of God.

the Silver Anniversary Yaar
TTune, ••America/*]
God. Thou our strength and guide
Through all the years.

May
Expec-

all
far JWWT

Glad as a soul in pain, who hears from heaven
The angels singing of his sins forgiven,
And wondering, sees
His prison opening to their golden keys.

Hymn For

to realise the glorious
tation that its past and

to try something
else, but knowing

Saint Patrick, slave to Milcho of the herds
Of Ballymena, sleeping, heard these words:
“Arise and flee
Out from the land of bondage and be free.”

BIBLE READINGS.
Isa. L 16. 17; Zech. viil. 16, 17:
Matt. v. 16. 43-48; vi. 11-15;
Rom. vi. 1-4; xii. 9-21: Eph. Iv, 1.
28-32; Col. ill,'8-11; I Thess. v.22;
Heb. iv, 14-16.

on

from a female weakness and stomach trouble,
.“1 and I went to the
store to get a Dottle
of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound, but the
clerk did not want
to let me have it—
he said it was no
good and wanted me

I order and declare that all persons held as
slaves in the said designated states and parts
of states hereafter shall be free—and I hereby
enjoin upon the people so declared to be free
to abstain from all violence, unless in necesAbraham Lincoln.
sary self defence.

example.

it go

Chlcafro, III.—"I suffered

Dr%r Aunt Madac
I have been so interested in the old poems of
war time.
Many of them are quite familiar.
I have several in an old scrap book of long
Will
send
ago.
you the poem from Atlantic
Monthly following the proclamation:

Grace la needed for the common dudes of life. Without divine grace we
All our attainments
can do nothing.
will be in proportion to the amount of
brace that we receive.
These facts
need especially to be emphasized In
relation to the dally duties of life.
When some great hnrdshlp is to be
faced or gome particularly strong
temptation presents itself to ns we
quickly go to God for help, but In the
daily routine of life we are less apt to
depend upon God, and therein lies onr
But let ns ever remember
danger.
that we are always in need of divine
help and strength. Christ teaches ns
to pray. “Give ns this day our dally
bread.” and If we are to pray dally
for the dally supply of onr temporal
wants much more are we to do so for
our spiritual needs.
Every day. every
hour, we need divine grace that we
“cease
to
do
evil
and learn to do
may
well.”
Let us. moreover, be encouraged by the fact that daily grace for
dally Deeds Is assured to us. “As thy
days thy strength shall be” Is the
promise of God. “Let us therefore
come boldly unto the throne of grace
that we may obtain mercy and find
grace to help us in time of need.”

i

This Woman Had to Insist
Strongly, but it Paid

to

The amebic*!*.
Ellsworth, Me.

JJ?e

taking Christ

SHE GOT
WHAT SHE
WANTED

Tfie purposes of $hls column srs succinctly
stated In the title snd motto—it Is for the met us!
benefit, and alms to be helpful and hopeful
Being for the common good. It Is fsr the com
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the In.

Fray*** Maeting Topi* For th* W**k
Boginning Juno 18. 1911.

ii

"AUWT MADOB**.

“Helpful and Hopeful

masting Matday evening, Jans 17, to si-

among tip wronger*.

&&crti«cmait*.

gin teal Benefit dolnmn.

I

have been doing good to men ind
women for many, many years md
their value has been tested ind
proved. They remove the cause of
physical troubles. A few -null
doses will show their safe tonic
action on you.
Beecham’s Pills
will surely help you to an i« !*ve
liver, a good stomach, a sweet
breath, clear head and refresh*
ing sleep. In janing or old they will

Relieve

Constipation
Said Evcrrvkm.

la koivi 10«. **kJ 25a

vase* catarrh
Cream Bain
Ely’saaichly
to

absorbed.

Stoss Rta«l at One*.
It cleanses, soothes,
heals and
protects
the diseased m«u*
bmnt* resulting from
Catarrh aud drives
sway a Cold in the

'•

^

“tfSiJSHAV FEVER
hrug-

Tut* aud Smell. Full size 50 cts., at

gists or by mail. In liquid form, 75
Ely Brothers.,Vj Warren Street, New iatk*

COUNTY NEWS.

IITOET TO OAMBOP.
Tha boz-shook factory ot the DcorlngProctor Oo., at Blddeford, waa baraad

EAR BLUEH1LL.

Saturday night. Loan, ftO.OOO.

A. B. Inch, wit* and tons an hem
bom Sooth tbookavlll*.

The *eat bound Bar Harbor azpraaa waa
wrackad laat Tburaday afternoon between
Lewiston and Wstervills. Tha looomotivn
and fire onrt left the mile. Mail dark
Edgurly, ot Bangor, waa tha only parson
injured, and ha not Mrlouily.

Lather N. Bridge*, who has been at m
tar a taw month a, ia home.
Harold Amiek, wilt and little daughter
Beulah left to-day lor Hardwick, Vt.
H. F. Btrout and wile, ol Springfield,
Man., are visiting Mrs. Street's parents,
W. M. Wardwell and wile.
*
Jane B.
B.

A triple drowning aocidant occurred In
Sunkhaaa stream just above Old Town,
Saturday afternoon, when Harry Bhirland,
aged seventeen, Harry Pelkey, twentyseven, and Colbert Curtis, twenty-three,
all of Coatigan, loat their lives by the
overturning of their oanoe, in which they
had started for a fishing trip over Sonday.
The bodies were recovered.

At the end of throe day* h**~-k
found work In the
of tjal|l
department atom, wham she sold all
Behoola closed Friday.
aorta of kitchen war* to boay houseMrs. Nora White came home from
wItob. Becaaao Snaannah waa a born
Waltham,
Man., la at week,
housewife herself she found genuine
l
John Taft* has bought the John Ashpleasure In recommending the various
utensils that composed her stock. Her worth boon, and ia having it repaired.
Mlu Edith Amiek ia home from Portknowledge of music and languages was
not sufficient to offer her a means of land, when she has been attending school.
livelihood: here waa her own proper
The Baptist society served supper in the
sphere among the household gods and grange hell Thursday. Net proceeds,
their satellites.
(12.65.
Her wages were email enough, but
Mrs. John Tufts, of Hockland, with
there was a great satisfaction In the
Kenneth Williamson, of Walthought that she waa earning her own grandson,
Mass., is visiting her daughter,
way after all. She knew how horri- tham,
Mrs. A. E. Long.
fied Aunt Lettlce wonld be If sbe could
see her cherished niece behind the
E. C. I.ong went to Portland Thursday
counter. As for Martin—sbe shrugged to visit his son Aubrey, returning Saturher pretty shoulders with assumed In- day with Mrs. Long, who has spent two
_

That Sunday had been one of Mine

lattice

Penfleld’a

lugubrious

days

Wben the wbpla world waa garbed In
She bad looked
blue.
■ dark dismal
book of sernp from her melancholy
mens to discover her niece, Susannah,
milling radiantly at Martin Wayne's
frame on the
portrait In Its shrlnellke
bookcase. Susannah had the grace to
blush rosily at her eyee met Aunt Lattice's dispirited glance.
"Isn't he handsome. Aunt Latticer*
!be asked daringly.
"
‘Handsome la aa handsome does,'"
Miss Penfleld gloomily. “Some-

quoted

times I have qualms regarding your
future happiness. Marriage la such a
lottery you can never tell how one of
'em la going to turn out Sometimes It

seems aa

If when there's the most rea-

expect happiness there comes
the moat misery. And It doesn't do for
( girl to trust herself to a man Just be(oo to

he la handsome.”
"Seems aa U I’d beard something of
Susannah
said
that sort before,”
scornfully. “Aunt Lattice, I’ve always
noticed that you have qualms about
cause

everything

on

Sunday afternoons,

nev-

any other time unlees lt’a a rainy
day. I do believe IPs that horrid
book of sermons all about everlasting
er

torment ana

so rorm.

now,

m

going

for your melan-

to prescribe
cholia— tbeier
Miss Penfleld gasped aa Susannah
leaned forward, caught the book of
sermons from her hand and tossed It
page downward Into the glowing grate
Are. The flames flickered up. and the
ancient and brittle pages curled Into
The old sheepcharred fragments
akin binding sent a black pillar of
smoke np the chimney, while It smelled horrible
‘‘Susannah Penfleld," cried her annt
Indignantly, “see what you have done!
That book belonged to my grandfather. Yoc know how I hare cherished
It You are lacking in respect to me
and to your forbears" Miss Penfleld
adjusted ber gold eyeglasses on ber
Bomnn nose and sailed majestically
toward the door.
Susannah was genuinely penitent
and rather frightened at her own rash
deed, but Aunt Lettlce was always so
exasperating on Sunday afternoons
and there had been so many Sundays
since Susannah bad come to lire with
her an orphaned and penniless little
a cure

girl.
"I am so sorry, Aunt Lettlce," cried
"I wish 1
Susannah remorsefully.
could undo that mischievous deed."
"I must expect Ingratitude from you.
Susannah. It la ever thus when one
I
performs an act of benevolence.
have always tried to do my duty by
you ever since yon cams to me poor
and friendless, and now yon turn and
bite the hand that has caressed yon."
Susannah arose and stood before ber
aunt, ber pretty cheeks pale as white
roses, her gray eyes dilated until they
merged into black.
"Aunt I-ettlce, what are yon saying? You exaggerate what I have
done. I have been grateful for your
kindness—I have tried to be as a
daughter to yon, and now"—
"Merely because I suggested that
your future Ufa with Martin Wayne
might not be all rasa color," want on
Miss
Penfleld In monotonous complaint "1 couldn't help thinking about
It when I aaw Martin paying so much
attention to that rich Miss Fearing—
not that ha needs the money, for he
ha* plenty of his own, but”—
Busannah anticipated Mias Penfleld'*
departure by leaving the room hastily
through the library door, thus adding
insult to the Injury she had Imposed
npon that austere lady.
Through the gloomy library and the
dim hall she want, op tbs wide rad
carpeted stairs to bar own room, where
•he locked the door and sank breathlessly into a chair before her writing
deck. Her face was still white, and
her eye* wore a new look of trouble.
Before >iii« Susannah bad always
brushed bar troubles aside
Today
they were heavy enough. She. too,
had observed her lover with Madeline
Fearing, but until Aunt Lattice's Insinuation Susannah had nsvsr entertained a doubt of Martin’s loyalty.
Now her honest heart was aflame with
Jealousy and her pride was stung by
Aunt Lattice's taunt
Pen and paper were at hand, and It
Mae the work of an Instant to writs a
brief note to Martin, breaking off the
engagement and Inclosing within the
envelope • tiny boa containing tbs
clhg ha had given bar. Another note
to Annt Lottie* announced that henceforth Susannah would make her own
tesy in tbs world and would try to
*spay little by little her Indebtedness
to her annt
Susannah selected her
Plainest last year's street suit, gather
•d e few other necessaries Into a shabby leather bag, slipped her own
•special picture of Martin on top and
■tola away in the dusk of that Sunday
evening Just at the time whan aba
Bdgbt have been expecting Martin to
come. She bad left the letters on bar
•cessing table so that when Aunt Lattice cam# to seek bar they would be

found.
With

,

beating

heart aba rode down
town to the railroad station and bought
a

difference.
She bad been there a week when a
very sharp eyed, thin faced man edged
his way toward her and appeared to
stndy her appearance closely. Later
she saw him talking to the floor manager, and after awhile he disappeared.
Snaannah thought little of the incident. for shortly afterward It waa
eliminated from her memory by the
appearance of Martin Wayne.
Snaannah shrank back among the
blue enameled saucepans and pots snA
hoped some other clerk would wait
upon him, but It was a busy morning,
and there was no way of escape, for
Martin came directly toward her ln(l,
without the slightest sign of recognition. spoke to her:
“will you show me Mm* teakettles,
please?” he asked, referring to a paper
in hla hand.
Without a word poor Susannah sat
forth on the counter a row of teakettles of every size and shape—tin, copper, nickel and enameled ware of
every color.
Martin looked at them critically.
“Wbat would you choose?” he asked,
looking b<w directly In the eyee with
his clear, 'searching glance.
"What
wonld you choose for a family of two.
to
I’m going
be married,” he added In

weeks in

The body of Mrs. Etta Taylor, aged
forty-one, waa fonnd Sunday buried beneath a toot or two of boughs and earth
only a short distance from her borne in
Freeman. Mrs. Taylor bad been missing
The back of the head bad
The woman’s husband
and bis housekeeper were arrested. Taylor Monday confessed to shooting his wife.
three weeka.

been crushed in.

Joseph W. Qerrish, aged twenty-three,
Vinalhaven, was drowned Saturday night, and his wife and her
brother, Maynard Davis, aged twelve,
were
rescued
from the wster
by
two passing fishermen
after
they had
been thrown into the sea by an explosion

i

of

Portland.

June 12.

V CHELIN

B.

their motor boat. The three left Vinalfor a call at North Haven. The engine worked badly, and Mr. Qerrish was
using a lantern to investigate when there
was an explosion of gasolene that threw
them into the water. Their outcries were
beard by two fishermen who arrived in
time to save Mrs. Qerrish and young
Davis. The body of Mr. Qerrish was not
recovered. Mr. and Mrs. Qerrish had
been married only about three months.
on

Older men are so forgetful they would
like to know why a young man wants to
shave before his beard begins to grow.

haven

Never mind what the other man is
to do. You will need all your own
enthusiasm and steadfastness for your own

going

\

!

{

!

Job.

_

Life.
The poet's esotamatlon: "O Life! 1 feel
in
tbee bounding
my veins," is a Joyous one.
Persons that ean rarely or never make it, la
honesty to themselves, are among the most
unfortunate. They do not ties, but exist; for
to live implies more than|to be. To live is to
be well and strong—to arise feeling equal to
the ordinary duties of the day, and to retire
not overcome by them— to feel life bounding in the veins. A medicine that has made
thousands of people, men and women, well
and strong, has accomplished a great work,
bestowing the richest blessings, and that
medicine it Hood’s Sarsaparilla. The weak.
run-down, or debilitated, from any cause,
should not fail to take it. It builds up the
whole system, change existence into life,
and makes life more abounding. We are glad
to say these words in its favor to the readers
of our columns.—Adel.

IN STOCK BY
Ellsworth

Foundry & Machine Works,

Water Street

Ellsworth, Me.

Lena, aged thirteen, and Manley, aged
eleven, children of Albert Bobbins, of
Belfast, were drowned in Goose pond,
near

their

over

1

home, Sunday. They were
punt, which was carried

in an old
the dam.

playing

TOOK NEIGHBOR'S EXPERIENCE
How you may profit by it. Take Foley Kidney
Pills. Mrs. L. E. Davenport, fl Sebley's Court,
Bangor, Me., says: “For the last year or two
I suffered from kidney trouble. I had a dull
pain across my back and a pain in my
stomach. A neighbor advised taking Foley
Kidney Pills, ana I did so. After a few days
there was a wonderful change in my case.
The pains left mv back, t feel full of life instead of tired ana all clayed out.
Foley Kidney Pills have certainly done wonders for me
and I gladly recommend them to all who suffer as I did." Sold by all druggists.

&bbcrf«iiiunta.

explanation.

"

Susannah's color came back in a
swift rush, and her daintily poised
head went np proudly.
All at once
she was the model saleswoman, brisk
and attentive.
If Martin Wayne In
his chagrin was to flaant his marriage
to Miss Fearing. Susannah would not
flinch.
It did not occur to her to
think it strange that Martin should
be buying his kitchen wore alone.
Had not he and Susannah planned
every detail of their future home
down to the very toasting forks?’
"What would you choose?’ he repeated, and Susannah picked out a
green enameled kettle because In the
house that they bad built In fancy
there waa to be nothing bat white
enamel ware.
“Green?' he repeated In a puzzled
tone.
"It wears well,” said Susannah in a
businesslike tone.
"Now, here are
other kettles to match In the same
color—pots and saucepans and”—
"I must ask your advice,” he said
soberly and laid bis list before Susannah -the very list they had compiled
together In the red glow of the Are Ut
library. “My wife-that Is, the lady
who Is to be my wife—has expressed
a wish for white enameled ware—purs
white. Don’t you think I had better
choose what she wants? Tou see, she
made out this list herself” He gave
It to her, and before her blurring eyee
the letters danced up and down, but

ill ifi 'T''
'

Rotting

if the had not been near the kitchen.
She never could have managed it with an old-fashioned range.
The New Perfection is the quickest. most convenient and best cooker
on the market
and neat

to

private residences, schools,

farm buildings, fadtories; in fadt
SUITABLE FOR ANY STRUCTURE WHATEVER

!

Owing to its long life and low cotft of maintenance
RU-BER-OID is the morft economical of all roofing materials.
It is water, sun- and time-proof; fire-resisting.
There are over 300 imitations of RU-BER-OID Roofing,
which is impressive evidence of its high quality. An inferior
article is never imitated.

COLORED RU-BER-OID ROOFING

-Guests

The farmer and his wife were about to sit down to a
cold supper when they saw some old friends driving
towards the Louse.
The good wife was equal to the occasion—thanks to
her New Perfection Oil Cook-stove.
She had it lit in a moment, and her guests hardly were seated
on the porch before a hearty hot meal was ready for the table—
sausages and eggs and long rashers of streaky bacon, and rolls just
crisped in the oven and fresh coffee—and the hostess herself at cool

RU-BER-OID
Perfectly adapted

Unexpected

“

\

as

Mad* with I. 2 and 3 burners, win
Ions, ‘turquosse blue enameled chimneys.
Handsomely finished throughout. The
2> and 3-bumer stoves can be had with or
without a cabinet lop. which is fitted with
drop shelves, towel racks,oretc.
write for doPsaWs everywhere;

OiPGQQkr&tovti
Vir,VWAJWY6

ars*

^

Standard Oil

Company

(Incorporated)

__

in Red, Brown and Green is the only prepared
roofing to be had in permanent colors.
WATCH RIK I Hr. KU-BtK-UlU MAI>
He is the guarantee of the beA roofing.
Stud tor Roofing Booklet. Every person who
to own. a

It was her own writing.
All at once Susannah found speech.
“Martin!” she said in a very small

owns, or

j

house should have this book.

THE STANDARD PAINT

Roofing1 that's

CO.,

That is why so many
New England people

1M William Street, New York.

voice.

"Susannah,
Ite turned Instantly.
dearest, what Is ltr he asked In a low
tone
"Oh!” said Susannah sharply. "Then
you got my note?"
"Tea—and tore it up," said Mr.
Wayne promptly. "Tour Aunt Lattice
is weeping over hers yet Dear, aha
sent you a message by me: "Tell my
Uttie girl that I don't regret the book
of sermons: I have learned a cannon
by heart now.'"
"Oh. dear!" half sobbed Susannah.
"I'm afraid I'm going to cry, Martin.
I’ve been so horrid to you both! Did
Aunt Lattice tell you all about ltr
“Every word, even unto how she Incited your jealousy of Madeline Fearing. Susannah, as they say la the
all la forgiven: come
malndramss
Hs covered her little hand
home"
with bis own while the floor manager
turned his back.
"I must wait until the whistle
blows," smiled Susannah through her

WHITCOMB, HAYNES

& CO.,

disappointed when
they buy ready roofing.
are

DISTRIBUTORS,
Ellsworth

good

enough for Kansas may not
stand Mow England's oHmato.

hopes

Falls..Maine,

*

I quash
«

Flour for

Every
Baking Need

Bread, cake and pastrv better than ever
before, reward
the cook
who

happy tsars.
"And I will wait outside—just as If
I was your ‘steady company.' 8hall L

uses

William
Tell Flour.

Susannahr
"Tea” said Susannah softly.

Milled from Ohio
Red Winfer Wheat by our
own special process, it is richest
in nutritive qualities and goes

“Tomorrow we will come back and
select white enamel—eh, dear?"
“Tea," said Susannah again, bar face
radiant with blushea “Martin, how
did you know I was here?"
"My detective—didn’t you sss him
prowling around awhile ago? 1 was
waiting outside for his report”
“I see. And, Martin, just as 1' was
beginning to enjoy my Independence
It la ended,”, she sighed, a Uttie re-

iuo

iuuiui^

u uiouc

cB^icviauj

for this climate by saturating a
densely compressed wool felt
with a mixture of Bermudez
and Trinidad Lake asphalt
So it is scientifically adapted to
withstand sudden changes m
temperature and atmosphere.

It does not get brittle or crack in
the coldest weather—does not
dry out or get sticky in the hottest weather. It is waterproof—unaffected by adds, alkali or grease. So durable that it wiO not break
even if you walk on k. Easy to lay, and made in Vfe. 1.2 and 3 ply.

!

BROWN-WALES CO.,
Sole

Distributors,
Boston, flass.

7o Purchase St.,

farther than most flours.
More loaves to the barrel means
economy. Remember and order

big

r
a

barrel today.

(u)

gretfully.

"Isn't tbcio something sweeter than
that—dependence upon ms?” whispered Martin as he slipped the ring
back Into Its accustomed place.
“Tee, Indeed." And this time there
was no regret la Susannah's voles.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN

1
WHITCOMB, HAYNES & CO., Ellsworth Falls, Me

\
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COUNTY NEWS.

SIXTIETH ANNIVERSARY.

iSUsmortt) American

Mrs. Alta Spsacsr Is spsning • is* days
Mr. and Mrs. Isaae Jordan Married
with rslstlvss hats.
FRANKLIN.
1851.
la
POLITICAL JOURNAL
Dr. C. F. Thomas has had ■ gunge
Percy Huucom ii a great of L. C. Bragf Contributed.!
built by H. F. Lord.
few
of
those
bat
don
and
wile.
is
number
The
people
AFTERNOON
WEDNESDAY
EVERY
who ere spared to celebrate their sixtieth
AT
Osorgc Cross man, who was hurt in *
Miee Crawford, of Portland, \a a gneet of
ELLSWORTH, MAINE,
wedding anniversary. The! event, how- Walter Lawrie and wife.
runaway accident, is improving.
BT TBB
ever, came to the home of Mr. end Bin.
E. Clarks and wifs arrived Sunday from
Mrs. Bertha Wilbur came Saturday from
HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
Issue Jordan, Beechland, last Thursday, as
Northeast Harbor, called here by the Boston for two wsoks at the York cottage.
F. W. Bollins. Editor ud Manager.
they were married Banday, Jane 8,1851.
death of her mother, Mre. Arthur Bunker.
Tbs Greeley end Mallard cottage has
W. H. Tima, Associate Editor.
Their many friends were determined not
Mrs. Carrie Bunker and four-year-old had extensive renovations made, also a
Subscription Price—$2.00 a year; fl.00 for six to let the day puss without some sort of s
where the new float built.
months; 90 oente for three months, If paid
and it is the pleasant task of eon are home from Waterville,
strictly In advance, $1 90, 75 snd 18 cents celebration,
for
little fellow wae operated
upon
Fishing has never continued to long—
respectively- Single copies 5 cents.. All ar- the writer to chronicle the doings at the
adenoids.
that it, trolling—as this spring. Bslmon
rearages are reckoned st the rate of #2 per old home.
yearand trout are being caught by everyone,
Dana Dyer has gone to Northeast HarThe weather was perfect for such an j
Advertising Bates—Are reasonable and will be
made known on application.
occasion. Just after dinner a backboard j bor, where be has employment for the many of them of large site.
the ; summer. Mrs. Dyer will join him there
Dr. W. E. Clark, of Washington, D. C.,
Baal ness communications should be addressed with a Jolly crowd on board left
to, and all checks soil money orders made pay
who wta spending his vacation at his cotchurch corner for the home of next week.
Baptist
able to Th* Hancock Couwtt Publishing
was called home suddenly Friday by
the deacon. C. S. Donnell was the Jehu, I
The baccalaureate sermon by Rev. H. B. tage,
Co., Ellsworth, Maine.
the illness of Dr. Stanley, who had taken
and he demonstrated that he could handle
tbe
before
students
of
tbe
high hit place.
Arey
This week’s edition of The reins os will as raxors, and that is say- school will be given Sunday evening, June
It took another load
a good deal.
ing
church.
is
at
tbe
2,300 copies.
American
18,
Baptist
Za 2.ft.
to get them all there, and the afternoon
Mr*. J. W. Blaiadell and two young sons
was spent in a very pleasant way ss they
t
OFFICES
over Moore’s drag store, ]oit vi*
the
of
for
1910,
2,375
year
Average
arrived from Washington, D. C., Friday, V / cated
by B» T. Bowie; hot water heat and
brought their greetings to the bride and after a visit of two months with relatives. toilet.
Inquire of E. O Moons. Ellsworth.
of sixty years ago. Others came in
groom
WEDNESDAY JUNE 14, 1911.
Mrs. K. M. Woodruff, of Ridley Park, Pa.,
on
Union River
AGE—Furnished,
single teams until about forty people had
Bay. Just below Shady Nook. Inquire of
accompanied her niece for a visit of a few
■

1:
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COUNTY
Maine will receive
the

|10,000

of the govern-

fund for forest protection, which is

ment

maximum

State.

amount

allowed to any

_

Our Gouldaboro correspondent picked
handful of
and

ripe

wild strawberries

wonders if these

season

in this

are

the

a

Sunday,

first of the

county.

Bar Harbor will be visited

by

two

yacht

Eastern yacht
club will come early in July, and the Boston yacht club, which usually has come no
farthur than Booth bay, will this year extend its cruise to Winter Harbor, due to

squadrons

this year.

reach there

July

The

21.

The collection of

live salmon

for the

Mrs. Mary Jordan Leighton, the daughter, is the owner of a fine phonograph, and
its music added to the enjoyment of the
afternoon. A special feature was the singing of Mrs. J. H. Matxke, of New York, a
friend of the family, who rendered several
|
solos that were much appreciated.
Just before the luncheon the pastor,
Rev. P. A. A. KUlam, called the people ;
into the dining-room, and in a short'
speech presented a handsome oak rocker
to Mr. and Mrs. Jordan, the gift of many
of the friends who were present. An
original poem was read, and then prayer
It all came as a surprise to ;
was offered.
the deacon and his wife, but in a voice
that trembled with emotion he expressed
his thankfulness for their kindness so

Mrs. Idaline

j

gladly

shown.

Other

gifts

also

came

to

them, showing the regard in which they
government hatchery at East Orland were held.
for the season was completed on FriThe company then adjourned to the
day. There have been collected 1,068 fish, lawn, where the refreshments were served
which is far above the average year. This by Mra. Leighton, assisted by Mrs.
is all the fish that the pond at the hatchMatzke, Mrs. £. £. Bacon, of New Haven,
ery will accommodate.
Conn., a granddaughter of Mr. Jordan,
Mrs. Wesley Dawes and Mra. Kuloff
The semi-annual State tax on savings Farrell. The fruit
punch deserves special
banks, trust companies and loan and mention. It was generously served by
building associations has been assessed. J. W. Scott, of New York.
Hancock county institutions are assessed
A feature of the lunch was the wedding
as follows:
Union Trust Co., Ellsworth,
cake, on which were inscribed the dates
f1,702; Bar Harbor Trust Co., f 1,591.14; 1861-1911. This was carved somewhat
Bar Harbor savings bank, |42.36; Hancock
laboriously but dexterously by the gentleCounty savings bank, Ellsworth, 1605.52; man assigned to that performance, and
Tremont savings bank, f!64.64; Ellsworth each one
present received a share of this,
loan md building
association, f61.ll; the climax of the feast.

Peck, of Brooklin,

who has

been visiting her sister, Mrs. Lonie Blaisdell, returned home Friday.t

j

j

West Oouldsboro and Prospect Harbor.
Harris Bunker were up from
Northeast Harbor to spend Sunday.

at

Eugene and

Mrs. LucetU King, who has spent
al months with Mr*. M. P.

Mas*.,
at

Dyer

sever-

and her

here, will return to Billerica,

soon.

Augustus Havey spent most of last week
Molasses pond.
William F. Cook, who has

a

phono-

fine

with sacred
selections during the Sunday evening service at the Methodist church.

graph,

favored the audience

The sudden death of Mariam, wife of
Bunker, Saturday noon, saddened

Arthur

shocked the community. She was
highly esteemed, a woman of sterling
;
qualities, and an honored member of the

Methodist church.

j

Beloved in her

home,

sympathy of all is extended the strickWhile Mrs. Bunker had not been
in good health some time, she felt the beat

the

en ones.

j

j

moose.
_
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ASTINE NORMAL SCHOOL.

Graduation
Exercises Held
Last
Week—This Year’s Class.
The graduation exercises of Castine normal school took place Tuesday
evening,
Junefl. The class parts were as follows:
Salutatory—“The Heroines of the Poets,”
Jennie U. Clifford, Stockton Springs; essay, Is the United States Prepared for
War?” Roscoe E. Patten, Orland; essay,
“Flowers and Their Mission,” Anna C.
Coombs, Vinalhaven; class history, Ethel
L. Brown, Milo; essay, “Robert Louis
Stevenson,” Winnie B. Hall, Jefferson;
valedictory—“Lifting Better up to Best,”
Helen J. Spear, Rockport. The class ode
waa by Lucy M. Freeman, of
Milbridge.
State Supt. Payson Smith addressed the
ClAM.
There were thirty-nine graduates, as
follows:
Mildred
L. Ayer, Liberty:
Ethel L. Brown, Milo; Ida F. Burr ill,
Bnrnham; Jennie M. Chadwick, Palermo;
Jennie Q. Clifford, Stockton Springs;
Rachel T. Cole, Brooklin; Lana M. Comstock, Argyle; Anna C. Coombs, Vinalhaven; Nellis C. Cousins, Brooklin;
Arthur W. Davis, Cooper’s Mills; Linnie
E. Delano, Bncksport; Harold E. Dows,
Jefferson; Lucy M. Freeman, Mil bridge;
Hazel
G.
Prince, East
Eddington;
Evelyn Gray, Sargent villa; Adalbert H.
Gott, Castine; Winnie B. Hall, Jefleraon;
Vira E. Joyce, Atlantic; Amy B. Kenney,
Brewer; Ava F. Kingsbury, Monroe;
Lowena D. Leach, Castine; Elizabeth
Leslie, Dexter; AbMe A. Mallltt, Unity;
Emelins M. McFarland, Bar Harbor;
Edna M. McGraw, Waldo boro; Elizabeth
M. McIntyre, Bluehill; Georgia 8. Morse,
West Franklin; Suaan Norton, Castine;
Roscoe E. Patten, Orland, Edna M. Payson, Hope; Cynthia M. Perkins, Castine;
Minnie I. Quigg, Liberty; Gladys O. Redman, Castine; Carrie M. Seeley, Searsport;
Gladys D. Skidmore, Liberty; Helen J.
Spear, Rockport ; Hazel D. Stock bridge,
Atlantic; Carrie L. Turner, Milbridge;
Marcia C. Weeks, Patten.
East Bucks port Man Killed.
Charles C. Brown, of East Bncksport,
aged sixty years, met a terrible death last
Thursday. He left hi* home in the morning for Brewer with a jigger load of wood
hauled by a pair of horses.
In the early evening people living on the
goad, noticed a driverless team, and upon
investigation found Mr. Brown’s body
beneath the jigger, held in that position
by one lag entangled in a trace chain.
The body was terribly bruized and
mangled, nearly every bone being broken.
Ha had evidently been dragged in that
position for a considerable distance.

opening chapter

story

gather, and tor

The years have been fleet-footed and into tens
they grew
And these to scores were doubled, until it
now is true
That sixty milestones have been passed
along life’s great highway,
Since first the journey was began on that
Jane wedding day.
And he was young, and straight, and strong,
and standing by his side
Was one to whom his heart beat true. 1 Judge
no fairer bride
was cauea

upon to pngnt her troth in that
fair month of roses.
Though then unborn, the writer knows it’s
true and thus supposes.

Many chapters

are recorded since their Journey had its start.
They are written in the deeds of years, are
graven on the heart.
There have been weeks of sunshine, there
have been days of shade.
But through it all they’ve bravely come,
trusting and unafraid.

And children came to bless the home, to fill
the bouse with laughter;
No home-nest ever sheltered more loyal son
and daughter.
To manhood, womanhood, they grew and
then with cheerful face
Fared forth to life's great battle, to run its

lengthening

for Sale.

GASOLINE^LAUNCH^

'Qnick

81^-For-

merly owned by O. W. Tapley, Ellaworth. Me, 27 ft. long. 9 horee- power. Knox
engine, forward cabin, tool*, anchor, rope and
all light*, etc., required by government; in
perfect condition, perfectly sound; delivered
at Eggemoggin, Me.
Nothing to do but to pat
her lit the water. Thl* boat ha* been to Portland two or three time* In bad weather. Only
reason for selling I* that I shall not go to EgRvmoggln this year. Also will let or Mil my
Will aellatalow
property at Eggemoggin.
price for canh. Jana* H. Haysks. 55 Qrove
st.. Bangor. Me.

HORSES—And
HORSES,

p.

phaeton top boggy;
Address ••Bpooy

o.

2

dress "A”,
HAY—About
worth.

tons of Hungarian hay. Adcare Ambhican office, Ells-

'll T AGON—Light road

wagon.

Inquire of

and drank ice-water

j end came in a few hours. The funeral
j
afternoon at the
* will take place Tuesday
home.
B.
June 12.
WEST SEDGWICK.
OBITUARY.

The death ot K. H. Howard at bis home
in Sedgwick June 1, has left a vacant

place not only in
community. He
several years,

Mr. Howard

had been a great sufferer
but at last the end came

was

of

quiet, unassuming

a

his virtues

in the shelter of his

shown

home.

brigbeat j

His sympa-

generous|impulses were
quick to respond to the call of the
needy. As long as his health permitted
thetic nature and

ever

he

was ever

to be

found where there

were

sickness and sorrow, ministering to
sufferer and comforting the mourner.

his

the

life, he
met it with Christian patience and resignation. Only a wife is left.
The funeral was held at the borne, conInterducted by brother Odd Fellows.
ment was in the cemetery at Sedgwick.
A Friend.
June 10.
When

May

be received at this office until 8 o'clock, p. *u.
the 10th day of July. 1911, and then opened,
for the extension, etc. (including plumbing,
gas piping, besting apparatus, and electric
conduits and wiring system), of the United
States postofflce and custom house at Ella*
worth, Maine, in accordance with the draw*
ings and specification, copies of which may be
obtained from the custodian at Eiisworth,
Me., or at this office at the discretion of the
Supervising Architect. Jambs Knox Taylos.
Supervising Architect.
on

the home but also in the

suddenly.
disposition;

Treasury
Supervising Architect, Washington. D.
C..
9. 1911. SEALED PROPOSALS will

sorrow came

to

own

NOTICE.
of Mount Desert Bridge
hereby notified that the
said eorporation will be
meeting
held at its toll house in Trenton. Me on the
second Monday of next July, at 1 o’clock p. m.
for the following purposes.
First. To choose officers for said corpora*
tion for the ensuing year
Second. To take action in recard to repair*
ing the bridge.
Third. To transact such other business as
legally come before said meeting.
may
The proprietors are earnestly requested to
attend this meeting.
John J. Bombs.
Clerk, pro lem.
Mount Desert, Me., June 7,1911.

proprietors
THECorporation
annual
of

are

CARD OP THANKS.
undersigned wish through the columns
of Thb ambbican to thank their neigh*
bors and friends for the many tokens of kindness and friendship daring the illness and at
the time of t he death of Kben M. Stover. The
pain and sadness of such occasions are
softened by such evidences of geod will.
Mb. and Mbs. Elias Abmstbomo and family.
Cbablbs Btovbb and family.

THE

CARD OP THANKS.

TRENTON.
John Donlin has moved to Frankfort,
where he has

employment.

Mrs. Sarah Jackson, of Somerswortb, N.
H., who was called here by the death of
her sister, Mrs. Grant, returned Saturday.
Mrs. Jordan and son Arthur, who have
visiting her daughters, Mrs. Woodworth and Mrs. McDonald, at Bar Harbor, are home.
been

Mrs. Harry L. Davis, with little daughter A vs Mae, who has been visiting bet
husband’s parents, Leroy Davis and wife,
it Bar Harbor, is home.
The funeral of Mrs. Rita M. Grant was
held Wednesday afternoon at the Baptist
Rev. Arthur Clifford officiated.
•hurch.
The grange attended in a body. There
■rare many beautiful flowers.
June 12.Mat.

wish

publicly to express my thanks to
neighbors, friends. Odd Fellows, Re*
bekahs. Bayside grange and the Burry Road
Embroidery club for many acta of kindness
and sympathy shown during my husband's
illness, sod after his death.

I

Mbs. Fbbd A. Oaccrr.
Ellsworth. June 18,1911.
FREEDOM NOTICE.
is to give notice that I hereby glee my
minor son. Charles Campbell, the remainder of hie minority. I shall claim none of hie
earnings nor pay any of hie bills after this
dave.
R. M. Campbell.
Ellsworth, Me.. June 14,1911.

THIS

Storrttsnnnrt*.

HANCOCK

HALL,

MONDAY EVENING
JUNE 10

OEO. C. KALL

DORS IT.

race.

What priceless
heritage is theirs, such
father-life to know.
Such mother-love to realise as the long years
ebb and flow.
A daughter Joins our circle, and three sons
who could not come
Send greetings of affection to the dear old
folks at home.
And sorrow, too, has come to All life's goblet
to the brim;
The family group has had one break—one life
has gone to Him
Who giveth His beloved sleep. Beside the

crystal sea
May happy unions

come

some

day, where

many mansions be.

hearts, your friends have gathered on
this sixtieth wedding day
To bring you love and wishes best, to speed
Dear

you on your way.
And may the faith that guided you in all the
ways you’ve trod
Lead onward, upward, till at last you reach
the hills of God.

MARIA VILLE.
Kenneth Moore,

life-long and highlyrerfpected citizen, died Jane 6, aged
eighty-six years. “Uncle Kenneth,” as he
was familiarly known, was loved
by old
and young. He always Jiad a smile and a
kind word. He and his aged sister, Mrs.
Jane Pool, have lived together happily
for many years. They have been cared
for by their nephew, John Pool. The sister, who is now very feeble, has the sympathy of all. Funeral services were held
a

under the beautiful elm tree in front of
the home. Mrs. Tor bough officiated.
June 12.
8,

STATE OF MAINE.

the sixth day of June, in the year of oar
Lord one thousand nine hundred aad eleveo.
Ordered. That notice thereof be given to
all peraous interested, by causing a copy of
said petition and this order thereon to be
published three weeks successively In the
Ellsworth American, a newspaper published
at Ellsworth, in said county, that they may
appear at a Probate court to be held at Ellsworth in and for said county, on the fifth
day of July, a. d. 19U.atten o'clock In the forenoon. and show cause, if any they have, why
the nrayer of the petitioners should not be

granted.

JEROME H. KNOWLES. Judge of Probata.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest: —T. F.
Register

JtAMgBBT.

NOTICE or FORECLOSE'RE.
TIT HE RE AH James F. Candace, of BrookVv
lln, Hancock county. Htate of Maine,
by nis mortgage deed. dsted November 12. a.
d. 19M, aud recorded in the registry of deeds
tor Hancock conntj, Maine in book 412. page
87$. conveyed in mortgage to the underaigned,
Whitcomb Cousins, of Bluehili,
Hancock
couuty. Mains, certain real estate described
in said mortgage, and being ail aud the same
premises described in the deed from Thomas
A. Candage to said James F. Candagr dated
April 7b. a. d. 1992. and recorded in said
registry of deeds, in book 9T2, page 27. to
which records above referred to reference is
hereby made for more particular description:
and whereas the condition of said mortgage
has been broken and remains broken, now
therefore, by reason of the bieach of the con
dilion of said mortgage. 1 claim a foreclosure
of said mortgage and hereby give public notice
of the foreclosure thereof.
WntTcoun Cocaixs.
By Fred L. Mason.
His attorney dnly authorised.
Dated Jane 12. a. d. 1911.
NOTICE or FORECLOSURE.
Sadis L.

Nhapisigh. of Hurry,
WHEREAS
by
mortgage deed dated April 4.
1910. ecorded Jane
her

It. 1911, conveyed io the
undersigned a certain lot or pared of land in
said Hurrv with all buildings thereon, butted
and bounded as follows, to wit:
Northerly and easterly by land of the heirs
of the late wLiliam 8. Treworgy; westerly by
land formerly owned by Roewell G. Swell, and
southerly by the highway and running back
therefrom two hundred and twenty feet, being formerly the homestead of John M. Merrill: reference being made to deed from N. J.
Raster brook to Arno W. King, dated the
twentieth dey of September, nineteen hundred and four and recorded in Hancock
registry of deeds In book 411, page 210, and to
all other deeds therein referred to.
And whereas the conditione of said mortgage have been broken, now. therefore. I, the
underaigned. mortgagee, claim foreclosure of
said mortgage and give this notice for that
Damn. McKay,
purpose.
By Peters A Knowlton. his attorneys.
Ellsworth. Maine, June IS, 1911.
COMM IHMIO.VKK* NOTICE.
Haxcocx m.:—Bllaworth. Maine, Jane 13. a.
d. 1911.
the nnderelgned, haring b«n duly
appointed by lh« Uonorabla Jerome
H. Knowl**, judge of probate within and for
■aid county. commissionere to rocelre and decida upon the claims of the creditors of
Chulee F. McCartney, late of Bllaworth. Is
mid county, deceased, whose relate bar been
represented tneoleent, hereby glee public
notice agreeably to the order of the raid
judge of probate, that six mouth* from and
after Jan* «, a d. Ull. bar* been allowed to
aald creditors to preaent and proee their
claims, and that we will attend to the
11
o®c. of William E.
Whiting In Ellsworth, aforesaid, on Thursday. June a. a. d. 1911, and on Friday, December 1. a. d. 1911, at 10 of the clock in tba forenoon of each of eaid days.
Willi aw K Wamno,
Haaar I~ Caarrana,

WE,

presents

Druggist Parcher Gives Reasons for
Selling at Half-Price.
“It Isn’t often that I hare faith enough
In the medicines pot up by other people to
be willing to offer to refund the money if
It doer not cute," said Druggist Parcher to
ol his many customers, “but 1 am
sell Dr. Howard’s specific for the

cne

[lad to
cure

of oonstipation and dyspepsia

on

that

plan.
“The Dr. Howard Co., in order to get a
ijuiek introductory sale, authorised me to
tell tbs regular fifty cent bottle of their
■pacific for half price, 25 cents, and although I have sold a lot ol it, and gnartntced every package, not one has been
brought back as unsatisfactory.”
I am still selling the specific at half
price, although I cannot tell how long
[ shall be able to do so. Any person
who is subject to oonstipation, sick headtche, dizziness, liver trouble, indigestion

A

Beautiful Comedy Drama

aforesaid,

SOTJCE

SPECIAL

in

SCENERY

A Beautiful Hay with
Great Cast.

0

a

Up-to-Date Specialties

Seats on sale at Moore's

drug

,b“

0
store.

Prices, 25c, 35c, 50c.
—

FOR_SALE
Hunting Cabin Launch

oo'wodBoJSay."!^!?
tub*^4gnl^ofe.krt!
fer

Bllaworth,

To ail parooao latereaiad la eitherr m~Z01 “• «.
la tee hereinafter named.
At » probate ooart held at BlUworth
‘* *M
for the coaaty of Hnocock
°® ‘®*
of Jane. a. d. i»n.
*l«h
HE followiae mailer,
hating bee. **■
rented for the action tbereunc.
after Indicated, It le hereby
,ed
Uce thereof be siren to all
^
by caoalas a copy of tbla order
liebed three weeke eacceeelrely In
^
worth American, a newepaper
«
Bllewortb, la aab* coaaty, that
pear at a probate court to be
v
worth, to ssid county, on the fifth
Joly. *• d. 1,11 at lie
u.
lk*
forenoon, and be beard thereon II
<e,

Tdae

Norris “V
I.

_

oid*
th2w*'
perreY. !.£»*»•
ib?tf,lk
rnih'iA
he’d

cTiW'.g
Tsi"

caoee

Anthony Howard Hlnckle, late ol B,r
bor. hden. In .old county, deceaw.l

m2?;
to*elheTJJFJ
preeem2t*J®

**•«»r*

naro«irt"'

Roland H. Hownrd, lute of Sedrwirt
nld county, dece«ed. A ceruin
purporting to be the laat will and to
of mid deceaaed. together with
petition
probate thereof, preeented by
*
Howard, lb* executrix therein named
Mary lymbnrner, late of Brookerfn, ,,
•nld county, deceaaed. A certain
purportfo* to be the laat will and
ol enld deceaaed. together with
probate thereof. presented by Hoi liter Ly®*
i,»
burcer, the executor therein name*'.
Rhode H. Tracy. )ste of Ooqldsrw-.ro. In mu
county, deceased. A certain instrument D«r.
poftlns to be the lent will and
Mid deceased, together with petition for
bats thereof, presented by Sarah b
>haw
executrix therein named.
Bugene F. Sanborn, late of Bocksport i.
Mid county, deceased. Petition that Oars *
Sanborn or soma other suitable person b* an
pointed administrator of the estate of «aid d#
ceased, presented by Clara E. Sanborn,
of said deceased.
Aaron P. Stubbe, late of Bockepori, fB Mid
Petition tbat Howard F
county, deceased.
Oilley or some other suitable person he **. j
pointed administrator of the estate of nid <£ 1!
preeented by Howard P. GiUew. ,
credlto of said deceased.
Lawrence M. Nilson sod Christioa Mileoa.
minors, of Mount Desert, in said constr
Pi ret account of J. W. Brown, guardian tlti

miTmL2
j

Un"

tf

“,S
petlsiof!!!

wroSattS
iro.

widow’

fnr MtlltiMni.

Margaret C. r>e versus. a minor of Northampton. Hampshire county Massachusetts.
First account of Theodore H. Smith gunrdixa.
filed for settlemcntNoah Brooks, late of Cestine. in m 4
counts, deceased. Sixth account of rhvi«
C. Upbaro. trustee, filed for settlement.
Andrew J. Jordan, late of Orlaud. in Hid
First account of Merrill
county, deceased.
Trust Company, executor, filed for settlement.
Harriet E. Tapley. late of Brookerilia. ta
said county, deceased. First account of Hat.
tie 8. Tapley. executrix, filed for settlement.
Charles T. How, late of Bar Harbor. Eden,
in aaid counts, deceased.
First account of
Hamuei W. Bates and Frank ('. Hate*, ulmlxistratora with the will annexed, died for w,.
tlrment.
Cbariee K. McCartney, late of Ellsworth, ta
•aid county, deceased.
Petition filed by
Howard F. Whitcomb, administrator d* Ws
wow, for license to Mil certain real e*uw *
said deceased, as described In said petition.
Emms Carter, late of Ellsworth, in *sii
county, deceased. Petition r.led by Vi&ceat
M. carter, administrator for
certain real estate of said deceased, si described in aaid petition
Leonard M. Moore, late of Ellsworth, la Mid
Petition filed by Marciret
county deceased
C. Moore, widow, for an allowance out of the
personal estate of ax id deceased
Ernest A. Thompson, late of Dedham, lx
said county, deceased.
Petition filed by
Mabe: J. Thompson, widow, for ar. si! wise*
out of the personal estate of said deceased
Helen Herrick and Heurv Herrick, both being persons of unsoami mind, of I'rnobecot,
ia said county. Resignation of 8. P. Snowman, guardian, filed.
A. Bleacher Banks, late of the city of Albany
and slate of New York, decess-d P«:trax
filed by Phebe Wells Banks. executrix of ike
last will and testament of said deceased,
that the anwunt of Inheritance tax upon wifi
estate be determined by the judge of probtts
Cbarlee T. How. late of Bar Harbor Eden,
in aaid countv. deceased
Petition filed by
ftsmuel W. Bates and Frank C Bates * iauaistratore. with the will annexed of the estate of
said deceased, that the amount of Inheritance
tax upon said estate be determined by Le
Judge of probate.
Almira Davie, late of Trenton, in said
county, deceased. First account of Hesbea
H. Davis, administrator, filed for settlement
John Dix. late of Southwest Harbor, ‘.n »:d
county, deceased. Flr.t account uf Vienna?,
Lawler, administratrix, filed for ••-•f.iemeet.
Ruth P. Lord, late of BrooksvIlJe. In Mid
county, deceased. First end final account of
H. Roy Treworgy, administrator. filed for settlement.
John Dtx, late of Southwest Barber. :n *a:i
countv, deceased. Petitition filed by Vienna
8. Lawler, ad mist rat rix. that sn order 6e Issued to distribute among the heir* of sM
deceased, the amount rerun! matog l» *
hands of said admlniatratrlx. upon the a***t
of.her first account.
Morrison. Joy A Co., of Ellsworth, ia ewd
countv. Petition filed by Henry J Joj and W1.liam .V. Morrison. eurvirtoK partct .-i. for license to sell certain real estate cf said partnership estate, as described ir. said petition.
Robert Gerry, late of Ellsworth, In u»
Petition filed by Ira E.
county, deceased.
for
Hagan, Jr., administrator dt txmit »oe, delicense to sell certain real astute of *aid
ceased. as described in said petition
JEBOMB H. KSfOWLES. Jud*. I *»>d («"■
A true copy of the original ord«Attest:—T. F. mamosby.

«aj

TMfB rabaerilMr b.raby *>«*.

'ieca

h, hu bm duly appointed
»f th. lmtwtll bad IMUmtot of
BUZABBTH T. 8YLVESTEB. >»<•

4-

STOltlKOTON,
oonnty of Hnooock. decMMd.
“fn
.i,,.d
bolnc roqalred by th, t.rm» of «»td **
person. hoTfb, d.m.nd. ng.lnat
In th,

_

P"*f‘ *io»ii

mid d.coni.d are dMlred to
lor Mttl.in.nt, nnd nil lnd.bied tb.rw
r«in..ud to mnk.

|

Onmd.n, M... Jon. »■

I

*■
d
»>• eaid
J.UDt’ was
Higgins
duly adjudicated
his
aihf,iAb* Em office. In ofElla»7rtl,“^7,Uw5*Ah*ldf*
of June,
a. d.
atone

Wll-__—

o.

1911,
-*v»thda,
st which time the
LulU?. lh* afternoon,
»«*»<•. proee their claims,
,i.?7d.5or*JI“7
a trustee, examine the
appoint
bankrupt *n<{

I

transect such other busineM ee
may
J properly
v
v* 1
some before said
meeting.
William B. Wbitibo.
Referee in Bankruptcy.
H
7
Dated Ellsworth, Me.. June 14.1911.

11H!L «?ob?crib€I

hereby fires

l£ tm «d „d.Uti^u:Sf^‘~,

no bonds
iiti,»2>u“i^Lf*i.H*?cock,d*c*“*dj
th* u™* 01
»U1- All
2125.72 ‘'i*1 ^
«“»»<»» agmnat the
of

eejpte

d,,lTed to preaent the
»“ Indebted thereto
tre requested to make
payment immediately.
W. Bassett.
Varga,,y.
T
verona, Me.,
Jane
9,1911.
*”

r“d

S*°Mi

EMERY

BIX8WOBTH,

notice that

MABY D. LOWELL, late of VBHONA,

Wm. O.

TITLES

«

h.

n„

tain Inurnment purporting to be the
and le.lament of said deceared.
petition for probate thereof,
” Blnck1*' ,h'

pnJJJ
JjJJ

!Ia ®a"br*F‘«W-

9,795.
Morris I. Higgins, of Bden.
°'H‘noock and district aforeMldh*.Ch!“LT
bankrupt:
XTOTICE la hereby gleen that on tba 10th
ro tbs creditors of

p„,_

orRr?* Pn*«A
_Atteet.-T. KNaaoaer, Beth^,

pay»*»»^

8t“«,or

Bankrupt.

U.'J^U;

__

M.BS!Tnrrik‘l%‘ittkr,‘t’l,T-

In the matter of
Noams I. Hlootss,

boldU.

rejauj^^

JEBOMB H KNOWLES.
Jadg,
A tra* copy of the orletaal

SARAH A. COOK, late of ELLSWORTH,
la the oonnty of Hnncock. deceased,
flven bonds as ths law dlrecu. All p«
sons
having demands against
late of saiddeceased are desired io
the same for settlement, end all
(hereto are requested to make
Hassist C.
mediately.
Bllserorth, Jens 9. 1911.
__

the Ird
tba aald

on

Lime
the
said
creditors
may
attend,
prate their claims, appoint a trustee, examine
Ihe bankrupt, and transact auch other buslti may
properly come before aald meet!»*•
William b. Wamne.
Dated

? daiy

1911._—

bankrupt:

ii
*ln?
of V”by
June, a.
d.

,BtiSkH«

general played out condition, ought
to take advantage of this opportunity. If
the specific does not cure them, they can 30 last over-all 6 feat 3 inch beams, length
o< cabin 11 feet, cockpit 9 feet; equipped
come right back to my store, and I will
with aUh. p., 2 cylinder, two-cycle Lackcheerfully refund their money.
awanna engine, Paragon reverse clutch and
Pittsfield epark ooil: speed about 9 miles,
suitable for a day trip oar cruising, a subTk» newspaper which has no uniform stantial and
seaworthy craft, superior in
rate /or advertising space, and is satis- daaicn and workmanship.
Also ONE LACKAWANO ENGINEfied to tahe what it can get /or it, ie a
30 b. p., 4 cylinder, 2 cycle, fitted with
■heap advertising medium, and the ad- Dow ooil.
vertiser need aspect nothing but cheap
For full informstion write Box 172, or
■senile.—Lawrs nos burg (Lad.) Press.
telephone 154, BELFAST, ME.
or a

a

rlw.li^'V

-

nbacrib*. h.wby r*»
•be has been daly appointed adni*
THB
trains of the estate of

dar
1911,
* W. Woodworth waa
duly adjudicated
bankrupt; and that tba Brel meeting of bis
creditor*
will be held at my office, in
Bllaworth, Me., 10th day of Jan* a. d. 1911, at
two. o clock In the afternoon, at which

Four Acts.

s^gy^rF

Kren

,_

{I

day

for bold la* tba
*p°*

THE

To tba creditors of Jaaae W. Woodworth, of
Bdau, in the county of Hancock and district

SHINE ON
HARVEST
MOON

lb*

Rsgtater.^

In tb* District Coart of tba Unttad States tot
tba Hancock District of Main*.
la thematter of
Jnaaa W. Woodwostu,
,Y«. «.7&9.

Bankrupt,

a>

£/$$?

subscriber hereby five* notice that
he haa been duly appoioted *d»iaietrator of the estate of
LAWRBNCE B. SINCLAIR, lafe of ELLSWORTH.
In the county of Hancock, deceseed,
All pe w
bonds as the law direct*
as*
vlns demands against the estate of »w
**m«
the
ceased are desired to present
Jr
it
settlement. and all Indebted thereto art
i«nested to make payment immediately.
4»jsci*ia
E.
Oeoaos
BlUworth, Jnne 9,

Commissioners.

WHY HR

an.

AT* Treb*l, Court bald

Ktitloner*

on

-Second-hand

in good condition.
BUGGY
box 482, Ellsworth.

Mrs. L. 8. Wbbbib, Surry road, Ellsvv
freely,
is supposed, superinduced a worth.__
latent heart trouble, causing much pain
&pmal ^otirra.
Medical aid was sumand suffering.
moned and slight relief obtained, but the
department, office of the

excessively,
and this, it

—

which to-day
Has its charm for ns who
many far away.

East

and

Bucksport loan and building association,
More music followed, after which the
|3.10; Bar Harbor loan and building asso- whole company sang “Blest be the Tie
ciation, |8.06.
! that Binds". Mrs. Jordan’s favorite,
“He Leadeth Me," was also heard, while
Two large moose—a cow and a bull
were killed on the Washington
County “God be with You till we Meet Again"
railroad, three miles east of Wash- voiced the sentiment of the gathering as
ington Junction, by the west-bound pas- they prepared for the good-byes and the
senger train last Wednesday night. Dep- ride home.
It was a red-letter day in the lives of |
uty Warden Shea, of Ellsworth, was notified, and visited the scene early the next the venerable couple, and it will be long
morning. The moose had walked along remembered by those who joined with
between the rails for half a mile, going them in celebrating their wedding day.
east. Before the train struck them, they Among the guests from out-of-town, bewheeled and ran several rods, still hold- sides those noted above, were Daniel Y.
ing to the fatal track. The train was run- McFarland and wife and Mrs. Austin, of ;
ning about forty-five miles an hour, and Lamoine. The anniversary poem follows:
both animals were badly mangled. The ’Twas in the month of June, eighth day, in
eighteen fifty-one.
point where they were struck was on a
straight stretch of road, and with the Two lives were joined together whose hearts
had beat as one.
moon
it seems as if they might
good-sized
This was the
of a
have been seen in time to avoid the accident which might have proved serious
for train and passengers as well as for the

Habcocb aa.—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in and for aaid county of Hancock,

Contention

at

Hnjrooc*

Respectfully

OXEN. OOW8; also two youn*
Guernsey cows for rent. Inquire of H.
B. Phillips, Ellsworth, Ms.

cottage*

Inquire of Mr*. 8. J. Treworgy

Bunker is visiting relatives

Mrs. Sarah

other sisters

COTTAGES—Two
Sorry. Me.
Cove.

olr~

rotbe IommMi. the Jtdft of Urn Probe*#
Ooort la aad for tbo ooaaty of Haacook:
repromt mmy Mcoreg
Llaeola F. Irblaa, Aim
or Daltoa,
aad Bool aaid If.
Samuel
Johnson
ham.
rig
Job neon aa they are trastaaa under tat Bill of
Clifford Briffham. Char let Premia. (Atom
Tapnaa Francis, Frederlt 8. Goodwin at bolt
trusses for Harriet 8. Jaqatt both aadtr the

carriage*, new and secondhand.
Special bargain in pair work
horaea.
Pressed bay and straw, r. H. Ostsoon, Ellsworth.

J. W. Kemicb, R. F. I). 1, Ellsworth.

weeks.

*~-a

lyl Mattes

will of Harriot 8. Francta aad aadtr a deed of
mid Harriots. Jaqatt. Robert 8. Halt, Richard W. Halt that Clifford Brio bam aow daceaaed aad your petitioners with tbt exception
of aaid Samuel and Reginald Johnson aad
Amy J. Brigham and of your petitioner Frederic 8. Goodwin as trustee who saocoods said
Clifford Brigham as trastee for sold Harriet J.
Jaques did by a deed and written Instrument
dated December t. !*». a copy of which is
hereto annexed marked A aad which waa recorded In the registry of deeds for the county
of Hancock on April l, lttl In book 477, pare
SSI. convey certain real estate situated la
Edsa in said Hancock to Roger D. Hwaim In
trust to reconvey the same forthwith to said
Clifford Briffham to be held by said Clifford
Briffham as trustee under said deed aad appointed said Clifford Briffham to be trastee as
aforesaid under said deed, that thereafter
said Roger D. Hwaim did convey as therein
directed to said Clifford Briffham. that the
»ald Clifford Briffham has died before the objects of said Instrument have been accomplished. that no adequate provision Is made
thereto for supplying the vacancy, that your
have agreed upon your petitioner
ederlc 8. Goodwin, of Boston, in the county
Of Suffolk and Commonwealth of Massachusetts. as a suitable person to be trustee in
place of said Brigham and that your petitioners are all persons interested under said
Instrument, that said Frederic 8. Goodwin Is
willing to accept said trust and to give the
bonds and security required, that the trust estate consists of one piece of land only no ap
will be of any service to the
praiaal of which
be lelctaries. that an inventory Is unnecesa
bond
in the sum of one hunand
tuat
sary.
dred dollars will be sufficient and satisfactory
to tbs parties in interest.
They therefore pray that aaid Frederic 8.
Goodwin may be appointed trustee in the
place of the said Clifford Brigham deceased
according to the provisions of law and that
the making and returnintng of an Inventory
be dispensed with. Dated this thirteenth day
of April, a. d. Itlt.
Cnulu Fbabcis,
Groror Terrsb Fbabcis.
Roukrt 8. Halb,
Kicmarp W. Halb.
Mart Metis boob Daltob,
Libcolb F. Bbiobam,
Rboibald M. Jomhsob,
Trustees under Clifford Brigham will,
HaMCBLJorBanB,
Fbbpbbic 8. GOOPWIff,
Trustee sa above recited.

ClOTT

gathered.
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MIDNIGHT

OLD HOME WEEK.

blaze.

Committee Ammraem Farther Out-

line of Program.
BLOCK GUTTED BY
The Old Boom week committee of the
NIGHT.
SATURDAY
FIBB
Merchants’ association has announced the

COOMBS

WOM

gpUWDID

BT

FBMBK

™

KABBOW

VEVT8 COim-aOBATJOlI
e?cap* or pbtbbb block.

wooden bo tiding
Til* large two-atory
Mnin street, Jnet eeat
ol
aide
north
on the
river bridge, known na the
block, waa gutted by Are shortly

oTtbTunion

coombe
The loaa
l(tfr midnight Saturday.
building and

to

on

tenants la estimated at

with Insurance aggregating

About 115,000,
ae.64£>.
Thu fire *t

one time seemed likely to
Peter* block adjoining, and
*ipe nut the
bnlldlng* on State street,
,bc row of brick
several agencies contrlbnlsd to the proven: ioo of a widespread conflagration,
work of the
flrat Of all being tbe splendid
Ellsworth firemen. Chief Goodwin had
force and apparatus,
oul all the ereliable
including the Elleworth Falls company.
arrived eight
Soon after the firemen
were ponring on
strong stream* of wate^

the fire.
I

KTKB9 BLOCK IK DAKOKH.

Other favorable condition* were the
direction o( the wind which waa away
from tbe buildings in the immediate
vicinity, and the fact that the solid brick
Tali of the Peter* block, where it joined

Union serriom at Hancock hall. Old
Home week service at 3 o'clock, conducted by local pastors. Evening service st 8 o'clock, with short addresses

by visiting pastors. Special

music

and

orchestra.

Monday, dug.

7.
Old Homs week reunion it Newbury
Neck. Baseball, Muffers and Duffers.
Sports: yacht race. Reunion of pupils
of Miss Elizabeth True. Music.

Tuetday, dug.

8.
Old Home day. Exercises st Hincock
hall at 2.at p. m.. Mayor Leland
presiding. Short speeches by former Ellsworth
boys st home. SiDging of “Ode to Ellsworth” end other features. Evening st
8. Old Home reception end ball.

H'ednesday, dug.
Band field day.

Bangor

9.

Automobile road race,

Ellsworth, celebrating seventieth anniversary of building of Bangor road. Evening, three-act comedy by
to

local talent under direction of Fred E.
Cooke, followed by ball.

TAursday, dug. 10.
Veteran firemen's day.

Flay and bail in
evening.
Friday, Aug. 11.
County day, with special features for
the

building, prevented the
burning
Minstrel show and ball in
grangers.
of tbe fire in that direcMon, while
the evening.
the iron shutters on tbe rear of the State
street extension of the Peters block, or Saturday, Aug. 12.
Ellsworth
what was formerly the Brady block, afhigh school alumni day.
Lawn party at high school grounds.
forded further protection.
Ball in the evening.
These shutter* were cloeed promptly
alter the fire broke out by some of those
The Old Home week committee has
first on the scene. In spite of all the fire heard indirectly from some former resifound one weak spot In the building. Just dents of Ellsworth thst they feel slighted
beneath the gutters, and tonguas of Same at not receiving sn invitation to visit
made their appearance in the attic close Ellsworth for Old Homs week. The comunder tbe eaves. Hare a tew of tbe Grand mittee wishes it to be thoroughly under|
Army men, and firemen, with chemicals stood that no special invitations have
and a short piece ol hose from the been sent oat—the invitation to come ia
faucet in Grand Army halt, made a good general to all. Announcements have been
stand, and aavad tha building.
sent tothose former residents whose names
COOMBS BLOCK DOOMED.
the committee obtained
from virions
Tbe Coombs block waa early seen to be sources, but they could not bops to get a
doomed. Juat where the fire started is In complete list.
The secretary of the committee, Hoy C.
doubt, but it first made Its appearance in
the rear of P. H. Bonsey’s bakery. It was Haines, will send one of these announceabout 12.15 o'clock when tbe alarm was ments to any former resident of Ellsworth
given. Mr. Bonsey left the building requesting it, or whose name is sent in.
about 12 o'clock, and be says there waa no The Old Home week committee wants a
big gathering of old home folks in Ellsevidence of fire there when be left.
In the light frame building the fire worth Aug. 6-12, and wants all of them to
rapidly and soon swept through know that the Invitation is general and
the

spread

spread

waa occupied
by pressing.
Campbell Publishing Co., publishers
COMMENCEMENT.
The entire
of tbe Kllsworth enterprise.
root waa soon ablaze, and sparks and Ellsworth
High School Grad nation

the second door, which

_

tbe

burning shingles

tances

were

the river.

across

carried

long dis-

Streams ol water

Odd Fellows' block, Hankept
cock house stable and other buildings in
that vicinity.
Snnday large pieces of
on

were

shingle*
picked up beyond
on tbe Surry road.
The fire made a complete wreck of the
upper part of tbe Coombs block and tbe
bakery, while the other two stores on tbe
ground floor, occupied by P. H. Sbca,
tailor, and David Linnehan, billiard and
pool room, tbough escaping tbe full force
of Ihe tire, were rained by smoke and
charred

were

tbe Black homestead

water.
THE LOWES.
in,

ounaing

wasownea

oy

loi.i..

Burrill (two-thirds interest) end the DonM. Stuart estate (one-third).
The
building war valued at (6,000, with insurance of (1,000, ot which Col. Burrill bad
(3.00) and the Stuart estate (1,00.
Mr fiansey estimates his loss at (1,500,
witb insuranoe ot (700.
Mr. Sbea, loea about (1,030; insurance
sld

(600.
I.tunehan billiard room, estimated loea,

Exercises Next Week.
The graduation exercises of the Ellsworth high school w ill take place at Hanhall

cock

next

Wednesday afternoon,

at

There are thirteen in this
year's class, as follows:
Alice Viola
College Preparatory
Lord, Kuth Gladys Maddocks, Hannah
Frances Malone, Dorothy Stanwood Sar-

2.30

o’clock.

—

gent.
Scientific

Latin

—

Harold

Francis

Hawkea, Sylvia Cecilia Hurley, Ida Mae
Povich, Nellie Maude Treworgy.
English—Amy Crystal Bellatty, Helen
Mae Flood, Leon Gardner Flood, Roger
Lloyd Higgins, Everett Walter Strout.
The class officers are: President, Harold Hawkes;
vice-president, Hannah
Frances Malone; secretary, Alice Lord;
treasurer, Roger Higgins.
The class motto is: “Ainsi la Premiere
L^con Fin it;” class colors, pink and
white; class flower, pink rose.
The program for the afternoon follows:
Selection.Orchestra
Prayer..Rev R B Mathews
Salutatory, The Fortification of the

(1,000; insuranoe, (740.
Panama Canal,
Harold Francis Hawkes
Cempbell i’ublisbing Co., estimated lots,
•Essay...-The Life and Work of Jane Addams
(6,000; insurance, (3,700.
Amy Crystal Bellatty
Tbt damage to tbe Peters block is comClass History.Dorothy Stanwood Sargent
paratively slight.
The Past, Present and Future of
Essay,
The Coombs building was built in tbe
Ellsworth,
early 70s by the late Jacob W. Coombe.
Sylvia Cecilia Hurley
The site was formerly occupied by tbe old
•Essay, A Car Ride Through the Centuries
Peters horse ebeds end stable.
NOTES.

K. M. Campbell, of tbe Cempbell Pubsays ha will re-establish bta
printing business and resume publication
of tbe Enterprise as soon as
possible after

lishing Co.,
insurance

is

adjusted.

P- H. Bbea will re-establish himself In
business as* toon as loss is adjusted. He
will probably occupy rooms on tbe second
6oor of some office building on Main street.
David Llnneban has ranted tba Gaynor
building on Water street, and will reopen
hit billiard and pool room tbe re.
P. H. Bonaay le not yet prepared to say
what ha will do, until the toll extent of
damage to hie ovens la aaoartalned.
appreciation or nnu depabtment.
To I** Editor of The American:
I desire through
your paper to express
thy appreciation ot the prompt, Intelligent
•nd effective work of the fire
department

Saturday night.
The

was
very dangerous situation
bandied with skill and coolness, and
there is no doebt that the good work
of the Amman
pm vented a spreading of
the Are and dastrnetion of mneb valuable

property.
As

of buildings in tbe vicinity
1 feel
grateful to the firemen for their
good work, and am sat laded that we have
* better dm
department for tbe sixe tban
e»n be found
any wham. J. A. Petebs.
an

ownar

flirt) fTtUmmrth.

of

America,

Nellie Maude Treworgy
Prophecy.Roger Lloyd Higgins
Maine and Prohibition
•Essay..

Class

Helen Mae Flood
Duet,

Aufforderung rum Tanze ■...Von Weber
Ruth Gladys Maddocks

Ea*ay,

Hannah Frances Malone
Does a Student’s Standing Show

His

Sarsaparilla
Eradicates

Ability?

Leon Gardner Flood
Presentation of Gifts,
Ida Mas Povich

Selection.Orchestra
Address to Undergraduates,
Everett Walter Strout

Valedictory.Ainsi la Premiere Lecon Flnlt
Alice Viola Lord

Selection.Orchestra
Address to Class
Presentation of Diplomas,

Superintendent
Selection.Orchestra
HSxcnsed

In the evening the cUas will present the
play, “The Deacon’s Second Wife,” followed by the graduation ball.
SURBY.
Mia* Della Blodgett has gone to North
Ellsworth to work.
Mrs. Woods, ot Augusta, is with her
daughter, Mr*. Angie Jewett.
Mrs. Henriette Billings is visiting
brother, Gilbert Devia, in Conaryville.
Miss

Hoods

Nellie

G«t It today In usual liquid form op

lanatabf.

her

Sinclair hat returned to

Ellsworth, after visiting relatives here.
Mrs. Lillian Cushman, ot Bangor, and
little child, spent last week with her parents.

Smart and wife were in North
Surry Sunday, and held service* in the
schoolhouse.
Homer Wilbur, of Lamoine, was in toem
Friday to attend county grange. He was
a guest of H. C. Billington.
Eider

scrofula and all
other humors, cures all their
effects, makes the blood rich The examination tor entrance
and abundant, strengthens all high school was held Saturday
the vital organs. Take it
auperlntindent of schools, Bev.
chocolated tablet* called

CELEBRATE FOURTH

following program for the week:
Sunday, dug. 6.

Sawyer.

June 12.

to the
by the
E. L.

Anon,

OF

JULY

AT ELLSWORTH.
Thera were portions of the wild and
west—or what was formerly
the wild and woolly west—for the
silken mantle of civilisation Is fast
spreading over the whole land—where
the dividing line between honesty and
dishonesty was not distinctly marked.
The privations were great, and many
of the people found it difficult to make
a living. There was no law to keep
the honest separated from the dishonest, and this alone tended to obliterate
the dividing Una
One day two plainsmen went to a
land office to enter some land. While
there one of them told the following

woolly

OLD HOME WEEK,
AUG. 6-12, ’11.
A

Reunion at Home.

Come, All Ye Faithful!

story:
"Last week," he said, “me and Josh
movin' toward the mountings on

was

prospecting trip. We had two good
tidin' bosses and .a pack boss. One
day we fonnd a fine campin' gronnd
a

A Thought For Every Day.
whar the trout was
Thursday.
JUt Jumpin’ outen the water to be
Books are the playfellows of childhood,
ketched, and we concluded to rest thar the companions of youth, and the friends
a conple o’ days.
So we pitched our of old age.— Anon.
tent and got out our cookin' kit and
Friday.
calc’lated to spend the time like naMany of our cares are but a morbid way
OODS.
of looking at our privileges.
Walter
“The next afternoon, when we was Scott.
smokin’
our pipes, we saw a
layln' off
Saturday.
couple o’ men cornin’ oaten the timber
“It is not great deeds that count the
on the crick.
Ketchln' sight of us, they most. It is the little ones that send kindturned at fust, but we hollered to 'em ness and
sympathy winging their way to
to come on, and they Jlned us. They hearts that are sad and to lives that are
was youngish chape, neither or 'em
dark.”
havin’ ylt growed a beard. We ofSunday.
fered 'em the demijohn, but they didn’t
Hard may be Doty’s hand; but lo, it leads
seem to relish liquor much; mebby
into
Oat
perfect toy, where pain shall cease!
sees thy striving, and patience heeds;
they wasn't old enough to have God
And thou shalt find His peace.
learned. We offered ’em pipes, but
Celia Thaxter.
they didn’t seem Inclined to smoke
Monday.
neither.
“No life is made glorious but by the
“They told us they was In camp In good it contains, the work it does for
a patch of timber a
down
the
ways
others, the truth it manifests, the greatcrick, and after stayin’ awhile with us ness of soul it reveals.”
they went away.
Tuesday.
’’
‘What d’ye s'pose them kids Is a-doOnly what we have wrought into our
ln' over yere?" says Josh when they character can w'e
take with us to the other
was gone.
world.—Humboldt.
They’re hoss thieves,’ I says.
Wednesday.
"
’Hoss thieves.
They don’t look
“Self forgetfulness is something everynothin' like hoss thieves.*
body needs in the business of living.”
"
‘Like enough they belong to some
family as Is mighty hard up, and the
A Bird Legend.
only way for slch In this yere country
The friendship between the robin and
to make a haul Is to run off hosses, sell
the bluebird is accounted for in an old
’em and stock up.
We'll picket the
legend:
stock strong tonight, fur It’s my opin“When the robin, filled with pity for
ion these yi nng fellers ’ll try to stamhis suffering Lora, bore Him drops of
pede ’em.’
water as He hung upon the cross, a little
"We made everything as fast as we
brown bird thought:
*Oh, I, too, love
could.
The moon was full, and the
Him! Why can I not do something to
Me and
country was lit up like day.
ease His pain?”
Josh smoked till near 0 o’clock. It
“So she made a cup out of a leaf and,
must ’a’ been, then turned In. We was
filling it with water, met the robin and
awakened by henrln' the stock rushln’
gave it to him so that he would not have
this way and that way tryln’ to break
to fly so far as he returned for more of the
the ropes, and we beard whoops like
cooling liquid. And when at last he came
Indians; only they was more like with news that his Lord was dead, she
squaws and papooses than bucks. bathed his bleeding breast that was
wounded by the cruel thorns.
Then come shots.
The hosses was

beside

a

Seven-day Program.

stream

—

nigh crazy with fright, but we had tied
’em so strong they couldn’t get away.
’Josh,’ I says, says I, ‘them young
fellers Is doin’ what I said they’d do.
Got your gun and let’s go for ’em.’
‘I don't want to kill a boy fur a
hoss,' said Josh, 'especially If he's
starvin’.’
wen,

we

earn

they like with

our

lei

pr

em

no

rty.

wnat

The hat that fits the head comfortably and stylishly,
“
L. & H.” hats is shaped to make a comfortable fit without binding the head.
The Lightweight of " L. & H.” hats is another feature
of comfort for hot weather wear.
High or Low Crown, wide or narrow brim with edges
carefully treated “to prevent breaking down, the shape is
retained by the L. & H.” process of sizing and special
drying and pressing.
Tn Style and Finish, even the silk trimmings and lin“
ings appeal to Smart Dressers,” and cause a feeling of
satisfaction and pride when you lay down your hat show“
ing the L. & H.” trade-mark name.
"Every Style for Every Man."

The Oval in

-SOLD BY-

Reliable Clothing Company,

“It is

'•

things.
"When the gals got on their own
clothes they was good lookin’, and I
offered to marry one If Josh'd marry
t’other and settle down and take care
of the hull crowd, see’n’ there warn’t
no men among ’em, the men havin’
been killed off either by Indians or fur
Josh agreed, and we
hoss stealln'.
flipped up fur fust choice. Josh won
It but I didn't keer, since they was
both fine gals.
“We axed ’em If they’d agree to our
plan, and they said they didn't see
how they could help themselves.
"We Just been married, and we’re
goln' to make a settlement an this land
we’re squatted on."

it is better to be
to be sure;
it is best to be insured” with

GENERAL INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE DEALERS
story house. Shetland large stable, all connected with city water and electric
lights, and ..bout 1 acre ol land. A bargaiu on easy terms.
MAINE
ELLSWORTH,
Two

....
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CommiBaion fflttd)anta.

THE—

The advertisements below represent some of
the leading houses of New England. Our
readers will doubtless find them oi value.

MARINE LIST.

CLARION.

HAY WANTED
HAY HIGHER

Ellsworth Port.
Ar June 11, sch Ann C Stuart, Northeast
Harbor
Sid Jnne 14, sch Henrietta A Whitney, Cutler
Hancock County Porta.

Whether it’s a range or a fur-

“Clarion”, it is
requirement.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by
nace—if it is a
sure

W. J. PHELPS,
Chamber of Commerce.
Boston, Hass.

Ar June 5, sch F C
Southwest Harbor
Pendleton with coal for JTR Freeman
Kate
L
schs
June
7,
Pray, Effie M MorOAr
—

rissey

Ar June 10, Bch John B Norris
81d June 10. sch Phineas W
Ingram port, N S

Sprague for

BORN.

Baker.j

BLAISDELL—YOUNG-At Lamoine, June 10,
by Rev W H Rice, Mrs Florence A Blaisdell
to Mansel B Young, both of Ellsworth.
GRAY—GRANT—At Vinalhaven. June 7, by
Rev Charles F Smith, Miss Nettie Gray, of

Pul

us

mail

eft

to earn a beautiful pair of (4.00
shoes. It’s the best proposition ever
offered—and we can prove it.

Boston. Mass.
application.

Bay State Hosiery Co., &“i

WIRINO.

I

Lines of

AND FIXTURES.
on

ELLSWORTH

Steam laundry and Bath Rooms.
•

|| O

PAY, MO WABBKB.*

All kinds of foundry work done at short notice.
Goods oalled tor and delivered.

—

H. B. E8TKY A CO.,
Ellsworth,Me
Estey Building. State St..

DIED.

days.

WUMEN

Let

Wlrlst tad Sofplln Cko*rf«lly aim.
ANDREW M. MOOR.
Ellsworth
Estep Building. Slate St..

Egypt.

[Corrected.]

IS I A SS P M

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
Bailutw

COGGINS—At Los Angeles,
WOOLCOCK
Cal. May 29, Miss Nella Woolcock to Clifford
Edmond Coggins, both of Imperial, Cal.

days.

on

ELECTRICAL

—

MOORE—At Mariaville, June 1, Kenneth
Moore, aged 86 years, 6 months, 23 days.
REED—At North Sullivan, June 8, Henry A
Reed, aged 81 years.
SPOFFOkD—At Salem, Maas, June 2, Mrs Ellutta B Spofford, of Deer Isle, aged 64 years, 1
months, 11 days.
SPRAGUE—At Swan’s Island, Jnne 6, Leander Sprague, aged 71 years, 7 months, 28

Merchants
PRODUCE

SUmmianitme.

Vinalhaven, to Gordon Grant, of Iale au
Haul.
At Lamoine,
MCCARTHY
MARSHALL
June to* by Rev W H Rice, Miss Ulah A
Marshall, of Trenton, to Frederick W McCarthy, of Ellsworth.
SMITH—TREDIC—At Ellsworth, June 8, by
Rev R B Mathews, Miss Lucy May Smith to
Frank Tredlc. both of Ellsworth.
YOUNG—PENDLETON—At Orland. June U,
by Rev A G Lyon, Miss Erma I Young, of
Orland, to Clyde C Pendleton, of Phillips.
WEST—JORDAN—At Egypt, June 10, by Rev
Lulu
Gideon Mayo, of Franklin, Miss
Frances West to Frank H Jordan, both of

—

Market,

Stencils, etc. furnished

MARRIED.

AMES—At Orland, Jane 8, James F Ames,
aged 62 years, 2 months, 4 days.
BROWN—At East Bucksport, June 8, Charles
C Brown, aged about 60 years.
CHAPMAN—At Bucksport, June 8, Levi
Chapman, aged 76 years, 4 months, 29 days.
At West Gonldsboro, June 5, Mrs
LORD
Harriet Lord, aged 76 years, 6 months, 14

Manufacturer of

ARTISTIC HUMAN HAIR GOODS
of every description.
Goods sent on approval to responsible parties

APPLES A SPECIALTY
Feacull Hall

hair
STORE

518 Congress St., Portland, Me.

Established 1863

Commission
POULTRY. Edas, FRUIT,

Ellsworth.

ICS

LAWRENCE & CO.
Wholesale

ELDR1DGE,

Main Street,

CHAPIN BROS..
107-109 So. Market St.. Boston.
We will send market
free
stencil.
Ask lor
quotations on request.

CLEMENT—At Southwest Harbor, June 6, to
Mr and Mrs Chester Clement, a son.
DUNBAR—At Orland, June 1, to Mr and Mrs
Rodick Dunbar, a daughter.
EATON—At Little Deer Isle, May 24, to Mr
and Mrs Samuel W Eaton, a son.
JUDE—At Ellsworth, Jnne 5, to Mr and Mrs
Harry R Jude, a daughter.
M* LEAN—At Augusta, June 4, to Mr and Mrs
E L McLean, a daughter.

to meet every

J. P.

Shipper*. SEND US
APPLES
POTATOES,
FANCY HENNERY EQOS.
Top Market Prices.
Prompt Returns.
DEAL WITH AN APPROVED HOUSE.
To Llltworth

| BERRIES

AUSTIN-At West Broolcsville, June 12. to
Mr and Mrs Robert Austin, a son. [Earl

—

insured;

C. W. & F. L. AGENTS,
MASON

“Then the master of, the birds said to
the little brown bird: ‘‘Because you loved
the Lord and would have helped Him you
shall henceforth wear a coat the color of
the one His mother wears.’
“And that is why this little brown bird
has ever since then been a little blue bird
and is never far away from the robin
when be comes in the spring. This will
be something to think of when a bit of
blue flies between you and the sun and
you know Our Lady’s bird has come.”

Come

on.'
"We lit out to whar the sounds come
from, and the first thing the kids
knowed we was tight on ’em. They
One of 'em
run, and we chased 'em.
tripped and fell. I sat on him while
Josh chased the other and after a
We took
hard run brought him In.
'em to camp and In order to frighten
’em told ’em we was goln' to hang ’em
to the Umb of a tree.
“They knowed well enough that's
what’s done to hoss thieves, and they
What
believed we was In earnest
d'ye s’pose they did. They begun to
cry. This give us such contempt fur
'em that I says to Josh, says I:
'Sich snlvelln' younkers oughtn’t to
be lowed to live. They’ll never make
men, and the women wouldn’t have 'em
around. Let’s string ’em up shore.'
"Then one of 'em said, wringln’ his
hands: 'We haln't men; we're gals.
Our folks Is starvin’ over thar, and
we tried to git yer stock to sell ’em
and git somepln fur the children.'
"Me and Josh looked at each other.
’I be doggoned.’ says I. ‘If ever I saw
What luck
sich hoss thieves before.
we didn’t shoot at 'em:’
wouldn’t
'I
'I told you,’ says Josh,
like to kill one of 'em.’
“We give up the tent to 'em and the
blankets and made 'em as comfort*
able as could, and Josh and I built
a fire and lay down by It for the rest
Next mornln’ we give
o' the night.
’em a fine breakfast ov hard tack and
bacon washed down with coffee. Then
we told ’em we'd go and see what we
We found
could do fur their folks.
Jlst what the gals said we'd find. There
wor three families In a mighty bad
but other
way not only fur food,

good

1,1
—-

“You talk about

posters

-----

ana

your

aas.

upon the

fence.
But they ain't the kind o' mediums that appeals
to common

|

sense;

You may talk about your dodgers, and your
circulars and such,
But I calculate they don't assist an advertiser
much;
And especially In winter, when the snow Is on
the ground,
I wonder where your posters and your dodgers
be found?
But within the cosy homestead, when the parlor
stove's aglow,
The newspaper la read aloud to everyone we
know."

IfroftMional

&«D».

^YTc ehls cot t
TYFEWHIT*NO^ACCOONTLSB
c'lEKICAL

AND
WORK.

GENERAL

Agent of the Union Safe Depo.it A Trust Co., ol
Portland. Me., lor furnishing Probate
and Surety Bonds.
Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over M-ore’s Drug
Store). Ellsworth. Me.

J)R.

C.

HOLT,
Dentist,
E.

Bangor,
OFFICE

:

23 Hammond St.
Offloe hours

:

Maine.
RESIDENCE

:

2S Fourteenth St.
»to 12.1s ; 1 to 5.

Evenings by appointment

can

A record is bolter than a proepecMM.
Newspaper circulation is what eonsale foe
advertscore.

employed at Bar Harbor, and their «Ma
Margaret, who U employed at Blawertb
■pent Sunday with their parents, Wnltw
NORTH SULLIVAN.
Young and wife.
Mn. Theo H. Peters is visiting et BenEdward F. Young has been painting hii
gar, Ellsworth end Bar Harbor.
dwelling recently.
Mn. Low Moon and daughter, Mn.
Harvard Kittredge is horns bom MaaeaGeorge Fogg, oI Mt. Deeert Ferry, are vla- chuaetts tor a wash's vacation.
itlng relatives hare.
Mrs.; Rachael Hodgkins it visiting he
A bone driven by darenoe Young be- couein, Mrs. Nehemiah Meant, at New
came frightened by an automobile driven
bury Neck.
by Hoecoe Noyee, and ran away, breaking
George H. Coggins and Ira Hagan haw ,
the harness. No farther damage was
had water from their welis put into the!

COUNTY NEWS.

COUNTY NEWS.

done.

homes the past week.
The many friends of Angna Hennigar
The marriage of Mias Utah Marshall, o
and wife, of Mecbiaa, sympathize deeply
and Fred McCarthy, of Ella
Trenton,
with them in the death of their only eon,
took place at the home of thi
worth,
of
about
Clarence, a promising young man
bride's sister, Mrs. I. N. Salisbury, jr.
sixteen yeen. He wes recently open ted
Saturday evening, June 10, Rev W. H
on for appendicitis, and wae thought to be
Rice officiating. The bride waa »ttire<
improving when he took a turn for the in white and waa unattended. Only im
Mr. and Mn. Hennigar formerly
worse.
mediate relatives of the bride were pres
lived here, and have many friends.
refreshments were served
ent. Dainty
M.
June 5.
The bride and groom have the beat wishei
and
Q.
G.
Pettee
were
at
E. K. Bunker
of many friends here.
West Gouidsboro Sunday.
Y.
June 12.
_

Mrs. Elmira Jelliaon and daughter Elsie,
of Eastbrook, are guests of Mrs. Jeilison's

daughter,

Mn.

Sidney Uavey.

Kent and wife, of Swan’s Island,
Adelbert Reed and wife, Lester and Christopher Heed and Mrs. Hannah Reed, of
Hall Quarry, were in town Saturday to attend tne funeral of Henry A. Reed.
John

The death of Henry A. Reed occurred at
bere Thursday, June 8, after
three|yean’ illness of consumption, at the
age of thirty-four years. Although at
times a great sufferer, his patienoe and
courage were wonderful. He manifested a
strong faith in Him who doeth all things
well, expressed bis willingness to go, and
was only waiting.
He was s member of
tbe I. O. F. and the paving-cutters’ union.
Funeral services were held at the church
Saturday afternoon, Rev. C. E. Cook officiating. Mr. Reed, although a resident of
this town only a tew years, bad won tbe
esteem and friendship of many. He leaves
• wife and one little daughter, a mother—
Mrs. Hannah Reed, three brothers—Adelben, Lester and Christopher Reed, ail of
Hail Quarry; and a sister, Mrs. John
Kent, of Swan’s Island. Interment was in
tbe village oemetery. The bearers were
Edward F. Clapham, Madison Gordon,
John Butler and Harry Bntler.
Jane 12.
M.
bis borne

CRANBERRY ISLES.
Mrs. Luella Stanley has returned from
visit in Bangor.

a

large crowd.
Schools close this week, after successful terms taught by Miss Hadley and Mrs.
were

enjoyed by

a

Birlem.

Fred Stratton is ill.

Miss

Myra Springer

from Cas-

is home

tine normal school.

Mattie Grindie spent the week-end witt
her parents in Surry.
John Wass has rented Gay Mullen’i
house, and moved in.
Mrs. Edgar Kief was
her Bister, Mrs. Cline.

a

recent

ol

guest

Harry Rollins waa a week-end guest ol
D. tV. Springer and wife.
David Springer has had a telephone installed at hia home—10-14.
Merle Googina spent a few days with hit
father in Bangor last week.
Frank

Kenniaton, of Onilford, spent

■

last weak, the guest ol
Nelson Stewart and wife.
Anon.
June 12.
few

days

in town

WEST HANCOCK.
Miss Idylene Shute hu been quite ill,
but is improving.
Mrs. Msry R. Butler spent
Ellsworth recently.

s

Congratulations
Frank Stanley and

are

Irving McFsrlsnd spent Saturday and
Sunday in Sullivan.
Miss Alice Butler is visiting her grandmother, Mrs. M. R. Butler.
Mrs. Minerva Rich and two children, ol
Belfast, are visiting her parents, H. C
and wife.

Si

V. R. Smith, wife and baby Frances, ol
Northeast Harbor, were recent guests ol
W. K. Springer and wife.
Mrs. Emetine Gallison, who has spent
Boston, was a recent guest
of her daughter, Mrs. Sherman McFar-

wife

land.

June 12.

being received by
on

the

of

birth

SOUTH DEER ISLE.
Mrs. C.

The graduation exercises will be held in
the hall on Wednesday evening.
Superintendent Smith is to give

The graduation ball will
with music by Joy’s orchestra.
June 5.

dress.

State
an

SCMAC.

a

June 1—Lester Norman.

ad-

follow,

M. Pert went to Ellsworth Mon-

dsy.
Earle Sylvester, of Camden, spent Sunday with friends here, leaving Monday
for

S.

_

Moorfleld Storey and his daughter, Mrs.
Donald, were here one day this week.

Quite

a party from here attended the
Fellows’ memorial service at Southwest Harbor Sunday.

Odd

Friday afternoon the grammar grade
Seal Harbor on a picnic. Mrs.
Birlem took the primary grade on a sail.
Both trips were greatly enjoyed. Miss
Edith Hadley, the gram mer school
teacher, left for her home Friday.
went to

The graduation took place at the hall
Wednesday evening. State Supt. Smith

who spent
Conn., are spending two weeks in their
house here.
A son was born June 5 to Mr. snd Mrs.
William Bean, of Dorchester,
Mass.
Mrs. Bean was Christie Rot, bins, and
formerly lived at South Deer Isle.
J une 10.
H.

NORTH FRANKLIN.
Miss Zelphs Coombs is working for Mrs.
Marcia Bragdon.

days

Mrs. Clara Hill and Mrs. Abble Taft
'Visited friends In Bar Harbor last week.
E. E. Soderholtz and wife will leave
a week’s visit in Boston and

Monday for
vicinity.

Miss Janet Galbraith arrived Wednes-

day, and opened the Galbraith oottage tor
the

Rev. E. 8. Drew went to Franklin Tnssto deliver a memorial address before
the Q. A. R. poet. Mrs. Drew eocompenied him.
E.
June 5.

day

_

Alfred Merchant waa at home from
Portland one day last week.
Dr. A. J. Flint, of Boston, ia at her cottage, “The Rocks,” for an indefinite stay.
Miss Laura Stinson, of Deer Isle, who
have been visiting at Dr. Small’s, returned

Monday.
Mra. Bessie Baker, who has been visiting
her son, C. C. Biker, returned to her home
at Steuben Sunday.
Mrs.
T. Hooper was called to South
Gouldsboro Saturday by the illness of her
mother, Mrs. C. L. Bunker.
Miss Allen, of Brooklin, a teacher in the
Prospect Harbor school, waa a week-end
home

guest ol Rev. and Mrs. Drew.
E. J. Robertson, who recently purchased
the Star dry goods store, moved his family
here from Ashville Wednesday.
Sunday Rev. E. S. Drew delivered an inaddress at the Baptist church to
the members of the graduating class of the
grammar school. The church waa beautifully decorated with potted plants, and
exceptionally fine music was furnished by
the members of the eighth grade. Pupils
from all of the grades took part In the exercises, and their conduct reflects much
credit upon themselves and their teachers.
Misses Breta M. Haskell, Lucy Lunt and
Rtlla Staples. The graduating exercises
will take place at the town
hall^Friday
evening.
terest ing

PRIZE SPEAKING.

Tbe junior prize-speaking contest of tbe
high school took place at the town hall
Friday evening. All the parts were well
taken. Miss Alta A. Cole won first prize.
Miss Kebie Webber tbe second, with
honorable mention of Miss Doris Banker.

Program:
Music
Prmver
Music
Tbe Life Boat.Flossie J Hancock
•’Betty".Goldie M Sargent
The Oold Seeker..Alta A Cole
Music
Burdock’s Goat...Hazel Weston
Jeptbhah's Daughter.Olire F Tracy
Rustic Courtship......James MacKay
Music
Tbe Little Fellow...Doris A Bunker
The Champion Mnorer.Rebie A Webber
The Legend of Begrenz-Marion A Morrison
Music
‘‘Yes, I’m Guilty’’.Ethel H Pendelton
The Children.Clara O Morrison
Music

E.
SL'NSET.

Robert Conary, of Sunshine, is visiting
Mrs. Florenoe Stinson.
Mrs. Chester Hayes, of North Berwick,
is visiting relatives here.
Mrs. Naomi Eaton, of South Tbomaaton,
is visiting relatives here.
Moses Annis has gone to Northeast Harbor to work in a nursery.
The Southworth family bare opened
their cottage on Mill island.

John Conary and wife, of Sunshine, are
Mrs. Mary Cousins is grateful for the
their daughter, Mrs. Calvin Stinpostcard shower given her on her seven- visiting
son.
tieth birthday, May 28.
Mrs. George Manchester, with son AlJuneO._T.
bert, is spending tha week with her
Stanley Lawrie has gone to Sullivan to mother, Mrs. J. H. Lufkin.
work for Howard Gordon.
Mrs. S. B. Knowlton, three youngest
Mias Avis March attended the graduLillian Knowlton, of
sons, and Miss
ation at Bar Harbor last week.
Haverford, Pa., arrived last week.
Mrs. Mary Cousins was pleased by a
R. Knowlton and wife arrived from
postoasd shower on her seventieth birth- Philadelphia Sunday from their
wedding
day, May 28.
trip. Mrs. Knowlton (born Miss Louise

_

few

Fred Ooram and wits, ot Philadelphia,
arrived Monday to spend the summer
with relatives in town.

June 12.

_

a

Mrs. Resale Baker, ot Steaben, is vieting
her son, C. C. Baker, at Grindstone Reck.

Stinson and daughter Cassie,
the winter in
Litchfield,

was present, and delivered an excellent
address. There were seven graduates, and
all had class parts, which were well
taken. Joy’s orchestra furnished music.
The condition of Wilford Trnssell, who
has been ill a long time, became serious
Thursday, and it was found an operation
June 12.
T.
must be performed. He was taken to Bar
Harbor hospital Thursday night, and
HANCOCK.
operated on Friday for an abscess on the
Mias Leah Scammon has employment at
kidney. All hope for his speedy reBar Harbor far the summer.
covery. His wife and Mrs. Richard HardMrs. E. N. Fobs ia at Bar Harbor visiting
ing went to the hospital with him.
her daughter, Mrs. Charles Anderson.
June 12.
S.
Mrs. J. C. Wort hen, of Melroee, Mass., is
WEST GOULDHBORO.
visiting her parents, O. W. Foes and wife.
Mrs. Dyer is visiting her sister, Mrs.
A. B. Crabtree and family have moved to
Htlen Witham.
their cottage at the shore for the summer.
Mr. Brown, of Detroit, wae a week-end
Miss Charlotte Hodgkins, of Boston, is
guest of friends here last week.
here to spent the summer with her grandLewis Banker has gone to Rockland to parents, Walter Hodgkins and wife.
begin hie duties as mate on one of the
June 5.
C.
JC. C. R. R. boats.
EAST LAMOINE.
Jane 5.
Bub.

Mrs. Grace Clark is spending
with friends in Bar Harbor.

lira. Ralph Moon ia spending a weak
with ralativaa at Prospect Harbor.

Ellsworth.

Mrs. Annie

Mrs. Leland is visiting her daughter,
Mrs. Lewis Ladd.

Mra. Mary H. Band is vislUmt relatives
at Bast SoUivan and Aahville.

few days is

the winter in

Ezra Lorvey, jr., of Boston, has been
visiting his father a few days. He will go
to Camden this week.

son

Mrs.

Milliten

The memorial exercises at the hall Tues-

day

NORTH HANCOCK.

WINTER HARBOR.

Miss Helen Greenan, who has been
in Bangor, is home.

em-

ployed

Mrs. Hurley and daughter, of Bangor,
guests at W. F. Des Isles’.

are

Neil Hodgkins, who has been attending
school at Bar Harbor, is home.
C. C. Toole and wife, of Bangor, have
opened their cottage for the summer.
N.
June 5.

season.

BUCKSPORT.

Wooten) is warmly welcomed here.
E. 8. Small, wife and daughter Evelyn
when returning Thursday night from the
exercises
at
Deer Isle,
graduation
collided with another team,
breaking
the whiffletree and throwing them all oat.
Mrs. Small was severely bruised. The
others were uninjured.
June 5.

Hinrz

ISLES FORD.

Henry Pan coeat and family are at their
cottage at the aandbench.
The pupil* and teacher had a picnic dinat liarahheed Jon* 3.
Bev. Newman Smyths, of Connecticut,
and daughter, Mlaa Ethel, have
opened
their cottage.
Mr*. M. A. Millard, daughter Mary and
ner

Edward, of Llananh, Penn., are occupying Mr*. L. Q. Fernaid’* house for the

■on

summer.

Dr. V. Y. Bowditoh, Mia* Olivia Bowditch and Min Yardlay, of Boston, who
have spent a few daya at their oottage, returned May 90. Dr. Harry Bowditoh and
wife remained at th* cottage.

Bev. Hubert Well* and family came
Chapman, aged seventy-six years, May 30, with the exception of Mines Mardied at the home of his son, Melvin Chapgaret and Katherine, who remained at
'Wright, recently.
Mr. Chapman
man, Friday morning.
Waltham, Man., visiting friend* until the
Mrs. Mary B. Kingsley has gone to had been in his ostial good health op to a
Saturday. Mr. Well* returned
Hancock Point, where she has employ- few days ago, when he was taken with following
to Wilmington, Del., the
following day,
but
to be with hi* family about
ment for the summer.
leaves
a
He
one
expect*
wife,
pneumonia.
eon,
the middle of July.
who
lives
in
a
and
daughter
Bangor.
Misses Frances Wood, Margaret Wood
June 5.
g.
and Blanche Kingsley are home from Bar
Harbor high school for the summer.
The “pare food lew’* is designed by the
OCEAN V1IXE.
Government to protect the public from inMrs. Harriet Lord, for many years a
The community waa saddened by the
ingredients in both foods and drugs,
resident of East Sullivan, who had been at Iarious
t is beneficial both to the public end to tn« death of
Mr*. Eliza Hatch, which occurred
the home of her daighter, Mrs. F. P. conscientious manufacturer.
Ely’s Cream
a successful remedy for cold in the
Tuesday, May 30, at the home of her daughNoyes during the winter, died Monday, Balm, nasal
catarrh, hay fever, etc., containJune 5. An obituary may be found in the head,
ing no injurious drags, meets fully the reEast Sullivan news.
Foley Kidney Pill* contain lost the lngredlof the new
and that
Mrs. George G. Sargent, of Winter Harbor, visited her mother, Mrs. Nancy

June 12.

Stra.
_

NOHTH LAMOLNE.

Levi

fact ii
quirements
prominently stated
package. II
contains none of the injurious drags which
are required by the law to be mentioned on
the label. Hence you can nse it safely.

eu* necessary to regulate and strengthen the
action of the
and bladder. Try them
yourself. Sold by an druggist*.

Chamberlain’s Stomach and Liver Tablets will brace up the nerves, banish sick
headache, prevent despondency aqd invigorate the whole system. Sold by all

Chamberlain’s Cough Itemedjr 1* sold on
guarantee that it you are not
after using two-third* of a bottle according to direction*, your money will b* refunded. it i* up to you to try. Sold by
all dealers.

law,
on every

Willard and Leonard Young, who are
Aged aaa Elderly People,
Use Foley Kidney PilleMor quick sad permanent results la all cease of kidney ana bladder troubles, and for painful and annoying irregularities. Sold by all druggists.
Middle

kidney*

a

COUNTY NEWS.

tar, Mrs. A. V. Wsbb. Mrs. Hatch, who
war Miaa KUaa fiannfiew. waa tan la
Dsar lata, hat ha« baaa a resident ol
Ocean vUts am than fifty years. She was

thaanmrere.
SOUTH W BBT HARBOR

John Put Is working few Bidn..
Him Rat* Carroll la house from Mad* tow at North
BtoUmember ol the Uaogiagetlonal church of
Deer lata. Sha was the widow of OsraeUa* Bald, Maaa.
UnPrWnd |g (pn)dinr
Tha Inman family of At-'saU, Oeoegta, Bkjoto
Hatch, and waa seventy-seven years of age.
NorthBiooklla
Sha la survived ^>y two danghtare—Mrs. arrivad at their aammar hoaw Sara Map
“"*• Ptonk Smith,
Samuel Lake, ot New Hampshire, sad Mrs. 37. Tha Cooper* era expected seen.
olBootoo.^
rind ot Allan nannaiaou’iT*”1 ***»■
™
for tin
A. V. Webb; oaa soo-W. M. Hatch, of
Oscar H. Emery, ot Bdsa, recently ad^
Malden, Maas., and one step-daughter— mitted to the bar, has entered Into law
Ptonk
Sibley, of Bomorrilla, M—
Mis. A. J. Joyce, ol Ocean Till*. Funeral
W.
Harwood.
Seth
with
partnership
services were held Wednesday at the
The many friend, ol Martin Lorvey
home. Interment at Greenwood cemewere deeply grieved to learn ot the recent
Mm. Beolah DeMyar, of
tery.
sadden death ot hi* wife, NeUie Beamy
who hm bn. visiting bar
Mrs. F. M. Stinson, ol Boston, it visitLnrrey, at their home in Dracot Orator.
*l>d WU*’ b“
ing her mother, Mrs. Mary Greenlaw.
"‘"ned
The Southwest Harbor baseball team
UDt
F.
June 5.
--Satura
went to Mason’s point, Bomesnlle,
Mm. Fenutrom end ion
Owl arrive
NORTHEAST HARBOR,
day, to play a teem made op from Somes- their
Wv**«
eottaga J one 8.
vill* and Hall Quarry, coming off victorinr MKHOBIAX.
Mm. Angie Billing,, of
ous in tbe gams.
At 10 o'clock on Sunday morning, May
Camden, Urk.
her aiatar, Mm. Olio
Mrs. Ida Parker returned from Bar Har- iltog
Candage.
14, lewis Uolmee entered into rest, leavRot. Mr. Horgroro
her
bor
on
Mrs.
Emelins
behind
one
sister
haring
accompanied
Thursday,
ing
conducted
Fisks, ol Southwest Harbor, and two sister Hattie to the hospital, remaining ot the chapel Jone », to the
Mie. Hester WUllama, of
children—Mrs. Lillie Atherton, of North- with her until she was safety recovering
Buck..,.,
east Harbor, and William L. Holmes, of from a surgical operation.
•pent the poet week at Mi.. Alice
Fairfield.
Mrs. Mary Lurvey is at home for the
Prol. Harrington wa. at the
chapel<u,
Mr. Holmes was born at Mt. Desert summer, after spending the winter in urday
evening for the purpow 0f
November 7, 1819. He united with the Chelsea and Boston, and several weeks in ing a
tinging echool.
For the
Methodist church while young.
spring with her daughter, Mrs. Maud
Henry Henrikaon went to Stoninrtn.
years he followed the tea. When he re- Stanley,at Northeast Harbor.
Saturday for a few day.’ vi.it
turned to the land, he was faithful in atOn Memorial day, while no special sergranddaughter Marie.
tendance at the hoose of worship until
vices were held, a large number ol people
Jane 12.
hia faculty of hearing failed, and then he
H
where
at
Mt.
flight cemetery,
gathered
for
sought every possible opportunity
SUTTON.
tbe detail appointed had flagged and
private conversation on topics dealing wreathed the grave* of comrades.
Earl Stanley U here again thi,
with eternal things.
to anpply boat, and yacht. w,th
has returned from
Harmon
Mr*.
Georg*
ga*,itnfc
A short funeral service was held at hia
Mre. UwU Rica, with her
Bar Harbor hospital, where the has been
two Urn.
daughter’s home, conducted by the pastor
Mrs. boya, Warren and Walter, ha.
of the Baptist church, after which his receiving treatment. Her mother,
return*
Crippen, of Boston, came to take charge of from Sedgwick, after spending two ..h
own pastor conducted the service in the
dur- with her parents, L. W. GupUU and
affairs
Master
Ronald
and
household
church at Southwest Harbor.
wifc.
ing her absence.
Memorial day wa. fittingly
obwrred U
i*
th
moved
town.
ha*
The
school children
Capt. Howard Mayo’s family
decorttid
PROSPECT HARBOR.
into tbe house on the Point road, which the graves la the forenoon, and Id
Ut
Miss Queenie Cowpert hwaite, ol Birch ha* been occupied by the Marshalls, who evening the exercises at the town
hrtl
were
W.
F.
Bruce's
seem to have made a fair exchange which,
Harbor, haa been at lira.
interesting. Tha addrew wa. p*,
forth* past week.
we are told. Is no robbery, a* they moved
by Bernard Rose, of Li*bon.
into the Holmes cottage
C»pt. Coring Rice, of tchooner Kate L I
Mias Audrey Hunt, ot the Deaconess on the same day
vacated by tha Mayo*.
Prey, went east laat Friday after Undiw !
home, is supplying the Methodist pulpit just
On Memorial Sunday the tew veterans In freight for the island.. On hi.
until the arrival of the minister.
tr.p fn* I
with the exception of those unable Stenben bo wUl land a load of hwdwood
Mias Sadis Oar (kid, of Wilkinson villa, town,
ill health to be present, gathered at the in town and then proceed to Porting.
Mass., a senior at Dolby college, was a re- by
church. At the opening Mrs. Rice will eccompany him.
cent guest of her cousin, Mrs. Eddie Cots. Congregational
service two members were received Into
Arthur Sargent and family and md
The first ball game of the season was
tbe church—Mr*. Ida' Parker and her sis- Ralph and
of Sedgwick, hin
played Saturday between W inter Harbor ter. Tbe memorial sermon by the pastor arrived and family,
brought with them buiiduj
and the home team, resulting in a defeat of
a
was an excellent sddrecs.
By
strange material for tha large new
boethonn
ths visitors.
oversight of tbe significance of the day. a which they will soon build. Their wort
Halcyon temple, which la in a flourish- masonic sermon was preached at tbe will be
boatbuilding, engineer work, etc
ing condition, had the largest attendance Methodist church on this morning, thus They ocenpy the
Gilley farmhotue end
for many weeks Wednesday evening.
union
service
so
obthe
widely
preventing
cottage.
There was an initiation of a brother served.
Junes.
Tor.
Jane S.
HPR v Y.
knight, followed by an impressive memorial service for departed members. At ths
NORTH BROOK UN
HULL’S COVE.
close of the services lunch was served.
Timothy Pet lee D in failing health.
June 5.
C.
Miss Inez Dickey has employment in
Clara Cole ia visiting tier (ether, Dend
Bar Harbor.
MARLBORO.
Thurston, at North Sedgwick.
Shirley Sweet and Clarence Brewer are
Jennie Friend, of Klucbilt Neck, visited
Mrs. Qeorge Treadwell spent last week
employed on the J. T. Bowen estate.
John OUee ana family and Mr*. W. I.
at Bar Harbor.
School closed here last week, after s Hale
Friday and Saturday.
Melvin Wilbur went to Lakewood Satpleasant and soceessful year. The teachLeroy Flye etas in Bucksport last week
urday, returning Sunday night.
and
Miss
have
Mr.
Stoddard
Monroe,
ers,
Mrs. Fred Stratton, who is quite ill, has gone to their homes for the summer. The visiting old friends.
Mr. Morrison and family, of New York
returned to her home in Hancock.
exercises
of
the
ninth grade
promotion
to occupy the
Mr. Twombly has finished his work on were held in Kelley's hail Wednesday city, came Setnrday
Dr. Howe’s cottage, and with his wife and evening. Hard work had accomplished Pet tee place this summer.
George W. Cheerer, wholesale jewelry
child returned to his home in Enfield last much, and the hall looked very pretty
with decorations of green and white crepe manufacturer, of Attleboro, Mass., ud
Tuesday.
bis wife, a.-e occupying a totuge sear
Cleveland Blaisdell and wife, of Bar paper and evergreens. The program:
Harbor, were the guests ot Osmond Emery Music, Kelley's orchestra; prayer, Rev. Mr. "Urovebuml”.
music; address and recitation,
It ia a matter o( regret that Jeroai
and wife over Sunday.
Mrs. Blaisdell was Jobe;
“Asleep at the Switch,” Maisie Sturgis Daniels, who ha* been a summer unit*
Inez Anderson.
Higgins; “Jane’s Graduation,” Marion here many seasons, cannot come tka
Aka.
Jnne 12.
Elizabeth Stanley; “And He Worried year, as ha it ill at his cottage m MinkGOTT8 ISLAND.
About It,” Alvah Dresser
Hantcom; fleld, Mass.
Mrs. Frank Hamblen, of Sout h west Har- music; “A Lonesome Boy,” Gladys Rachel
Marlon Grindla tripped over the thresbor, ia spending a few days on tbs island. Higgins; “The Day is Done,” Gertrude hold as the waa leaving Hattie Kedant!
Delia Leland; “A Remarkable Casa of
Mr*. Clara Y. Hodgkin* visited her
Saturday, and feU headlong to the ground
Edmund Hoilis Webber; music;
receiving severe mjnrie*.
daughter, Mrs. Frank Babbidge, last 8’po’sin,”
“Death of Mozart,” Helen Louise Hansweek.
Xksophos.
Jane U.
com; “Tommy’s Prayer,” Mattie Priscilla
Mias Emily Sparing, of Philadelphia, Is
Jordan; music; presentation .of diplomas,
LAMOINE.
the guest of Mias E. a. Peterson, at Petit
Supt. Ernest L. Palmer; benediction, Mr.
Mansel B. Young and Mrs. Florence A
Plaisants.
Jobe. After the exercises a dance was enit
Mrs. A. J. Babbidge, of Bar Harbor, and joyed by the young people. Delicious re- Biaiadell, of Ellsworth, were married
the home of Bev. W. H. Rice here Saturdsy
Mrs. Howard Kelley, of Seal Harbor, came freshments were served.
evening, Jane 10.
to visit their mother, Mrs. Laura Moore, of
June 5.
Axxe.
Word has been received here of the msrMoore’s Lookout cottage.
Raymond Hanecom and wife were in riage, on May 28, at Los Angeles. C*i., «<
June 10.
Chips.
Bangor laat Sunday.
Clifford Edmond, son of Clifford Coggins
Miaa Inex Dickey ia employed at R. H. and wife, formerly of Lamome, and Mia
ASHV1LLE.
Nells Woodcock, all of whom are noWylie Hammond spent the week with Kittredge'a in Bar Harbor.
The groom!
Mra. Hannah Young, of Bar Harbor, ia dents of Imperial, Cal.
his family here.
father la a Mate senator. The groom a
Mrs. Grace Sargent and son, of North viaiting at Mra. Angelia Hamor’a.
school of
j
Mr. Bond and Mr. Noll, of Boaton, are a graduate of the California
Sullivan, are visiting Mrs. W. M. Puttee.
mechanical aria of San Francisco, «4 j
on
Calvert
Hamor'a
ehore.
8. J. Robertson has moved his family to tenting
deportof the mechanical engineering
Marion Stanley and a friend from BanWinter Harbor. Their many friend* rement of the Bute university at Berkeleygor vtailed relatives here laat Sunday.
gret to have them go.
The bride waa formerly of Silverton, ColoA veaael brought a load of lumber laat rado. Both are
Jonas Lindsay took a sailing party to
popular in Imperisl!
Stave island, Jons 11, consisting of E. A. Wednaaday for the new Baptiat church.
social circle*.
Hanna and family,and Mra. C. G. Small
B- a
Mra. Herbert Paraone, of New York,
June
U.__
and daugbtsr Louisa.
ia here to apend the aeaaon at "Honfleur
EABTBKOOK.
June 12.
PHdCBB.
Houae".
»
Earle Giles has gone 'to Bar Harbor
Dr.
and
Mra.
and
the
Miaeee
Whiting
r AKTKllXifc. UOVE.
work this summer.
are at the Van Doran cottage for
Whiting
Nelaon Young ia rial ting bia brother in
East brook
will entertain the Ft*
the autamer.
Surry.
#
Baptist
quarterly mealing June 16-16.
Mra. Laura White, who haa been ill the
lira. Lydia Springer ia a pending a few
»
three weeks, was taken to the Bar
Mn.'Harold
Kingman has gone
peat
eff
day* with her daughter, Mr*. Mary Lord, Harbor
laat Wednesday for treat- Northeast Harbor, where »be has
hoapital
ia Surry.
ment.
ploy men! for the summer. Her has"1"
Elmer Davie and wife, of Northaaat
Miaa Hempla and the Miaeas Bowen, of ■rill go later.
Harbor, were her* Sunday after their
are at "Baymeeth" for the aumIf then are any more bears in the
little daughter Edith, who haa epent a few Chicago,
mer.
The rest of the family will come which would Ilka to Uvea while
weeka with her grandparent*, Wtlaon
»! “»
later.
they had better keep out
Eaton and wife.
He was foR"""'
Kingman’s
way.
Mrs. Lillian Maddocka, of East Holden,
June 12.
Hdbbakd.
two in one weeK*
looocb to
visited her parents here laat Sunday. Her
June
EDEN.
tether, M. C. Sweet, accompanied her
Mra. O. W. Richard* and I,daughter home for a viait.
JW«rtt*nniTti*^
Marie are in town.
Mra. Watson MoQoa n, of
waa

Broaklia7

a

withhw^,*h*

pare^u^
ho£

Mjanc^U,n

—

eveoinr™*

e.^

<£,*'

w,uT

_

_

5._

Ralph Robbina and wife have moved to
Bar Harbor far the aeaeon.
Mr*. Charlotte Elliott haa gone to New

Franklin,

In town last week lor a short viait, and
carried her grandaon, Leslie White, home
with her for a viait.

Shepherd Leland and wife and Mias GerBritain, Conn., where her haa band haa
trude Lcland went to Trenton last Wedemployment.
Mr*. Julia Robinaon, of Orrington, who nesday to attend the funeral of Mr. Icehaa been riaiting friend* and relative** land's sister, Mra. Hiram Grant.
June 11.
Amnt.
here, haa returned home.
SOUTH BLUEHILL.

BAR HARBOR.

Deputy'Sheriff* Puller and Higgine mad*
big eeiaure of liquor* laat week at what
ia known aa the Rodick building, on Weet
■treat. They took *eventy-two quart* of
whiikey and four quart* of gin.

Mra. Frederick Will and son William,
Mrs. Philip Will and two children,

also

a

Lame ihoulder 1* almoat invariably
oanaed by rhaumatiam of the muaclea, and
yield* quickly .to the free application of
Chamberlain’* Liniment. Thia liniment
ia not only prompt and effectual, but in no
way diaagreaable to uae. Sold by ail
dealer*.

UBL

la

rotrvs Kiu.MY kkmkdy
particularly recommended for chronic

cases of
kidney and bladder trouble. It tends
U> regulate and eontrol the
kidney and bladder action and ia healing, strengthening and
bracing. Bold by all drugglata.

P. A JUxtord, SU New York Ufa
Bldg.,
Kansas City, Mo., says: “1 had a severs attack of a cold which settled ia my back and
kidneys, and 1 waa ia great pain from my
trouble. A friend recommended Foley kid.
"I PH1*- I used two bottles of them and
80,4 b*

S*J«5£3mJ"“*‘”,,do,,ood-"

WbmChUf
Future

ergs*!
■■

and prevents

the ailment! so
to childhood.

m*™--

CP®**

TRUE’S
ELIXIR

rnUNTY NEWS.
I
m

famnwr.

tb®

E.
for.

town
Wallace

Been, of
*bort iUy.

Urban*, HI., U ll

R. Hinokl.y la visiting hi I
F. Hinckley.
wMr. E.
and family, of PhUadal
Victor Strobe!
Saturday.
arrived
ptufc
is occupying he:
Mrs T J. McDonald
Dr. MeDonal.
at the Point.

XVIIL—The Country Town.

By C.

baag»l0w
later.
will join her
Weaton and family, of Day
Mrs. Philip
are <“ tbetr summer boms, "Thi
KH.OM

THERE

ii
Pnnk Maddocka, of Plttatrarg, P*.,
few weeks with his parents
tivi Maddox and wife.
and family
Mn. Donald Bag* McKay
th* P**1 P“ *» 1UJ7
who have spent
their cottage on Tenney hill
htve opened

opportunity

former bare

recognize their place
as country towns. The

more- ambition than common sense. They are still led
by the
Idea that the beet of life Is represented
fcy the city and that the best measure
of a city's worth Is Its size.
The desire to grow In numbers
may
be to a certain eztent a laudable ambition. The desire to grow In
quality
and the ambition to come Into closer
touch with the surrounding
country
mark the country town of the truest
Like the country Itself, such
type.
towns hare all the advantages of the
large city, with few of Its disadvantages. One of the greatest problems
that confront the city la Its slum tUs-

and son lean,
Mrs. Eugene S. Osgood
week* in Brockton,
Who bare spent a few
home Sunday. They were
Mass., arrived
by Kenneth and Cecil Oawho will make a abort visit here.

sccom'penied
pod,

from North
4 to 3.
out of twelve
This is the eleventh victory
with teams of Hancock
pmes played
county, losing only one game to Bar Harwon

the

are

which

•hd

lortlie summer.

The academy ball team

Asso-

two kinds of
country
towns—those which aspire to
to be big cities and
those

spending a

Penobscot Saturday by

QMLQOE.Y.

ICoprrlght, 1*10, by American Press
ciation.]

f°r *h® "“°n-

fines."’

V.

score

bor.

The following pupUa were perfect in
attendance at the primary school, Mias
Julia 11. Saunrteni,gteacber: Archibald A.
Orindlc. (Jerald N. Butler, Louise B.
Butler, Margaret L. Snowman, Arthur H.
jno*. Everett A. Marks, Howard M.
Curtis, Sydney H. Kane, Helena M.
Hubert»>>n.

"HIAWATHA.”
The grammar school pupils presented
"Hiawatha” at the academy hall Saturday evening. Each part was taken in a
mnch credit on pupils
wiy that reflect*
tod their instructor, Mias Leighton. The
lolos by Olive Chase and WiUia Snowman
were
very tine, and Doris Merrill, aa
"Sokotuis”, was perfect. The cast of
Hiswatha, as a child.Oale Hinckley
Hiawatha, the young chieftain.
WUlle Snowman

lagoo. the great boaster.Malcolm Osgood
The Arrow Maker, Minnehaha'e father,
«vuu urnav

Chibiabo*. the musician.Stuart Co nary
Tht priest, pair face ..Aleck Davidaou
Jfinathaba..Qllve Chase
Kocomis, Hiawatha’s graudmother,
Doris Merrill

4

Suveo*
town ball

exercises

com-

of Bluehill-Ueorge

academy, to take place at the
Friday evening, June 18:
March
Prayer

Muaie
.....The Olympian Games
fcalat.t ry
K unice Hurtle Dunbar
RtJUjr. -' ttiement Work.Hazel Bell Leach
Claw Hi»t ry.Ethel Mae Uray
Muaie
Class Prophecy
Jennie Elizabeth Littlefield
Em»J -rit.Frank Harvey Treworjry
Present ti a f rifts..Fannie Esther Maddox
Music
Y»«e Ictery.Uatlie Margaret .Saunders
Addre*-. t Class.Rev E Bean
...

PwseuUti

a

f

Diploma#.Prof

F E Wood
Trio

Mo*lc.Lyric
Benediction

June 12.

|j,
AIRLAND.

James

ootnrrar tow o> unit dat.

di«-d it hie home here
Tbarsilujr evening, aged about sixty yean.
He lea.e. a wife and one broiher—Llewellyn A me., of Hangar. Mr. Amea was a
memler ol the Rising Hun lodge, P. and
A. M
and attended ita meeting some
three weeks ago. Wnile
returning home
he was taken with a abock
wbila in hia
cwr|age, and waa not diacovered until
warning, He had been failing ever alnce.
Amu

♦

allrfjrrtisnnmtg.

Do It Now.
Ellsworth People Should Not
Wait Until It Ig Too Late.

uie sentiment or

The appalling death-rate from
kidney
disease is due in moat caaee to the tact
that the little
are
usually
kidney trooblea
“eglected until they become serious. The

iuwui

will

ueiy

ui

buiv«

the mail order problem.
The local
merchant will not bare te meet mat]
order prlcee. The farmer la willing to
pay something for the convenience of
getting goods when he wants them.
He Is willing to pay for the privilege of seeing what be la buying He
la not willing to pay the coat of a
delivery from which be gets no benefit. He Is not willing to pay some one
elee’s bad debts. He la not willing to
pay store rent and clerk hire for twice
aa many retailers as tbs trade de-

me tarmer ana

trying

to cajole of frighten him Into boycotting the mall order bouse8 the country
merchant had bandied the problem In
a businesslike way there would have
been do mall order scare.
In those
country towns where the importance
of the aurroundlng fearners la recognUed and an attew
the
pt mnde t0 give
farmer a
«o-jare deal mere la little
complaint ot' mall order buying. It 1»
*hB Merchants who treat the farmers
who are moat ready to raise

•light symptoms five place to chronic
disorders and the sufferer goes gradually
;
kite the
grasp of diabetes, dropsy,
Bright's disease, gravel or some other serious form of
kidney complaint,
J1 you uuaar from backache, headaches,
~“zy •pells; u the
kidney secretions are
of passage and unnatural In
tp- tVufalrly
■^•ghUr
the cry against the mall order house*.
J»»rince, do not delay. Help the kldr
ey*
In a good many towns the farmer la
*tonce.
directly discriminated against. The
*“*•
"P'.cially for •tores maintain a delivery service for
kidney duordera-theyedra^nere
other. their
city patrons. The farmer goes
°De
’ ’uousand
people to the store for his goods. The city
f,andr*d
hsvs r*cnf
Here's . case et man usually pays once a month—sometimes not so often. The farmer neatly
r‘ HlgB Bt., Elleworth, always pays for his goods In cash or
He
beclc became -*bout flve W*n **°
produce. Yet both must pay the same
leme and a. time went on, price. The farmer la helping to pay
my trouble
bed that
grow worse. Finally I got so the cost of a delivery system from
1 was compelled to quit work and which he gets no benefit. He Is helpwas h
ac.id op tor several days. In 1906 1
tear
ing to pay the Interest on credit
.led of Doan's Kidney Pills uni prop
counts and sometimes the accounts
Jred a supply at Moore’s drug store.
If Instead of working
themselves.
They went directly to the seat of my desperately against anything that
trouble end the contents ol two boxes I bears the name of parcels post on the
made s
complete cure. At thet time I ground that It will encourage mall or8sve u statement for publication in which
would turn
der buying the merchant
1 toid
my high opinion of this remedy. 1 1n and work for a low rate parcels

tararecommenttodth,^.

Msay,Tn^

routes be would efconfirm that endorsement, in
post on fbe rural
the fset that I have been free from feetnally curb any teudeney the commail order
kidney trouble since.”
munity might have toward
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents.
deliver certain
buying. If he would
Poster-Milbarn Co., Buffalo, New York, classes of goods to the farmers by
•ole agents for the United States.
1 such a parcels post he would be glvHe member the name—Doan’s—and take
deal.
in~ them no more than a square
other.
wav In which the merchants

<»n

tuuuuy

trlcts tm! Its pauperism. The country
town has uo slums, and every one Is
self supporting.
The red light and
criminal districts of the cities are un- mands.
known to the country towns. The poIn the most np to data country comlice force and the criminal courts of munities the country town and the
the city are unnecessary, and the farmers work together for the beet
money which these would cost can be good of all.
Many of the country
used to plant trees and build side- towns have commercial clnhe that are
walks
alive to every opportunity for advanceThe cities are crowded almost to the ment. In many towns of the middle
limit of human endurance. The coun- west these commercial clubs are the
try town has less room than the coun- foremost agencies In securing short
try Itself, but still there Is plenty for courses In agriculture for their comevery one. The cost of food that Is so munities. The demand for these short
alarming to the city dweller Is more courses Is so great that the agriculor less of a Joke to the resident of the
tural colleges do not as yet have
IJe has a garden In his enough men to furnish as many of
ronntry town
cow
In
a
and
a
back yard
neighboring these courses as are desired. They
pasture. The cost of living may have are allotted to the towns which show
affected bis ability to purchase lux- the most Interest and furnish the best
uries. but he will always have plenty
equipment to work with. The efforts
to eat
of the commercial clubs to meet these
The country town has a distinctive
requirements have helped the farmers
place to All In the development of the of many a community to have the agricountry. Some people would do away cultural college brought to their doors.
with the country town altogether and
It Is the same with farmers’ instilet all the farmer's business be done tutes.
The commercial club provides
In the cities. Others would have the a
place and helps bear the expense,
farmer patronize his home merchant at realizing that Its prosperity depends
An average between
whatever cost
upon the prosperity of the country.
these Idea* will represent the attitude
Some of the towns have undertaken
of the majority of the farmers toward another move that Is of great value to
To centralize all
the country town.
both town and country.
They are
mercantile business in the large cities
grading up and graveling the main
would be an unwise policy. The tend- traveled roads for several miles out
ency is rather in the other direction. Into the country. From here the work
The movement of factories to smaller In
many cases Is taken up by the farmtowns where the employees can live i
ers, and the result Is a system of good
Is
becoming general. roads for the whole community.
more comfortably
Decentralizing of the mercantile busiIn numberless other ways the comness must follow.
I mercial clubs and the farmers ire
The growth of the mall order busiworking together to build Up the comness ha* been regarded as spelling the
munity. Such a community can be
doom of the country town. That the
told at a glance. The country shows It
mall order business has grown to Its
In smooth roads and well kept fences.
present proportions Is the fault of the
The farmyard shows It In painted
country retailer himself. The country
town Is essential to the prosperity of
the farmer, bat the farmer Is more
essential to the prosperity of the counIf instead of appealing to
try town.

Fun»at...Flossie Veatle
Fever.Rath Battel
InditQ women:
Florence Hinckley,
Mabel Snow, Doris Carter. Marjorie
Mason, Mary Littlefield. Alice Butler,
Emm-i Horton.

mences nt

his fellows in town an well la that of
useless duplication. Us many country
towns there are half a dozen grocers
where one could easily do all the badness.
Three or four hardware stores
are trying to live where there is trade
enough to support only one. Thors is
duplication In delivery systems, duplication In rent and clerk hire and In a
dosen other Items. All this the farmer and the town people who patronise
the stores have to pay. To be surs
that they do pay It there la often an
agreement among the retailers to hold
prices at a certain level. Then they
complain when the farmer sends away
for his goods.
They forget that the
farmer la a business man and that a
business man cannot succeed nnless
be follows business principles and
bays In the cheapest market. Tbs
remedy Is free competition. Free competition may force some of the merchants out of business. This will be
the best thing for the whole community. Better one prosperous merchant
than half a dozen who are making a
bare living. The real merchants, those
who can run their business efficiently,
will remain In business. The others
would better be at work on the farm.
The best interests of the whole conntry demand that business be decentralized—that It be taken to as great an
extent as possible from the cities to
the country towns To make this possible the country towns must learn to
handle this business at the least coat.
This consolidation of the business of
iu«

characters:

COMMENCEMENT PROGRAM.
Following is the program for the

Tbe Vagabond Aster.
to cocatry bra ar* unfair to tkt
Metier* raised tbs status of tbs as
fkrmn la m t*s porches* of farm
produce, a good may ttmt tbo mar- tar to a hireling clown who mun
chants will combine te aeap down tbo amuaa hb king. Sir Henry Irving wai
prican of potatoaa and othar farm avan Knighted by Queen Victoria, wtu
products. Often they will atalp in aocb rerognleed hla msgnlflcent services u
product* from a distance, forgetting dramatis art. But la all the years what
their arguments In favor of buying la Sir Benry was breaking hla neck t<
run back and forth between Vlctorla’i
the home community.
One of the greatest injustices which royal residences and the cltlee when
the merchant In the country town ban he waa playing, to set up hla scenei
Imposed upon the farmer and upon snd act for the old quoen'a amusement

now

view of

j

I

iuother

Vmktag.

6%

ti wbat yoor mq wUI m U
inuMliMintai

fiinrortk Lsai aid BoiUiii in*i.
A HEW SERIES

and the entertainment of her guests,
he waa never once officially received
by her at court He had many privets
audiences, which were much the asms
for him aa to have a chat with
any
ethar old lady; but, although he waa
the possessor of a royal title, a favorite with the royal family and the
greatest actor of hla age, he never waa
lnrlted or “commanded,” as it la
called, to Buckingham palace. The
status of vagabondla clung to hla
garments, and ha waa clamed with crooked nobles and other undesirables.—
Archie Bell In Cleveland Plain Dealer.

U

For

partieulan Inquire or
O. W. Tinn, See’y,
Fliet Ran Bank BMp.
A. W. Kara, FretlPf nt

Sttmiacmnns.

sparkle of
T^LTITH
champagne, but
without its danger.
the

(Pronounced Klecfc'O)

Ginger Ale

massed armies of the earth to a suckHe lives both day and
ing child.
night and all days and nights In the
very lap of peril and the Immediate
presence of death and yet is no more
afraid than la the man who walks the
streets of a city that was threatened
by an earthquake ten centuries before. When we speak of Clive. Nelson
and Putnam as men who "didn't know
what fear waa” we ought always to
add the flea—and put him at the bead
of the procession.—Mark Twain.

bubbles and pleases—
adds to the charm of
board or table.
Yet in

Namss In Electricity.
Is the one branch of science that honors the great names In
Andre
its fundamental terminology.
Marie Ampere was the French physicist who first measured the current
and for whom the unit is named. The
ohm bears the name of George S.
Ohm, a German man of science who
discovered the law on which the unit
of electrical resistance Is based. The
volt Is named for the Italian Volta,
the greatest electrical authority of the
eighteenth century, who was the first
man to construct a rude electric battery. Tbe farad, the unit of electrical
capacity, Is named In honor of the
English physicist Faraday; the colomb,
the unit of quantity, for the French
physicist Coulomb, and the watt, the
unit of power, for James Watt, the
Scotch Inventor who Improved the
■team engine.

Electricity

Herbert Spencer Was Human.
Herbert Spencer In tbe attitude of
superintending tils household affairs
At one
was practical and amusing.
time the poulterer had not been giving
satisfaction, so Mr. Spencer called his
housekeeper and gave her directions
to transfer his custom to another
tradesman whose shop faced the delinquent's. "And. Miss Smith.” said
the author of "Synthetic Philosophy.”
“be particular tbat tbe first poulterer
sees you giving your orders to the second poulterer!”

“Clicquot

Club”

thereisonly the purest,fresh

Pauper Notice.

ginger,confecticner’s sugar
and pure delicious fruit oils
to flavor. The bubbles are
caused by the gas in the

contracted with the City of Ellsworth to support and
HAVING
for those who
need
care

assistance during the next five
and are legal residents
llswcrth. I
forbid all persons trusting them on
my acconut, as there is plenty of room and accomodations to care for them at the City Farm
ouae.
M. J. Diuumit
may

vears

Clicquot Spring Water,
which because of its purity
and adaptability retains carbonation and freshness

The Original Paul Pry.
Thomas Hill, familiarly called Tommy HUl, was, says Dr. Brewer, the
original Paul Pry. It was from him

per.”

longerthan any otherwat#.

AMERICAN ADS

Other "CLICQUOT" Product! with
tho Cliocoot parity ood flovori

Root Boor! Birch

Boer, Blood
Oronfc, Sorooporilla,
Lotnon Soda,

PAY BEST

For Sal■ by tho bamt Craaava
THE CLICQUOT CLUB CO.
Mil lit, Man.

Etgal 2foti«a.

Discharge?^'

Bankrupt’s Petition for
In the matter of
)
Fbbd I. Lamson,
} In Bankruptcy,
Bankrupt,
)
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the Dis-

Sailroatig anti Stramiioats

trict court of the United States for the District of Maine.
I. LAMSON, of Stonington, In the
county of Hancock, and State of Maine,
in said district, respectfully represents, that
on the 11th day of February, last
past, he
was
duly adjudged bankrupt under the
Acts of Congress relating to bankruptcy; that
he has duly surrendered all his
property
and rights of property, and has fully complied with all the requirements of said acts
and of the orders of court touching his bankruptcy.
wherefore he prays that he
may be decreed by the court to have a full
discharge
from all debts provable against his estate
under said bankruptcy acts, except such debt*
as are excepted by law from sucb
discharge.
Dated this 27th day of May, a. d. 1911.
Fred I. Lamson,

FRED

Effect April 16, 1011.

In

BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.
AM
[AM
BAR HAR.... lv. *
10 20
; Sorrento.
Sullivan.
Mt DesertFerry. 11 10
Waukeag S Fy. 11 17
Hancock. 11 20
Franklin Road. {11 28
Wash’gt’n June- 11 00 {ll 37
ELLSWORTH. 11 06 ll 44
Ellsworth Falls. °11 10 ll 49
Nicolin. 'll 22 {12 02
Green Lake. °11 30 12 11
Phillips Lake. ^11 37 {12 18
Holden. °11 43 12 25
Brewer June.
12 00
12 44
BANGOR-ar. 12 05 12 50
pm
4 50
8 00

Portland.ar.
Boston.ar.

j

PMfPM

3 50! 9 00
4 20:.
4 50.
5 20
9 50
5 27
9 58
5 30 10 03
{5 38 10 14
{5 46 10 45
5 53 10 52
5 58 {10 57
6 14 {11 10
6 24 {11 li»
{6 32 {11 28
6 40 {11 34
6 59 11 53
7 05< 11 59

Bankrupt.

pmam
am
5 40 12 50 j 4 50

9 05

5

15|

8.30

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
Boston.lv.

|

P M I A
10 oo

M

M

00
«

Portland.lv.

35

BANGOR.lv.
Brewer June.
Holden.
Phillips Lake.
Green Lake.
Nicolin.
Ellsworth Falls.
ELLSWORTH.
Wash’gt’n June.
Franklin Road.
Hancock.....
Waukeag. £ Fy.
Mt Desert Ferry.
Sullivan.
Sorrento.
BAR HAR....ar.

25
31
SO
57
05
14
28
85
40
48
56
59
06

....

|

Sundays leave Bangor 6.10

a ra, Ellsworth
Returnarrive at Bar Harbor 8.40.
ing leave Bar Harbor 4.30 p m, Ellsworth 5.60
p m, arrive at Bangor 7.00 p m.
Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.13 a m and 4.28
p m, and arriving at Ellsworth 11.06 am, 10.52
y. m. connect with Washington Co. Ry,

7.20

I
°

a

m,

Stops on signal to conductor.
Stops only to leave passengers

from point!
Washington County Railroad.
These trains connect at Bangor with through
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland,
Boston and St John.
on

Passengers

are
earnestly requestly to protickets before entering tne trains, and
Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to
Ellsworth.

cure

especially
Always Lucky.
McConnell—Sure, isn’t Larry always
th' lucky b'y? Murphy—Lucky, do ye
call him, whin it was only yesterday
that he fell, breakin' his leg an' bia
aarm? McConnell—Faith, an' wasn’t
be lucky on tbat occasion, wid th' accident takin’ place within twlnty fate
of th' hospital ?-Chlcago News.
BUST KtMi AT A COTOTBT STOM
Tbs
buildings And neat surrounding*.
whole 'countryside wears a look of

prosperity.

the town ehows It In cement side*
walks and clean streets.. It shows It
In large, well supplied stores, making
lack In numbers.
up In size what they
It shows it In neat homes and large
The town has a friendliness
parks
and respect for the eouutry. and the
for the
country has a high regard
The town la proud of every
town.
new barn that goes up in the country,
snd the country Is proud of every new
building that goes up In town. In the
there
manners and looks of the people
Is

no

distinction.

A stranger In town on a holiday
could not toll the town people from
those from the country. There Is no
difference, for tu a larger sense they
all belong to the country. They have
combined the culture of the city with
They
the freedom of the open air.
have found the be«t place tu the world
to

live, and they are happy.
__^
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On the Other Hand.
one hand." said tbe teacher,
pointing a long Unger to the map on
the classroom wall, "we have the far
stretching country of Russia. On the
other hand—what do I see on the other
“On the

hand. Tommy?”
''Warts!” hazarded Tommy, hopeless
with fright

Superstitious.
Did you let the examina“What!
tions go by again. Carl?”
“I’ll tell you, father. On the way to
the college I met an old woman, and
then I turned back again."—Fliegende
Blatter.
_

The Usual Course.
Haughty Lady (who has purchased a
stampi—Must I put It on myself?
Clerk (very politely)—Not necessari
ly. ma'am. It will probably be bettei
if you put it on the letter.
ne has not learned the lesson of lift
who does not every day surmount a
fear.—Emerson.

open. Marat, Ml 'oath ,• mtmihly pap
mmta, tl par than,

own Totm own mum.

Courage and the Plea.
Courage la resistance to fear, masof
tery
fear, not absence of fear. Except a creature be part coward. It la
not a compliment to say it la
brave; It
is merely a loose misapplication of
the word.
Consider the flea—Incomparably the bravest of all the creatures of Qod If Ignorance of fear were
Whether you are asleep or
courage.
awake, be will attack you, caring
for
the fact that in bulk and
nothing
strength you are to him as are the

also that Theodore Hook drew his
character of Gilbert Gurney. Planche
In his “Recollections’* says of Hill;
“Hla specialty was the accurate Information be could Impart on all the petty details of the domestic economy of
his friends, the contents of their wardrobes, their pantries, the number of
pots of preserves In their store closets
and of the table napkins In their linen
presses, the dates of their births and
marriages, the amounts of their tradesmen’s bills and whether paid weekly
or quarterly.
He had been on the
press and was connected with the
Horning Chronicle. He used to drive
Matthews crazy by ferreting out his
whereabouts when he left London and
popping the Information In some pa-

now

F. E.
General

MORRIS MCDONALD.

BOOTHBY,
Passenger Agent.
*

Vice President & General
Portland, Me.

Manager,

Eastern Steamslij Company
$4.75
Way. $8.50 Round Trip

Bar Harbor aud Boston
One

Blueblll and Boston $4 50 One
Way. $8.00 Round Trip.

Order of Notice Thereon.
District of Maine ss.
On this 10th day of June. a. d. 1911, on
reading the foregoing petition.it is—
Ordered by the court, that a hearing be had
upon the same on the 21st day of July,
a. d. 1911, before said court at Portland, in said
district, at 10 o'clock in tne forenoon; and that
notice thereof be published in the Ellsworth
American, a newspaper printed in said district. and that all known creditors, and other
persons in interest, may appear at the said
time and place, and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
And it is further ordered by the court, that
the clerk shall send by mail to all known
creditors copies of said petition and this order,
addressed to them at their places of residence
as stated.
Witness the
Honorable Clarence Hale,
Judge of the said Court, and the seal thereof,
at Portland, in said district, on the 10th day
of June, a. d. 1911.
James E. Hewey, Clerk.
fL. 8.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest:—James E. Hewey, Clerk.
NOTICE OP FORECLOSURE.
Linda B. Ralph, of Tremont*
now Southwest
Harbor,
county of
Hancock and State of Maine, by her mortgage
leed dated Sept. 18, a. d. 1900, and recorded In
Hancock county registry of deeds, book 354,
page 833, conveyed to Joseph D. Phillips, of
Fremont, now Southwest Harbor, aforesaid,
t certain lot or parcel of land situated in Tre»ont, now Southwest Harbor, aforesaid, and
Pounded and described as follows, to wit:
Commencing on the highway leading from
•Tremont Hall” to “Clark’s Point” at W. I.
Mayo’s southeast corner bound and running
north (by magnet of date of June 13, 1887) by
land of said Mayo four rods and fifteen links
to a stake at the southwest corner of a lot of
land deeded by said Phillips to said Ralph by
deed dated No'v. 7, 1897. thence south 87- east
by land of said Ralph five roos to a stakemarking the southeast corner of said Ralph’s
lot, thehce south four rods and fifteen links
by land of 8lm H. Mayo to a stake in the
northern line of said highway, thence north
87- west five rods to the first mentioned bound
containing twenty and one-half square rods.
Excepting from the above a right of way. sixteen feet wide from the highway to a lot of
laud of said Ralph, and being the same premises deeded me this day by said Phillips by
deed of even date, and whereas said mortgage
and debt thereby secured was assigned to
Allen E. Freeman, of Mt. Desert, in said
county by said Joseph D. Phillips by deed of
assignment date November 8, a. d., 1900 and
recorded In said registry of deeds, book 388,
claim
page 409. This Is to give notice of my
by said mortgage ana assignment on said real
estate, and that the conditions of said mortgage are broken by reason whereof 1.. claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Junes, a. d. 1911.
Allen E. Freeman,
By his attorney. Geo. R.

WHEREAS

Ful^eij_

SHERIFF’S SALE.
STATE OF MAINE.
County of Hancock ss.
Ellsworth, Maine, June ff, I9T1.
Steamer .1 T Morse leaves Bar Harbor 2JO
this sixth day of June, a. d. 191
p tn, daily, except Sunday for Seal Harbor,
on execution, dated December 15, a.
Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor, Stoning,
ton. North Haven and Rockland, connecting 1910, issued on a judgment rendered by the
with steamer for Boston.
Ellsworth municipal court, for the countv of
Hancock, at the term thereof begun and'held
Steamer Boothbay leaves Bluehlll 1.00 pm, on the first Tuesday of December, to wit,
the 9th day of December, a. d. 1910, in
dally, except 8anday, for South Bluehlll, Brook* on
of Ellsworth, aforelin, Sedtrwlck, Deer Isle, Sargentville, South favor of A. F. Burnham,
Broofcsvllle, Dark Harbor and Rockland, con- said, against G. B. Coombs and Laura A.
Coombs, both of Franklin in said county of
nectlng with steamer for Boston.
Hancock, for thirty five dollars and fifty-six
cents debt or damage, and nine dollars and
RETURNING
twenty-seven cents costs of suit, and will be
sold at public auction at the office of L. F.
Turbine Steel Steamships Belfast aud
Giles, at Ellsworth. Maine, to the highest
bidder on the twentieth day of July, a. d. 1911.
Camden.
at ten o’clock in the foreuoon, the following
descrioed real estate, and ail the right, title
Leave Boston 5 p m, dally, except Sunday, for and interest which the said
George B.
Rockland.
Coombs and Laura A. Coombs has this day iu
Leave Rockland 5.15 a m, or on arrival of and to the same, to wit: Being the same described in deed from Oliver C. Council,, adsteamer from Boston, dally, except Monday,
for Bar Harbor, Bluehlll and intermediate land- ministrator of the estate of Mary A. Whittaker, to Laura A. Coorubs, which deed ia
ings.
dated Sept. 22, 1897, and recorded in the Han
cock county registry of deeds Sept. 29. 1897, in
E. L. Smith, Agent, Bar Harbor.
book 317, page 881.
John E. Webster
A. M. Herrick, Agent, Bluehlll.
Sheriff.
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Unity, and the coup)* appeared ao Interested in sacb other that they had
no thought for any one else.
“Camberwell." said retereon on* day

■akM Imm Itklif Euy

The Road to Literary
Success

ing craves and Mias Cunningham,
punching the spurious earl in the riba,

«R seems k> me that roar secretary
has got ahead of bis master. That
young lady he's making up to ta the
prettiest girl on the ship.”
“You let my eecretary alone,” replied
Sully facetiously. “All I want of him
Is not to give my Incog, away till I've
left the ship. The men are opening
wine for me, and the women are feeding me on good things. But I want to
get away before they find out the
game we're working on them."
And so the ship sailed on.
Every
iay was a repetition of another—meals,
sitting on deck, constitutional walks
between 4 and 6 In the afternoon and
early to bed. One thing continued to
enliven the voyage for Peterson and
Tomkins—the attentions showered on
Sully and the airs the bagman put on
A
In support of his noble position.
number of the women found a pleasant excitement In angling for hla lord-

A party of traveler* sat chatting on
the deck of a Pacific liner, and the conversation turned upon British lords
marrying American heiresses. One of
the party whispered to a lady sitting
next to him:
“That Englishman Is one of 'em.
He's going over for a multimllllonalress.”
•‘Which oner' asked the lady Interested.
“The short thick one. The other la
his lordship s secretary.”
Yoang Peterson, who made this
statement was a great wac He did
not expect It to be believed and was
astonished later when one of the girls

M ALUM.M UME PHOSPHkTt
COUNTY XKWS.
EAST SULLIVAN.

Harry

college.

Patten is home from

Mr. Coburn is the

McCourt,

Mrs.

at

guest of Miss Bertha

Dyer’s.

Martha Hooper and family have
moved to South Oouldsboro for the sumMrs.

mer.

District Superintendent H. B. Haskell
will be at the church Sunday morning,
June 18.
H. lvah Thomsen and wife, of Baltimore,
Md.. will arrive Thursday and open “Hill-

croft”,

their

summer

home.

Fred L. Orcutt and family were called to
Franklin to-day to attend the funeral of
Mr. Orcutt’s sister, Mrs. Arthur Bunker.
John Perry, who until his recent illness
was a

much

live

member of

pleased

on

the O. A.

May 30,

R.,

was

to receive

a

seventy memorial
cards from comrades and friends.
H.
June 13.

shower of

more

than

OBITUARY.

Harriet Hall was born in East Sullivan.
Dec. 28, 1835, the eldest daughter of Isaiah
and Abigail Yeaton Hall; died at the
home of her daughter, Mrs. Mary Lord
Noyes, in West Gouldsboro, June 5,1911*
Miss Hall married James a. Lord in 1800.

telling you.”
“Tell me, please.”
“The short Englishman who calls
hlmaelf Sully."
“And
“Thanks," replied Craven.
now since yon have discovered that I
am merely an understrapper to an
English nobleman I presume you are
through with me.”
“No,” said the glrL “I admit I am
disappointed, but I have no reason to
glW

up J

vui

«.vui|iauivuaui^>

Craven chatted about ordinary mat-

1U

ten for a few minutes, then excused
himself. Seeing Sully, who was at the
time with Peterson, Craven went to
him and asked for an explanation of
the story he had heard. Peterson told
how they had fallen Into perpetrating
the Joke, apologized and offered to
do anything In his power to relieve Mr.
Craven of his share. “But," he added.
“I fear no denial will avail as to the
principal character, though. If yon like,
I think he can deny your part In It In

]

way that will be believed."
"Let the matter stand as It Is.” *a'd
Craven. “Since I have been his lordship’s’ secretary thus far I will remain
In his service during the rest of the

mitted for pat'ilcation. at the same
time trying to turn an honest penny by
doing a little scribbling for themselves.
Miss Easton happened to be one of
those women whose personality appealed to Mr. Ostrander. A man always sympathises with a woman who
Is obliged to work, and especially one
who works so hard as to endanger her
health.
Together they took part In
those out of door amusements that
may be enjoyed In the Bouth even In
the dead of winter. They boated together and drove together, finding
something In the palmy tropical winter
atmosphere and luxurious plants to
warm the emotions even of middle age.
When a practical man discovers that
he wants a woman he begins at once
to find good and sufficient reasons why
he should marry her. Mr. Ostrander
In thinking the matter over concluded
that Miss Easton would he a helpmeet
to him Id more ways than one.
She
could be a reader for him, correcting
his manuscripts, making suggestions
here and there and giving him hints
In the practical or business part of his

voyage.”
From that time until after the ship
left the Hawaiian Islands It was observed by those who noticed Mr. Craven's attentions to Miss Cunningham
that he was not with her as ranch as
before. This was not the lady’s fault
Mr. Craven, from the day she showed
disappointment In having learned that
he was the secretary of a very unattractive nobleman, was very chary of
her attentions. Moreover, he made no
further denial of the story. But as
time wore on and Miss Cunningham
found the days very long and the voyage very tedious without his society,
she encouraged him to return to her
side when she was on deck and showed
by her manner that if she bad not forgotten his position she Ignored it
Some time before the ship reached
San Francisco It was evident to the
passengers that If the earl was going
to America for a wife his secretary
nor

iook

ror

one

mere,

naving

found one on shipboard. Then all of
a sudden there was a noticeable flutter In the Cunningham family, and
Mr. Craven and Mr. Cunningham were
seen In conference on the after deck,
where there was no one to hear them.
From that time till the end of the voyage. which was but a few days, there
were unmistakable signs that Mr. Craven had, or would, become a part of
the Cunningham family.
“TVhat's the matter with your lordship,” said Peterson, slapping 8nlly on
the back. "You’re going to America
for a wife, and your secretary has got
one right under your note aboard

profession.
ww

down with millions.”
They both laughed merrily and went
Into the smoking room for refreshments.
The day before reaching port the
captain, as la usual on liners, gave a
dinner to the passengers. When coffee
was brought on he rose and said:
“Ladles and gentlemen, there has
been a Joke perpetrated by some good
fellows among yon for amusement.
Not wishing you to go ashore deceived,
they desire me to say that the Earl of
Camberwell Is really Mr. Sully, and
Mr. Sully has given me hla word of
honor to that effect.
"Nevertheless we have had a real
tobleman aboard.
From the first I
have been aware that Mr. Craven la
Baron Craven, a distinguished British
traveler,
lie Is not going to the 8tates
for a rich wife, for he Is
very rich
himself. Besides, from appearances be
has found on* aboard this ship.
Indeed, I am authorized to make the anrome

—
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among the palms and the flowers and
the other reminders of spring be told
her that he would be glad to lift the
burden from her delicate shoulders to
his own stronger ones. He had just
enough Income to get on with, but bad
hls time to devote to literature and
was determined to succeed In 1L When
he did doubtless they would have
money to spend, not In travel for recuperation from hard work, but for
pleasure.
They would go abroad
where he would be able to draw from
new scenes and other peoples what
would give him still greater fame.
Miss Easton in accepting hls offer
Ml Into a practical vein herself—indeed. a mors practical vein that that
of her lover. She told him that in order to succeed an author must make
a market for hls wares.
He must
write what the public wish to read
rather than what the critics approved.
It was not impossible that be might
make a sudden high flight, but It was
hot probable.
Usually time was re-

ship.”
“My dear fellow,” replied the earl,
“my secretary costs but a few thousands. Any woman who gets me must

—

them, then to animat* them.—John

Buskin._
Th* Crew That Wear* a Foal's Cap.
The following clever way of keeping
crows away from a gralnfleld la need
by the tanner of Holland: He make#
some small cap* of stout paper and
am ears around the Inner side of the
mouth of each some birdlime or other
sticky stuff. Id these he puts some
grains of corn and stands them about
bla fields by preastng their points Into
soft earth. When the crow find* one
of these paper caps ho thinks himself
In great luck until he attempts to peck
at the tempting grain, when, to his
astonishment, he finds the cap attached to hla head—a regular fool’s cap-*
which will not even allow him to see
what course to take if be files up.
However, he succeeds In reaching
some coarse grass or bushes and after
much bewildered acrmfcibling ami flopping about gets his heed out of this
undesirable cap aind ever afterward
avoids the field where there are more
of them.

quired.
In this way Mr. Ostrander, a highly
educated man, learned from Mias Easton, who had but common school training, that In all things sold for money

there are certain fixed business rules
brilliant exceptions may
occur—are practically Inexorable.
Soon after their return to the north
they were married. Mrs. Ostrander
then told her husband that the publishing house she had been with was
getting out a simple little story of
hers In book form. Tt turned out that
this simple little story had a very
large sale and made the author's reputation.
nouncement to you.”
And the result. The man who had
All looked for Craven and the Cuntaken up literature as a profession beninghams. Then It was noticed for came the publisher of the former
the first time that they were not in
drudge and fortune was achieved for
1
both.
'heir accustomed seats.

that—though

I

COUNTY NEWS.
BILllVA.N HAKHoti
Mr*. Fannie Dunbar has return,
Boston.

>***

Mr*. Phillip* Eaton and children trpected this week.
Dr. Henry Hawkins I* run ,
mother, Mr*. Mom Haskins.
Her. H. II. Beundenon will pr.„
•ummer lor the Liberal Christian
Mr*. Andrew C. Howard, <>l <
Mae*., I* visiting her *UI«r, MrUrann.
Harold Chandler, ol
West
M*e*., and A. O. Uall are at “U*U
for

a

few week*.

Dallas C. A*h* and wile are r...
congratulation* on tbe birth oft
ter (Paulin* Olive), born June 1.
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Changing Tom Hud’s Faee.

In Florida he met a middle aged
lady—he had by this time arrived at

a

ueeu

in their own essence unconquerable and, beside*, did not want any
conquering—they wanted using. A fool
always wants to shorten space and
time; a wise man wants to lengthen
both. A fool wants to kill apace and
kill time; a wise man, first to gain

trip.
middle age himself—who had come to
the south to recuperate from overwork. Miss Easton was In the employ
of a publishing house In New York.
In other words, she was one of those
persons, already mentioned, who read
the •"«nngcrtpta cf rJHer people sub-

No

are

They began young, usually
in the employ of soma magazine or
newspaper.
Many of them became
readers of manuscripts submitted for
In this atmosphere of
publication.
mingled literature and publication
they pass yean occasionally trying to
do some work for themselves.
Melville Ostrander at twenty-live,
having been graduated at college and
number
of
taken
a
postgraduate
courses, determined to devote himself
to literature, confining himself to fiction. Possessing an income sufficient
to support him. it was not essential
that he at once make money out of hla
profession. He reasoned that bo was
in the same position as other professional men who must expect to wait
a reasonable time for an Income.
There are persons, especially literary persons, who claim that the highest grade of fiction is that in which
there are no incidents. The characters
are expected to talk their way Into the
Interest of the readers. Ostrander first
fell under the Influence of this school.
He wrote novels in admirable English, In which his characters told their
own story—if they bad any to tell,
which they had not—indirectly In conversations and by glvfcg their own
thoughts. Hla novels were always returned by the publishers as unavailable, except In one Instance In which
the work appeared with a sale of only
a thousand coplee—not enough to pay
the cost of publication.
Ostrander, hearing that while the retrospective novel was the highest form
of literature—so considered by critics
—If he wished to succeed pecuniarily
he must enter upon a more lively
school. Henceforth he made hla characters love madly and go through fire
and water for one another.
After
writing a number of these stories
without success he became discouraged. Spring coming on about that
titue: he concluded to go south for •
stances.

“What an actor yon are!" she said,
with a slight coldness In her voice.
Craven, said nothing. He was thinking. Finally he asked:
“And who Is my master?’
“You know well enough without my

|

I

if the careers of
for the giber half,
authors of Action are looked Into It
will be found that those who bars
achieved any enduring success nearly
all gained it under similar circum-

ment

|

"Suppose they do; we can say the
earl Is traveling Incog, and won't admit his Identity. Besides, I doubt If
he win object to sailing under false
colors; he'll be treated royally.”
i “But the other, the secretary; It's my
Nearly fifty years were spent together
opinion he’s a gentleman and won't
so
seemed
their lives rnnning
closely, they
consent to any such imposition.”
as one.
Capt. Lord died in 1906. Since
“It's no Imposition for him to play
then the active, energetic, cheerful life 1
an unimportant part
Besides, If he
had
been
broken, and she patiently
denies the story he won't be believed.”
waited for the call from the spirit land.
Ills lordship was Thomas Sully, a
Mrs. Lord had been a life-long resident
bagman, or what In America we call a
of this place, where she was dearly becommercial traveler. Peterson told him
loved, always ready to be the best friend, !
and he entered into the
neighbor or helper in every good cause- of the plot,
It does not matter if our place is filled as spirit of it at once. Nothing was said
to the other Englishman, whose name
soon as we have passed out, if in life we
appeared on the list of passengers as
have so completely filled it that in the
Arthur Craven. He was of a serious
memory of those left behind no other will
ever be able to exactly fit in.
Mrs. Lord cast and not likely to have any symfilled well her place in the life of the pathy with the Joke or consent to be
one of the principal participants.
village.
Great was the amusement derived
This is the first break in the family of
four sisters, who have been devoted to by Peterson and his friend Tomkins,
each other and never long separated, with whom be had admitted to the secret,
the expection of Mrs. Amanda Hall Lewis, at the marked attentions paid to the
who lives in Steuben.
The two other bagman, whose title, Earl of Cambersisters—Mrs. Henrietta Johnson and Miss wall. was let out by the apparently InElizabeth Hall—have been with Mrs. Lord cautious display of an envelope that
In her last illness and untiring in their he had addressed to himself for the
There were many English
purpose.
care
of her. Mary, wife of Frank P.
Noyes, of West Gouldsboro, is the only people on board, all of whom were
child. There are six grandchildren and very obsequious to a nobleman of
Several American
; their own country.
one niece—Miss Ella Lewis, of Steuben.
Services Wednesday afternoon in the girls, who, though not multimillionwere
well supplied with
church where Mrs.* Lord so long wor- airesses.
shiped, conducted by Eev. C. E. Cook, funds, entered the lists for the prize.
“Ladles.” the bagman protested, “I
were largely attended.
Interment was in
assure you you are mistaken.
I am
the church cemetery.
a bumble British subject with no preJune 12.
H.
tense whatever.’’
“Oh. my lord,” was the response,
SOUTH SURRY.
"•how can yon tell such a story? Your
The mail service from South Surry to
aristocratic bearing gives you away."
Surry will be discontinued from June 15,
"You are incorrigible.” the bagman
after running more than forty-five years,
would reply, delighted.
with
one
beginning
trip a week and inPeterson and Tomkins, who were
creasing until for the past fourteen years
present when this amusing episode
or more there has been a mail six times
came out. hurried away to conceal their
each week. It is the same «ld story of
laughter, and when they got out of
small places—no one wants to be posthearing, exploded, then as soon as
master. However, it is hoped to have the
they could get Sully Into the smoking
R. F. D. established.
room opened a bottle of wine for Mm,
and Peterson assured him that his
OBITUARY.
noble mien was what was enabling
By the death of Edgar Treworgy, at the him to carry out the Joke so well.
home of his daughter at West Surry, June
Meanwhile
Arthur Craven heard
6, after a long illness, South Surry loses nothing of what was going on. for. beanother of its life-long residents, and the ing a reserved man. be
kept very mncb
community a kiudly neighbor and friend. to himself.
Some of the ladles reHe will be sadly missed.
marked to Peterson that Mr. Craven
Mr. Treworgy was the only son of Abram did not seem to be very hard worked
and Salome Treworgy, both of whom died
by his master, whereupon Peterson
years ago. In early life he followed the explained that the earl had no use for
sea, and by his unfailing industry and a secretary on shipboard and had execonomy prospered. He married Abbie A. pressly forbidden Craven to pay him
O., daughter of Levi Coggins, of this place, any attention whatever lest he let out
and later built a home where they lived
the incog. Craven spent most of the
happily with their daughters until the time reading. He did not smoke, theredeath of his wife nearly ten years ago* fore had no occasion to visit the smoksince when he resided alone much of the ing room, where be would have been
time, the daughters coming as often at astonished to see Sully vainly denying
they could to cheer him and keep him by words that be was an earl, but by
comfortable.
his manner convincing those present
About a year ago his health began to that he was.
fail, and afters time he failed so rapidly
Like seeks like, and Craven, having
that he could stay at home no longer, and made the acquaintance of a refined
was with his daughter and sister much of
American
family, found whatever
the time until the end came.
companionship he seemed to need with
He leaves two daughters
Mrs. Bertha them.
Indeed, as the voyage proTrundy, of West Surry, and Mrs. Laura gressed he showed greater disinclinaColby, of Mt. Desert Ferry; three grand- tion to mingle with the others.
children and four sisters
Mrs. Jane
Meanwhile the Cunninghams —the
Peaks, and Mrs. Julia Lyman, of Law- American family he hud become acrence, Mass.; Mrs. Cinderella Young, of quainted with—seemed to :•*
equally
Otis, and Mrs. Amelia Curtis, of East pleased with him, and the voyage was
Bluehill.
not far under way before Craven and
Funeral services were held at the church Miss Julia Cunningham, a
girl of twenwhich he had always attended. Rev. P. A. ty-two, were seen a great deal toA. Killam, of Ellsworth, officiating. He
gether. One going on deck almost any
was buried beside his wife in Bay View
part of the day In fair weather would
cemetery.
see their steamer chairs in close proxJune 12.
Tramp.

Perhaps If a census of persons who
scribbling were taken It would b#
found that half the educated people of
the United States are trying to write
sre

the secret was out
“I have heard." she said, “that there
U a British nobleman on board and
you are his secretary."
Craven looked at her In astonish-

|
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elation, 19IL

It could not be expected that Craven
should sail all the way to San Francisco without learning of his position
as secretary to the Earl of Camberwell. One day when he joined Miss
Cunningham on deck he noticed that
she received him with an air of disappointment It was not long before

We must look and think.

wise)

changing of place at a hundred mllea
an hour nor making of stuffs a thousand yards a minute will make ns
one whit stronger, happier or wiser.
There was always more In the world
than men could see. walked they ever
so slowly; they will see It no better
for going fast And they will at last,
and soon, too, find out that their grand
inventions for conquering (as they
think) space and time do in reality
time
conquer nothing, for apace and

Copyright by American Ptom Amo*

ship's favor.

of the party said to him:
“Do you know that one of those
Englishmen is an earl going over to
America for a rich wife?"
| “You don't mean It!" said Peterson
i with feigned astonishment
Peterson winked at a man standing
near to follow him, and the two went
i off together.
“By Jove, Charley,” said the wag,
1 “I've got something that will help to
kill time and give ns lots of fun besides during this loug voyage. For a
joke 1 told one of the ladies that that
sawed off Britisher Is a lord going to
America to marry a big fortune and
that the other one was his secretary.
She took it all In earnest, told the
story to the rest of the party, and it
came back'to me.”
; “Welir
"Well, don't you see that an these
i women aboard—there are some high
; steppers among them—will be sticking
| to him like a bear to honey?"
“But the Englishmen wUl hear of It

j

A Story For Those Who Ars
Ambitious to Write
By JAMES jTHANSON

be aad the bagman warn pass-

when

IP* and Tima U*NMl«MMk
No chanting or bargaining will ever
got a alngla thing oat of nature's “**■
tabllshmaot" at half price. Do wo
want to bo strong) W# tnuat wort.
To b# hungry) W* must starve. To
be happy) We most be kind. To bo

|

Thomas B. Bead was once the victim
of a printer's error the unusual aptness of which, after the Brat flush of
Indignation had subsided, appealed so
strongly to his sense of the comic that
he never failed to refer to the matter
with the keenest gusto whenever he
met the man whom be, with the utmost mock solemnity, always held responsible for It The late Colonel John
A. Cockerlll’s handwriting In the heat
of composition waa sometimes liable
to lose Itself In an almost Interminable
tangle, decipherable only with the
greatest difficulty. On one occasion he
undertook to say that “any one can
see Tom Reed has the face of an honest man,” bnt was horrified when he
opened bis paper the following mornlng and found that the types made him
say that “any one can see Tom Reed
has a face llko a harvest moon.”

Bar. Mr. Oook preached tb* twice*
laureate sermon to the gradual.
and
their friends of the high erhnoi
ay
afternoon, at the Church of Our 1'aisrr.
Hs look his text from Proverb* X) «—
“The Spider teknth bold with bar beads
snd Is in Kings’ Palaces." Tb* ^..oration wss tb* dlligsnc* snd pare*..rase*
of tb* spider, who overcome* *11 ol.:, t**,
snd though often tslllng keeps on trying till the web l* completed Bo ufbt
■Indents to toil on, even In ed v*r> »urroundlngt, till tb* heights sre gamed.
Tbe West Sollivmn choir rendered vary
acceptable tinging, with Mr*, liar art
Havey at tbs organ. Mr. Coot sang s
solo, “Never Clive Vp”. Tb* gra.lt «:ng
else* consists of four boy* snd Ihr-- „■ n*
Tbe graduation exerriass will be at tb*
Wsst Bulllvsn chimb Thursday air: ng,
June IS. The reception and hall »
be
held Friday evening, at K. of P. ha
■
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The busiest part of this vtllag
\ork
The Fset e# Chgtneieons.
»
Chameleons, aa no dmibt readers are Hill cemetery, which is und* r<
wonderful transformation under t
aware, nil belong to tbi^Skl world, and
ful hands of some thirty men an
my
particularly to Africa. In tbelr tongue. !
as
their feet and their eyes they dlfTer re- teams, and under the mauag<fiu< r>
markably from other tlzsrds. Their < Simpson brothers, of Newt<:>.
i
feet, though possessing five toes, are whose generous spirit has made th
divided into two grasping groups, look- possible.
About a year a**o their last
M «
lng like a band In mittens, and only by
to
close examination you perceive the E. J. Simpson, d*ed here, and
rest in the family lot be»ido the U:oer,
presence of the two or the three opjiosrw.
lng respectively, but so close together mother, one brot her and three other
In the autumn following, the r
nc
as to appear Uko one broad one.
On
the padded soles or palms of these brothers —G. Fred and Joseph j. -.ed
to
grasping limbs you can feel and see themselves to the owners of I««t:i« rets
the small—may one say—palpi, which enclose the cemetery in a solid
enable them to grasp so firmly that It wall, with massive iron gates, etc., so 1 to
Is difficult to detach a chameleon from donate {6,000 as a trust fund, the nt
Its foothold. These clinging feet, to- Oh which was to be paid setni-a’ osJly
gether with their prebenslc tall, en- and expended for the perpetual care the
able them to sustain themselves on same. Three men were appointed trustees
for the carrying out of this plan -Harvey
the branches In the strongest gale.
H. Dunbar, Charles P. Simpson and Aiwa
Wilson.
He Was Paralyzed.
n
One and one-half acre* of land ha\
The hell rang, and when she went
to the door she found a sad faced wo- added to the original lot, and the •"■rk. is
«

man.

now

“Please, mum, can you help me
some? I got six children an' me busband Is paralyzed.”
"Why. certainly. Here's a quarter.
Where Is your husband?"
"He's In Jail, mom."
“In Jail!
Why, what Is be In Jail
for?”
"For gittin' paralyzed, mum!”—New
York Journal.

going

to

on

The original

completion.

owners

asked to contribute

in a basket. He puts the first in with
its head polnlng one way and the
next with its head in the oppoeite direction. the next with its head pointing the same wsy as Urn first, and so
on. He stope when he has three heads
pointing one way and three tails the
other. How many pigs does he put In?
Taken at His Ward.
He (after marriage)—What)
You
have no fortune? You sa!d over and
over again that you were afraid some
one would marry you for your
money.
She—Yee, and you said over and over
again that you would be happy with
me If I hadn’t a cent Well, 1 haven't
a cent
The Sudden Shook.
“Your wife has received some sodden shock. What has happened?"
"I don't know, doctor. I came home
early last night”—
“Ah, that presumably accounts for

It"—Washington Herald.
Bad

Enough.

Magistrate—Do you know that drink
drives a man Into bad
company? Prisoner Yes. your honor. It
brought me
before

you.-PhUadelphla

Times.

One of Those Questions.
"it was his third attempt at suicide.”
“And didn’t he succeed at either of
the others r—New York Press.

here

that

»rre

Id

ti

part should become a# one with ti;
and they responded cheerfully, a- did
non-resident# who are always ini '-“ted
in the situation here.
Thi# »ubecr;j’iion
■

amounts to very

nearly fl.OOO, and
Simpson brothers, in addition t
they are already doing, doubled

lae
ibis

amount.

Both th9 old and the

Figure It Out.
A farmer takes some pigs to market

of lot#

a #um wc

new

lot#

sre

to be

graded, laid out with a driveway through
and paths leading to the different
hods,
and nothing will be spared to inske it so
attractive place.
The gratitude of all goes out to ibe
Simpson brothers for their munificent gift
and the improvements which are being
carried out In an upright and honorable
manner,

as

June 12.

it characteristic of the donors*
B.
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Quick Relief foe Biliousness.
The sufferer from this distressin
complaint is only too familiar with a
its disturbing symptoms:—loss of >1
petite, headache, dizziness, nause.i an
vomiting, oftentimes meaning prostn
tion for two or three days and the cos
sequent loas of time from regular do

ties.
Sncb attacks vary in frequent
and duration with different individual!
hut there ia really no occasion for thei
to occur at all.
That old reliahl
household medicine “L. F.” Atwood
Bitters, taken in teaspoonful dosa
morning and night, rsreiy fails to who
ly prevent an attack of sick beadacn
or
biliousness.
If this prevent*
measure has not been adopted, a del
sertspoonful when the first symptom
01
appear, will almost invariably ward
a severe attack.
It may be obtains
to
in large bottles, of any dealer,
thirty-five cents, or sample free for t»
asking. L. r. Medicine Co- Fortland
Tkt more eyes an advertisement catc>if*
lh* more doUan it it worth.

<

